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INTRODUCTION

Messrs Moony, Wormtail, Padfoot and Prongs
Purveyors of Aids to Magical Mischief-Makers
are proud to present
THE MARAUDER’S MAP
It was a map showing every detail of the Hogwarts castle and grounds.
(…) ‘Moony, Wormtail, Padfoot and Prongs,’ sighed George, patting
the heading of the map. ‘We owe them so much.’ ‘Noble men, working
tirelessly to help a new generation of lawbreakers,’ said Fred solemnly
(Rowling 1999: 144).

Who are Moony, Wormtail, Padfoot and Prongs? At this point Fred and
George do not know. Neither does the reader. Is it possible to determine
whether these proper names serve any secondary functions? Can it be decided
conclusively? Will anything change when the identity of the characters denoted by these nomina propria is revealed? Can the work that has been hitherto
conducted by literary onomasticians be applied to the analysis of these names?
This study addresses the issue of functions of literary proper names. The
main aim is to present and organise the state of the research and propose a new
methodological approach to the matter.
The topic of functions of proper names in literature has been repeatedly
assessed as settled: “The functions of proper names in different literary genres
and in works of individual writers have been settled and described” (Rzetelska9
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Feleszko, Cieślikowa, & Duma, Eds. 2003: 438); “The list of functions of
proper names in a literary work has assumed (so it seems) its final shape” (Domaciuk 2005: 175) 1. Similarly, Raszewska-Klimas states that the findings of
Wilkoń and Kosyl are “comprehensive and include all possible aspects of how
proper names function in a literary work” (2002: 17) 2.
However, this supposedly settled list is at the same time changed in nearly
every study of the matter. New functions are added and the definitions and
range of the previously identified functions are constantly changed 3. This incongruity has become the incentive for writing the following book.
On the other hand, there is also one scholar who has a contrary view on
the earlier works on functions of literary nomina propria, and should thus be
mentioned as well. Marzenna Cyzman states that instead of ordering the proposed classifications of functions of literary proper names, one should propose
completely new methods of their analysis (2009: 257).
Despite the fact that (contrary to its quoted positive evaluations) the state
of research on the functions of proper names in literature appears to be in
chaos, the solution proposed in this work will not be consistent with Cyzman’s
statement. Not all findings will be rejected. After a theoretical basis for the
analysis has been created, some of them will be included in the proposed approach.
Because the tools for the analysis in the approach proposed in this paper
are based on the structure of the examined literary works, not all major forms
of literature will be the subject of study. The research will concentrate on the
form of a novel and the analysed material will include proper names of characters that appear in the main text of the novel and of characters that appear
in parts of the text of the novel inaccessible to fictional characters, for instance
in quotations preceding the content of chapters 4. Other proper names – those
included before the title (for instance in the dedication) and after the end of
Domaciuk upholds her opinion also in her newest book on proper names (2015: 44, 136).
Such a view on the state of research on the issue of functions of nomina propria in a literary
work is shared not only by literary onomasticians, but also scholars concerned with other
branches of onomastics, for instance microtoponymy: “a stable classification of functions of
proper names has been settled in studies of onymic strata of literary works” (Rutkowski 2001:
40).
3
A detailed examination of this process will be presented in the first chapter.
4
These nomina propria are discussed and analysed in sections II.2.5, II.2.6 and III.3.2.3.
1
2
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the main text (for example in acknowledgements) – will not be included in
this analysis 5.
One of the aspects of the subject of study that gave form to the proposed
methodology is the fact that a novel is a finished entity. Therefore, the set of
characters’ proper names in any novel is closed and no new nomina propria or
new uses of the already included names can be added 6. Since the examined
material is of linguistic character, the analytic tools will be related to the linguistic and onomastic methods rather than to literary theory.
The main issues that will be addressed in this study include the functions
of literary proper names that have been identified and defined, the methods
on which their identification was based, a theoretical approach to the discussed
issue that allows a complete and coherent analyses, an application of the new
approach that shows its applicability.
Such a list of questions corresponds with the configuration of the work
which consists of three chapters. In the first of them, detailed summaries of
the studies of the title issue are presented. This shows both the greatest achievements as well as shortcomings of the examinations that have been hitherto
conducted. In the second chapter, a new approach to the discussed problem is
introduced. The methodology is based on two acts: the act of naming and the
act of using a name. Consequently two types of functions (permanent and
momentary) are identified. The main aim of this part of the book is to propose
a method of analysing functions of characters’ proper names that would be
applicable to every novel and that would result in a complete and coherent
analysis, without the shortcomings of earlier works delineated in the first chapter. Finally, in the third chapter, an application of the new approach is shown.
The characters’ proper names in three novels that belong to three different
genres and were written by three different authors are analysed. Therefore, this
chapter not only demonstrates how the proposed method should be used, but
is also meant to partly fill in a gap in the studies of proper names in the works
of the chosen authors.

Other types of proper names, for instance place names or brand names, will be studied separately.
6
Characters’ proper names from a novel can be used in secondary discourse, but that however
exceeds the examined entity.
5
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I
THE STATE OF RESEARCH
ON FUNCTIONS OF PROPER
NAMES IN LITERATURE

The research on functions of proper names in literature could be discussed in two ways: chronologically or in relation to the subject matter. Each
of these approaches has its benefits as well as disadvantages. While the chronological approach can seem better organised and easier for the reader, it might
make the capturing of the main ideas and tendencies in the research on functions of literary proper names a lot more difficult. On the other hand, this
capturing is the essence of the problem-based approach. Because the aim of
this work is to propose an approach to the issue of functions served by nomina
propria in a novel different from all proposed so far, taking the problem-based
approach to presenting the state of research on the discussed matter seems
more appropriate. Not only will it enable the recognition of the previous research trends, but it will also simplify the identification of the sources of inspiration as well as the comparison of the method proposed in this work with
those preceding it.
The issue of the functions of literary proper names has been given the
most attention in Poland and it was there that the majority of works that contributed to the development of the field were published. That is why, three out
of four sections devoted to the aforementioned functions will present Polish
13
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articles and monographs and the research published in English will be summarised in the fourth section 1.
Wilkoń’s work (1970) is considered groundbreaking for the development
of the research on the functions of literary proper names in Poland 2. Wilkoń
presents a typology of six roles that nomina propria serve in the material analysed by the scholar. It is on this work that the majority of later studies of the
issue are based. Their authors take over Wilkoń’s findings and try to improve
them or adjust them to the specifics of the onymic strata of works examined
by them.
That is why, this summary of the state of research in Poland has been
organised around Wilkoń’s work. The studies of the discussed issue have been
divided into three groups: (1) works preceding Wilkoń’s book, (2) works based
on his study, (3) works not based on his thesis or criticizing his findings. Furthermore, the second group includes also studies seemingly not based on
Wilkoń’s work, but in fact referring to it. For greater clarity, the inner structure
of each group is as chronological as possible with the rule of not interrupting
the discussion of works by individual scholars 3.

1. The beginnings of research on the functions of nomina propria
in literature
The first study devoted to proper names in a literary work is a text by
Pawiński published in 1933. In this examination, the author tries to establish
the etymology of the eponymous toponym. However, he does not discuss the
There have also been a lot of works published in other Slavic countries, for instance in the
Czech Republic and Slovakia, but these works are derivative with regard to the Polish ones and
do not develop the discussed topic.
2
The works published by onomasticians who follow Wilkoń’s typology are described in section
I.3.1. However, it might be worth quoting a few opinions on his book here. Szewczyk writes:
„the work by A. Wilkoń has groundbreaking importance on the linguistic and onomastic research on the functions of literary proper names” (1996: 111). A similar view is presented by
Głowacki: “The work by A. Wilkoń is undoubtedly a groundbreaking achievement in the studies of literary nomina propria” (1999: 10). Then, Cyzman states: “it is he [Wilkoń – M.G.] who
was the first to present a set of functions which later became practically the only reference point
for the literary onomastic studies” (2009: 225).
3
This rule is not observed when a scholar’s research has been classified into more than one
group.
1
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functions served by the proper name in the work. The issue of functions of
anthroponyms in a literary work has been first discussed by Stefan Reczek. In
his article, the scholar observes that the surname “was then a significant means
of characterising a monotonous character” (Reczek 1953: 220) and decides to
categorize the surnames in the 18th century comedy. In order to do that, Reczek defines the term meaningful surname as “a nickname written with capital
letter that indicates from the beginning the dominant feature of the character
and defines the role he has to play before the audience” (Reczek 1953: 221).
The scholar does not use the term functions of proper names in literary works,
he merely discusses surnames as “means of characterization” of fictional characters. Nevertheless, an observant reader can notice in the article the description of five functions served by surnames in the 18th century Polish comedy:
1) the semantic function – which is recognized already in the definition
of the meaningful surname and which occurs when a fictional figure
is characterized by the appellative source of the surname (Reczek
1953: 220-221);
2) the humorous function – which occurs when the appellative from
which the surname is derived highlights a feature of the denoted character that is openly mocked by other fictional figures (here age) (Reczek 1953: 224); it can also be the result of creating double-barrelled
surnames, whose parts are in direct contradiction to each other, for
instance Górnogłębski (Reczek 1953: 229);
3) the expressive function – which emerges when the author creates
a surname in a manner that shows his (or fictional figures’) attitude
towards the denoted character, for example Rubasiewicz, Ciurski
(Reczek 1953: 228);
4) the sociological function – which indicates the national, regional, religious or social affiliation of characters, for instance Morgal, Bryndas,
Świstos, Lejba, Wyrobnicka (Reczek 1953: 235);
5) the allusive function – which refers through allusions hidden in the
surname to a person from the non-literary world, for example Parmezanidas (Reczek 1953: 235-236).

15
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Although Reczek does not define the term function of proper names in literary
works and his article does not aim at providing a typology of such functions,
this goal is achieved to an extent. The scholar presents the first classification of
functions of literary nomina propria; moreover, four out of five of his functions
appear in the typology proposed by Wilkoń.
The second scholar who undertook the task of discussing functions of
proper names in literary works is Piszczkowski. In his article, he does not write
straightforwardly about the functions of the examined names, but about their
properties and the objectives and intentions of the authors who introduce the
names into the texts. From this description, however, there emerge functions
served by those nomina propria. The scholar describes the following functions:
the humorous (Piszczkowski 1957: 120-125), characterising (Piszczkowski
1957: 123), didactic (Piszczkowski 1957: 124), and artistic (Piszczkowski
1957: 124). Furthermore, he lists the atmospheric-symbolising and ironic intentions and mentions nicknames and folk names (Piszczkowski 1957: 126).
However, the article lacks the definitions of individual functions. They can be
seen as intuitive, contained in their names and illustrated only with some examples.
The last two articles to be discussed in this section were written by Górski
(1960 and 1963). Apart from works by Mickiewicz, the first article presents
also a summary of studies devoted to literary onomastics from the ancient
times. Górski starts this piece of writing claiming that nomina propria can serve
two functions in literary works: they can localise the plot in time or space and
they can be “a symbolic summary of the problem of a character or associated
with a place” (Górski 1960: 1). In his considerations, he develops this hypothesis and presents a number of functions, effects and aims (Górski uses these
terms interchangeably) served by proper names in literary works in different
periods. All these functions, effects and aims are supposedly contained in the
two main functions of literary proper names provided at the beginning of the
article. Thus, Górski speaks (not always directly) about: meaningful names –
artistic abbreviations and characterising (Górski 1960: 2, 7), the sociological
function (Górski 1960: 3, 7, 16), creating a realistic (Górski 1960: 6) or regional (Górski 1960: 7) atmosphere of the novel through proper names, the
humorous function (Górski 1960: 6, 13, 39-43), introducing proper names in
order to celebrate or pay tribute to some famous people from the non-literary
16
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world (Górski 1960: 13, 14), using names for highlighting the authenticity of
events (Górski 1960: 14) or marking the foreign presence (Górski 1960: 17),
the satirical tendency also such which can evoke disgust and indignation (Górski 1960: 39) and about the allusive function (Górski 1960: 45-47).
As can be observed in the above summary, Górski notices and identifies
a great number of components of the two (adopted by him as the main ones)
functions of proper names in a literary work. Nevertheless, his description of
them lacks order, structure and most of all a theoretical basis and a method of
identifying these individual components. The second article lacks a theoretical
basis as well, however, a relative order appears. Thus, repeating the claim that
literary nomina propria have “two main aims [the term aim is used by Górski
interchangeably with the term function – M.G.]: localising the whole plot or
a character in time and space or characterising the presented person by means
of the symbolic sense of the proper name used” (Górski 1963: 403), Górski
arranges the “particular cases” (Górski 1963: 403) that occur within their
scope and presents the following list:
I. Localising in time and space:
a) the setting of the plot in one of the periods of the past;
b) the connecting of the whole plot or only chosen characters
with a given place or group (regional, social, professional
etc.).
II. Characterising fictional figures by means of the symbolic
sense of the first name or surname:
a) through an association with a literary or historical tradition;
b) through etymological associations which can point to the
main characteristic of a character, ridicule him or evoke the
feeling of disgust for him while at the same time not being an
allusion to his personality (Górski 1963: 403).
Although its structure is clear, the list itself raises doubts about the division of
the more specific functions. Does connecting characters with a social class or
an occupation localises them in time and space or rather characterises them? If

17
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a feature pointed to in the name is not true for the denoted character, can the
name be said to characterise the person 4?
Later in this paper, Górski proceeds to discussing very detailed aims, effects and functions served by proper names and repeats the majority of these
enumerated in the previously discussed article. The scholar adds the euphonic
elevation of the name (Górski 1963: 411) and the humorous effect obtained
from juxtaposing contradictory first names and surnames (Górski 1963: 413,
414) and from a false foreign etymology (for instance “Gottlieb von Oschuster” Górski 1963: 414). Apart from that, Górski calls the allusive function the
function of the code (1963: 415).
This is the state of research on functions of literary proper names on
which Wilkoń could base his study (1970), a study which is considered
groundbreaking for the development of literary onomastics. Before presenting
his proposition of the classification of functions served by nomina propria in
literary works, Wilkoń states that he based his typology mainly on the findings
of Górski (Wilkoń 1970: 83), although, the scholar’s division (as will be shown
in the next section) seems to be more similar to the classification postulated by
Reczek.
Whereas all the remaining literary onomastic studies published before
1970 that are devoted to the matter of literary proper names do not concentrate on their functions. These are works devoted to the onymic strata of texts
by individual writers or literary genres and examinations of particularly unusual nomina propria (Wilkoń 1970: 12-13). That is why they will not be discussed here.

2. The typology proposed by Aleksander Wilkoń
The aim of Wilkoń’s book is the historical-literary analysis of proper
names in works by Stefan Żeromski and not (which will be of significance in

Another question is why Górski, including in his list negative characteristics, narrows their
group only to those that are not consistent with the denoted character’s personality if even in
the same article he gives an example of a proper name that provokes the feeling of disgust and
which is consistent with the features of the person it denotes (see the surname Zołzikiewicz
(Górski 1963: 414)).
4
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the following summary of the state of research) the presentation of an exhaustive or universal typology of functions of literary nomina propria 5. Wilkoń does
not define the term function of proper names in literary works, instead he states:
The onymic material exposes and reveals more than one secret of the
artistry of language and the means of shaping and using the language
material. It also indicates the relation between the artistic fiction and
reality, the connections of the writer with tradition and modern literature and a whole number of other, more detailed issues connected with
particular motifs in literary works and sources (Wilkoń 1970: 5-6).

Moreover, describing baseline assumptions, Wilkoń states:
Proper names constitute a part of the language material of literary works,
they are a component functioning in relation to the whole of the language structure. Thus, they can be examined with regard to the poetics
of the work and its stylistic and linguistic properties. The matters involved include issues such as the semantics of the work, the stylistic and
expressive characterisation of proper names, their dependence on structure and context. (…) [A literary onomastician – M.G.] should also be
concerned with the relation of proper names in a literary work and those
in the non-literary world and in the colloquial language. The linguistic
basis from which the examined material stems should be established.
(…) Moreover, one should not omit the matters of historical-literary
nature: the cultural origin of the names, their meaning for the problems
the work presents, etc. (Wilkoń 1970: 7).

In order to achieve his aim, Wilkoń divides his work in two parts. In the first,
he juxtaposes the onymic material gathered from the analysed literary works
with the onomasticon. He divides the literary proper names into (1) authentic
(that denote (A) the same people as outside the work and (B) fictional figures)
and (2) inauthentic ((A) realistic and (B) artificial). Then, in the second part
of his work, Wilkoń examines functions served by proper names in works by
Żeromski. Apart from the basic (in his opinion) function of “denoting individual people and places” (Wilkoń 1970: 82), the scholar identifies five more
roles:
5

Compare Graf 2015a: 26.
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1. localizing – consisting in the localization of the plot in particular space or time;
2. sociological – consisting in the indication of the character’s national, social or group affiliation;
3. allusive – consisting in the use of proper names as more or less
coded allusions to real people and places;
4. descriptive – consisting in the characterisation of characters according to the metaphoric or literal meaning of the name;
5. expressive – consisting in the use of proper names as signs expressing the emotional attitude of the author and characters and
co-creating a particular emotional tone of the work or its fragments (Wilkoń 1970: 83).
While performing a detailed analysis of the proper names that serve each
of these functions, Wilkoń notices also additional functions which however do
not receive a separate status, but are included in the scope of the five main
functions. Among these peripheral functions, Wilkoń identifies: the humorous
function (the evoking of a satirical or humorous effect) (Wilkoń 1970: 91) and
the commemorative role (Wilkoń 1970: 100).
Both the typology of functions and the division of proper names into
authentic and inauthentic proposed by Wilkoń became the basis for the majority of later literary onomastic studies. However, even Wilkoń himself notices the imperfection of the typology of functions of literary proper names he
proposed; therefore he writes:
The polifunctionality of proper names 6 is decided mainly by contexts in
which the nomina propria appear. An overall, organizing list which reduces the diverse functions of literary proper names to a few general
categories «does not result in a picture of the whole diversity of effects
achieved by writers by using fundamentally the same way of handling
onymic elements, but with extremely different results which depend on
the literary genre and the atmosphere of the whole work» (Górski

1963: 403-404). For this reason, I point to various stylistic shades of

6

Compare Domaciuk 2015: 138 and Rutkiewicz-Hanczewska 2013: 12.
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proper names and to more interesting and striking uses of proper names

(Wilkoń 1970: 83).
A few years later there began to emerge works whose authors decided to add
functions to Wilkoń’s list.

3. The continuation of the research on functions of literary proper
names
The work described above initiated an avalanche of research into the
functions of proper names in literature. Among them one can find both works
based on Wilkoń’s typology and those in which this classification is criticised.

3.1 The development of Wilkoń’s thought
There have been a great number of literary onomasticians who follow
Wilkoń’s study 7 and it would be impossible to review here every work that
uses his findings. Thus, only studies which add or change something in the
scholar’s classification will be discussed.
The greatest number of functions to Wilkoń’s typology was added by
Szewczyk. She identified the myth-creating, documentary, poetic, chronological, evaluative and denotative functions. The myth-creating role is served (according to the scholar) by proper names that “exceed the literary work” and
“become (…) a symbol of particular attitudes in the reality that surrounds us” 8
(Szewczyk 1978: 91), and the documentary function “means that the proper
names in the literary work are a testimony of an onymic custom typical of the
time of the events in the novel and the time when the work was written”
(Szewczyk 1978: 92). Nevertheless, the myth-creating function can be found
also in Wilkoń’s classification as one of the parts of the descriptive role 9. Then,
the essence of the documentary function defined in such a way was referred to
Some scholars changed their attitude towards Wilkoń’s typology, therefore some of their works
are discussed in section I.3.1 and some in I.3.2.
8
All excerpts quoted in the main text of section I.3.1 were translated by Anna Kierbedź.
9
Compare Wilkoń 1970: 100.
7
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by all earlier working scholar. They did not, however, identify it as a separate
function, but as the aim of the literary onomastic studies.
Next, the poetic function is supposed to be served by proper names that
are the components of literary tropes (Szewczyk 1990: 94) and the chronological role by nomina propria “which are known to have appeared at a precise
time in the biblical history” and which “reveal the time of the events in the
context of the utterance” (Szewczyk 1990: 99). Still, the quoted article does
not include a clear definition of the poetic function, and what could be seen
as the closest to such a definition is a statement that poetic proper names enrich
the Biblical style of the text (Szewczyk 1990: 100). Due to the ambiguity of
its definition the poetic function will not be commented on here. On the other
hand, the chronological function is nothing else that the localizing function.
In the same study, one can also find the term evaluative function which
consists in “the expression of evaluation of people, places and events through
names and descriptors” (Szewczyk 1990: 94). As examples of nomina propria
serving this role the author gives the descriptions Angel – Devil and Ghosts,
which she describes as “onomastic, linguistic exponents of good and evil, of
antinomic values” (Szewczyk 1990: 96). Szewczyk devotes greater attention to
this function in another study, where she defines the role as “connoting
[through a proper name – M.G.] values or anti-values which are recognised
and/or attributed to the denotation” (Szewczyk 1993: 148). Later in the same
article the scholar uses the term the evaluative function interchangeably with
the term the expressive function, which coincides with the definitions of these
two roles. They are so similar that it can often be difficult to differentiate between them. Hence, it is questionable whether the evaluative function should
be identified.
Szewczyk revisits the issue of the poetic function later and writes:
it actualizes itself in stylistic figures, in which they play a constitutive
role thanks to the semantization of names and the influence of the context, concretising the semantic sphere of the names. The poetic function
or proper names is present at all levels of semiotic signs, especially on
the morphemic, lexical and syntactic-rhythmic level (Szewczyk 1996:

113).
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Furthermore, the scholar enumerates and describes the most typical ways
the poetic function is served. To nomina propria that perform this role most
often she includes the ones that are: “the elements of poetic figures” (Szewczyk
1996: 113) (including epithets, periphrases, metaphors and catalogues), “creating rhymes, (…) co-functioning with descriptions of units” (Szewczyk 1996:
113), as well as proper names “distinguishing the nomenclature through lexical
means and word-formation, (…) naming the same denotation with names belonging to various categories” (Szewczyk 1996: 113) and “meaningful names
as the exponents of humour” (Szewczyk 1996: 114).
The last function identified by Szewczyk is the denotative role. It is defined as the denoting of particular entities that exist also in the non-literary
reality and it can be served by proper names of individual human products
(Szewczyk 2000: 307). This role bears a resemblance to Wilkoń’s basic function of literary proper names 10.
Another function was proposed by Sarnowska-Giefing. The scholar bases
her study on Wilkoń’s typology and adds the symbolic function to it. This role
is served by nomina propria which “play the role (…) of a symbol, that is a stylistic trope, the dominating trait of which is its ambiguity and possibility of
general references” (Sarnowska-Giefing 1977: 227). Sarnowska-Giefing states
also that proper names performing this function “are not therefore important
due to their relation to the entity they denote, but due to their general, symbolic senses” (Sarnowska-Giefing 1977: 227-228). She exemplifies the role
with the names of Slavic gods: Niebo, Ogień, Jutrzenka, Woda, (Sky, Fire,
Dawn, Water) which are supposed to be the symbols of justice, good, wisdom
and evil (Sarnowska-Giefing 1977: 228).
Then, in her book, Sarnowska-Giefing does not supplement Wilkoń’s
classification but studies the functions of literary nomina propria separately in
the narrative and in the dialogues and not in the literary work as a whole. The
list of roles served by the examined proper names in the narrative is identical
to that proposed by Wilkoń. However, proper names in dialogues are found
to serve also the expressive-impressive and informative functions. The first is
served by “clearly subjective derivation forms” (Sarnowska-Giefing 1984: 97),
so diminutives, augmentatives and proper names that depart from the norm.
10

See section I.2.
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According to the scholar, their use indicates the feelings of characters, characterises an individual, constitutes “a testimony to a particular intellectual and
emotional attitude of literary characters” (Sarnowska-Giefing 1984: 99), introduces a humorous element, has an influence “on the will and behaviour (...)
of the characters, to which the utterance is addressed”, creates a given atmosphere around a character as well as affects “the appropriate reaction of the
readers and the quality of their attitude to the literary characters” (SarnowskaGiefing 1984: 100). On the other hand, the informative function emerges in
characters’ utterances “when the narrator shares the knowledge about the presented events and people with the characters (Sarnowska-Giefing 1984: 100).
Within this role, Sarnowska-Giefing differentiates two more functions: the localising and sociological and the definitions of these two coincide with those
proposed by Wilkoń. Such a list of functions of nomina propria used in characters’ utterances seems very similar to that of Wilkoń’s since it is supplemented only with the impressive role.
A new function was also identified by Kęsikowa. In the article, the researcher proposes the identification of the didactic function which is supposed
to be served by nomina propria introduced into the text in order to enrich or
preserve the reader’s knowledge of history, literature and culture (Kęsikowa
1988: 81). The didactic function has been taken over by a great number of
onomasticians, among which one could enumerate Głowacki, Mrózek,
Czaplicka, Raszewska-Klimas and Kuffner-Obrzut 11.
Yet another scholar who based his works on Wilkoń’s classification is Kosyl. In his book, the onomastician introduces some terminological changes to
the typology and makes some definitions of functions more precise. He devotes attention to the function Wilkoń recognized as the basic one, but at the
same time did not even name it. Kosyl calls this role the identifying-differential
function and writes about it:
The main function of anthroponyms in the literary work, as well as in
the actual reality, is the identifying function: anthroponyms or their substitutes are the basic resource of the creation and distinction of the characters, i.e. intentional correlates of these names in the fictional world.

They use the didactic-educative role identified by Kęsikowa in their works: Głowacki 1999;
Mrózek 1993; Czaplicka 2003; Raszewska-Klimas 2003; Kuffner-Obrzut 2003

11
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This function is inseparably joined with the differential function, consisting in the differentiation of a given denotation from other, similar
denotations within the same world (Kosyl 1992: 50).

The scholar identifies also the emotive and veristic functions. The first is
served by proper names in the work that are the real names of “people who are
more or less related to the writer”, and whose inclusion results from the author’s emotions, thus “the names constitute (…) a type of exteriorization of
the author’s personality” (Kosyl 1992: 95). Then, the veristic function is served
by authentic nomina propria used “in order to make them more probable, to
combine them with their typical environment or geographical space” (Kosyl
1992: 95). Such a definition of the veristic role resembles one of the aims enumerated by Górski, namely the creation of a realistic atmosphere of the novel
through proper names. On the other hand, the emotive function is similar to
Wilkoń’s allusive function. For Kosyl, however, it is important that the literary
onomastician notices not only the allusions to people from the non-literary
reality used in the text, but also the emotive motivations that influence the
author’s choice of the particular anthroponyms.
Nonetheless, the identification of the emotive function does not equal
the omission of the allusive role. On the contrary, Kosyl describes the latter in
great detail, defines is as the reference of “the literary proper name and its denotation to the authentic proper name and its denotation” and distinguishes
three types of allusions: descriptive, onomasiological and onomastic (Kosyl
1992: 103) 12.
Furthermore, Kosyl changes the name of the descriptive function identified by Wilkoń to semantic, as well as redefines the expressive role which according to him consists in “using adequate artistic resources which make the
utterance expressive and achieving the intended reaction of the recipient”

According to Kosyl “the carrier of the descriptive allusions is the contents of the work itself
and information contained in it” (1992: 103), the onomasiological allusions occur when the
literary proper name is “motivated by (…) a feature (…) of an authentic person” (1992: 106),
and the carriers of the onomastic allusions are proper names themselves: “literary proper names
relate in a number of ways to non-literary proper names” (1992: 107).

12
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(Kosyl 1992: 129). As commented by the scholar, the expressive role defined
in this way combines the poetic and conative functions identified by Jakobson 13.
Moreover, Kosyl takes over the didactic role identified by Kęsikowa and
adds the informative function to it. This role is served by proper names whose
aim is
the development of the internal and external biography of the characters
and showing their connections to the external world. (…) Proper names
may present in brief the life path of the characters, and create a spatiotemporal perspective around them (Kosyl 1992: 32).

Apart from the aforementioned functions, Kosyl writes also about the
mimetic role, which is served by literary proper names that imitate the “usual
nomenclature, typical of a given epoque, place, ethnic group, social environment or communication situation” (Kosyl 1993: 68) 14.
The next role added to Wilkóń’s typology is the intertextual function
identified by Cieślikowa. The onomastician claims that this role is served by
nomina propria taken over from other literary works. However, Cieślikowa
emphasizes the fact that the indication of such names and their sources cannot
be an aim in itself. A literary onomastician should “determine the function of
such names and their correspondence with the text” (Cieślikowa 1993: 37).
Thus, the intertextual function of literary proper names is supposed to be just
a link that leads to the identification of the specific roles served by the discussed
proper names 15.
Wilkoń’s typology is supplemented also by Surma. In her article, she aims
at checking whether the analysed material serves functions identified by
Wilkoń and Szewczyk. Referring to Wilkoń’s expressive function, she renames

Jakobson defines the poetic function as “the directing of the attention (…) to the message
itself, concentrating on the message for itself” (2006: 250), and the conative function as “the
focus on the recipient” (2006: 248).
14
The findings of Wilkoń supplemented by Kosyl have been recognized by Raszewska-Klimas
as a typology “exhaustive, including all aspects of functioning of the proper names in a literary
work” (2002: 17).
15
A claim that “intertextuality (…) is not a goal in itself” can also be found in the most recent
book by M. Graf (2015a: 186).
13
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it as the expressive-impressive role 16. However, she does not explain or define
the scope of this new function (Surma 1993: 303). Without offering explanation or motivation, Surma changes the name of another function from descriptive to informative-characterising simultaneously combining this function
with the localising role (Surma 1993: 304). Furthermore, the scholar introduces also the onomastic function, which she explains only as “identifying”.
Notwithstanding the lack of definition, the name of this role should be recognized as tautological. Moreover, Surma states that the proper name “Morcinek
derived from Marcin” (Surma 1993: 305) serves the metaphorical function.
Unfortunately, once again she does not explain what she means when she uses
the new term. Interestingly, despite the fact that she tends to proliferate the
functions of literary nomina propria, Surma does not identify the humorous
role. The scholar consistently refers to this phenomenon using the following
terms: “linsguistic-situational humour” and “onomastic humour” (Surma
1993: 306).
Another researcher, whose findings should be recalled here, is Siwiec. The
scholar takes over the functions identified by Wilkoń and Kosyl and adds two
new roles. First, the researcher states that the camouflaging function is served
by anthroponyms whose denotations are clearly connected with denotations
that exist in the non-literary world (especially such who are tied to the author
of the work or who are well-known), but at the same time there is no similarity
between the two names (Siwiec 1993: 194-195). Siwiec discusses the camouflaging function in greater detail in his book, where he states that the role can
be served not only by nomina propria, but also by their absence in the text
(Siwiec 1998: 72) 17. He writes also that the aim of finding the prototypes of
the fictional figures is not easy and transgresses the scope of the onomastician’s
research. At the same time, however, Siwiec claims that the function that accompanies this phenomenon should be recognized and included in the onomastic examinations (Siwiec 1998: 148). The second function identified by
Siwiec is the erudite role, which the scholar proposes as an alternative to the
The term expressive-impressive function was used earlier by Sarnowska-Giefing. However, since
Surma does not provide an exact definition of her understanding of this function, it cannot be
determined if the scholar takes the function over after Sarnowska-Giefing or postulates its new
understanding.
17
Siwiec gives an example of a descriptive signboard: “town whose name I don’t remember”
and the town of Kurytyba concealed under it (Siwiec 1998: 72).
16
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informative-didactic function in studies of the onymic strata of works where
“the didactics does not seem suitable” (Siwiec 1998: 63). The erudite function
emerges when “the writer emphasizes his erudition and enriches the erudition
of other people who read his works” (Siwiec 1998: 63).
Next, Lech and Szelewski identify new functions as well. The first onomastician writes about the recurrent role:
It involves using the same anthroponyms within several works; the existence of the same proper names in various works of the same author is
aimed at creating close links between these works (as cited in Do-

maciuk 2015: 137).
The other researcher identifies the universalising function, which is served by:
onyms, often with the traits of neologisms or even phonetic disharmony
(...) [which – M.G.] do not have almost any association field in the
reader’s consciousness, thanks to which they are taken as creative elements of a new reality (Szelewski 2000: 231).

Szelewski adds that the universalizing function “reveals itself also through the
use of anthroponyms characteristic of the phonetic systems of various languages during the naming of the characters living, for example, in one city”
(Szelewski 2000: 231).
In addition to all discussed functions, the mythicizing role is identified
by Ewa Sławkowa, who claims that the role is served by proper names that
“participate (…) in the creation of an image of the «forever lost lands», most
often on the linguistic and cultural borderlands” (2005: 392). Later, the
scholar describes the function as “creating the borderland myth” (2005: 395),
and while summarising her study, she writes: “the nomenclature (…) becomes
(…) an element of the creation of the mythical image of the «lost lands», serving the mythicizing function” (2005: 399-400) 18.
Finally, Domaciuk writes about the grotesque and parodying functions
(2015: 151). Unfortunately, she does not define or describe these roles.

As the creating of a myth and not its evoking, the mythicizing function is understood also by
Graf (2015b: 234).

18
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A separate group is constituted by works that are seemingly not based on
Wilkoń’s findings, but in truth are connected with it. This group includes
works: by Sarnowska-Giefing, Malec and Górny. Despite the fact that in her
article, Sarnowska-Giefieng takes over some functions after Wilkoń (the expressive and allusive), she postulates a different goal of the analysis of functions
of proper names in a literary work, namely the identification of “the principle
of the functional integration of proper names” (Sarnowska-Giefing 1993:
101). Only its establishing “enables the differentiation (…) of the relevant and
distinctive functions from the supplementary ones” (Sarnowska-Giefing 1993:
101). The aim specified in this way is, according to the scholar, the right one
for the analysis of proper names in individual works or literary genres. It enables the indication of functions that make the analysed set of proper names
different from nomina propria in other literary genres (Sarnowska-Giefing
1993: 101). Examining proper names in the Old Polish satire, SarnowskaGiefieng includes the axiological and pragmatic aspects in her study and recognizes “rhetoric persuasio” as the principle of the functional integration of
proper names (Sarnowska-Giefing 1993: 102). Consequently, she considers
the expressive, allusive and identifying the primary recipient functions as the
distinctive roles of the examined onymic material, at the same time identifying
the last function. Sarnowska-Giefing defines the category of the primary recipient as “a real and concrete person who is attacked [through the satire – M.G.]”
(Sarnowska-Giefing 1993: 104), and as the characterising factor of the proper
names identifying this person in the text, she recognizes a real denotative connection, whose “proper decryption (...) decides about the incisiveness and aptness of the satire” (Sarnowska-Giefing 1993: 104).
Then, Malec does not use the terminology proposed by Wilkoń. However, among functions of Old Polish proper names which she presents in
a more descriptive way, one can easily recognize the equivalents of the sociological, localising, descriptive and expressive functions, to which the scholar
adds also the use of a proper name “due to a single need for a rhyme” (Malec
1993: 114). Like Sarnowska-Giefing, Malec emphasizes that all functions
served by nomina propria in the examined literary works are subordinate to an
overriding rule, whose aim is to show “the local colour and relationships with
the national past” (Malec 1993: 118). It can be therefore concluded that
Wilkoń’s classification has been seemingly rejected in works concentrating on
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a more peculiar type of proper names, and that while enabling the identification of functions served by the analysed nomina propria, the typology does not
suffice to identify “the principle of the functional integration of proper names”
(Sarnowska-Giefing 1993: 101).
Lastly, the book by Górny also recognizes Wilkoń’s typology as insufficient. Górny’s study, published twenty years after the articles by SarnowskaGiefing and Malec, can use a significantly greater number of theoretical and
practical works. Moreover, the texts analysed in Górny’s study are not fictional; therefore the methods applied in the examination have been chosen
differently. Górny analyses the functions of proper names “in the following
relationships: text (nomen proprium) – reality; text – sender; text – primary and
secondary recipient; text – text” (Górny 2013: 8), and in the examination of
roles served by nomina propria, she includes the “linguistic-stylistic, genological, textual, pragmatic and sociolinguistic levels” (Górny 2013: 9). Thus, her
findings exceed the scope of not only Wilkoń’s typology, but also of other
literary onomastic studies that are based on the groundbreaking work. Nevertheless, the list of functions presented by Górny includes some which are connected to the classification proposed over four decades earlier. According to
the scholar, the basic function of proper names is not the identifying but the
referential role 19, which contrary to the primary function of literary nomina
propria refers the proper names not to the figures in the fictional world, but
“to objects exiting in the real world” (Górny 2013: 106). Górny describes also
non-basic roles identified by Wilkoń or his followers. These are the sociological, informative-didactic, localising, camouflaging, expressive, emotive, intertextual, evaluative, symbolic and humorous functions. Where the examined
material demands it, she expands their definitions and scopes. To the lists of
roles taken over, Górny adds new functions: the distancing, prestigious, polite,
cognitive, mythologizing and sacralising the world presented in the text,
phatic, magical and characterising the tone of the utterance.
The first three occur in apostrophes (direct addresses of an absent or imaginary person or of a personified abstraction) that include proper names and
show “the formality or informality of the contact, reflecting the social status of

The term referential function was earlier used by Basaj (see section I. 3.2), but the definitions
of these two functions are entirely different.
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the interlocutors” (Górny 2013: 101). The cognitive role is defined as gaining
and widening of the knowledge about the world (Górny 2013: 115), and the
function of mythologizing and sacralising the world presented in the text consists in evoking associations “with past childhood, youth, journeys etc.”
(Górny 2013: 134). Then the magical and phatic roles are served by imploring
formulas as well as cries to God. However, these two functions were not defined. The magical role was compared to a spell (Górny 2013: 162). On the
other hand, the understanding of the phatic function was not explained at all.
There is no reference to the phatic function of language identified by Jakobson, which could be recognized as its prototype. Finally, the last role added by
Górny is served by nomina sacra which change the tone of the writing in the
colloquial or solemn direction (Górny 2013: 165).

3.2 Different approaches to the issue of functions of literary
proper names
One of the works that are not based on Wilkoń’s findings is an article by
Basaj. Despite the fact, that his paper was published in 1993 (twenty-three
years after Wilkoń’s book appeared), Basaj consistently avoids using the results
presented in the groundbreaking work. He refers to works of Górski instead 20
and assigns literary anthroponyms the role of characterising the fictional figures and surrounding (Basaj 1993: 337). According to the scholar, this role is,
however, supplementary with regard to the basic, referential function, which
is served by proper names in a literary work because they name and serve to
distinguish characters. “They constitute (…) an integral element of the world
presented in the literary work, they widen the stylistic stratum of the work and
enrich it with elements of realism from outside the world of fiction” (Basaj
1993: 337). This definition is neither clear not clarified, nevertheless, it resembles the basic function identified by Wilkoń (at least partially) and the identifying-differential function proposed by Kosyl.

As has been demonstrated previously, Wilkoń used Górski’s works. Nevertheless such a behaviour of Basaj is not typical and probably not accidental, thus it has been included in this
summary of the state of research.
20
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Then, analogous to Sarnowska-Giefing and Malec, Rudnicka-Fira and
Sławkowa aim at the indication of the chief rule to which the proper names in
the analysed material are subject. However, unlike the two previously discussed
scholars, Rudnicka-Fira and Sławkowa do not relate to Wilkoń’s classification.
They mention the referential and identifying function of toponyms and recognize it as the basic and therefore unavoidable ones. Whereas the most important function is according to them the contribution of toponyms to the
“creation of the poetic vision of the world” (Rudnicka-Fira, Sławkowa 1993:
234) and its mythicization. Rudnicka-Fira and Sławkowa call this the poetic
function.
Before the works criticising Wilkoń’s typology will be revised, one more
article needs to be mentioned. Żmigrodzki does not openly criticise Wilkoń’s
classification, nevertheless, his article could be seen as a demonstration of the
wrong application of the allusive function (by Wilkoń and those who took
over his definition of this function). In his article, Żmigrodzki consistently
does not use the term allusive function, but uses its definition, identical to that
of Wilkoń, to distinguish the allusive proper names. Thus, names which according to Wilkoń serve the allusive function, according to Żmigrodzki do not
serve it, but possess allusiveness as one of their features owing to which they
can serve other functions: “fiction-creating”, axiological, masking, and demasking (Żmigrodzki 1993: 210). In the course of his study, the scholar defines the fiction-creating function as “the ennoblement of reality to the status
of fiction” (Żmigrodzki 1993: 206) and the axiological function as the carrying
by names supplementary, usually negative, semantic connotations (Żmigrodzki 1993: 208). Then, the masking function is defined as “concealing people under the cloak of «additional» names” (Żmigrodzki 1993: 210) and the
aim of the de-masking function is the revealing of the true nature of the denotations concealed by the names (Żmigrodzki 1993: 210).
The group of works in which authors criticise Wilkoń’s findings includes
some pieces by Rymut, Cieślikowa and Cyzman. Having summarized in his
article the sets of functions presented by Wilkoń, Kęsikowa and Szewczyk,
Rymut postulates a complete rejection of the structural approach to the issue
of functions of proper names in a literary work. He claims that such an approach “leads to trite analyses and to obscuring the particular features of individual names in the given literary work” (Rymut 1993: 18). According to the
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scholar “the functions of nomina propria have to be identified in a given literary
text and should not be fitted to any adopted lists” (Rymut 1993: 18), since
“the writers while creating the names (…) do not follow any adopted lists”
(Rymut 1993: 18). Rymut allows proposing lists of functions of proper names
only in studies that examine a great number of names, but never for individual
onyms (Rymut 1993: 18). Consequently, the scholar does not propose his own
typology of functions of literary nomina propria. Moreover, he does not define
the term function of literary proper names, he writes about their basic function
of denoting individual people or things, which was taken over from the nonliterary world, and about the possibility of the names serving some unspecified
additional functions (Rymut 1993: 17).
In her article, Cieślikowa shows a change in her attitude towards Wilkoń’s
classification, which a few years previously the scholar adopted and developed.
Despite the fact that she does not criticise the typology straightforwardly, she
recognises it as inadequate for the analyses of individual literary works. Cieślikowa states that the basic problem of Wilkoń’s classification is the inclusion of
the identification and differentiation as a function of literary proper names
because this function is the essence of all proper names including those from
the non-literary world (Cieślikowa 2001: 101-102). Thus, it can be concluded,
that Cieślikowa aims at establishing a set of functions served only by literary
proper names. On the other hand, she takes over after other onomasticians the
intertextual, intercultural, expressive, allusive, camouflaging and informative
functions as functions of literary proper names; she does not, however, specify
the sources or definitions of these roles (Cieślikowa 2001: 101). Such a behaviour can be seen as inconsistent. First, the scholar rejects the earlier classifications, then she takes over some of their elements. Moreover, she aims at identifying functions served by the onymic stratum of a literary work only, but she
arrives at a set of roles that includes functions undoubtedly served by proper
names in the non-literary world as well (for instance the expressive or the informative function). The plethora of elements not clarified makes it impossible
to respond to Cieślikowa’s article. Nevertheless, it might be worth pointing
out that the study lacks the definition of the term function of proper names in
a literary work as well as the rules of their identification.
Finally, Cyzman analyses Wilkoń’s work in great detail and criticises it
extremely harshly. She summarises all her critical remarks about the
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groundbreaking study and the research of scholars who developed Wilkoń’s
findings in the following words:
Furthermore, the proposed classifications of proper names, rooted in
Wilkoń’s work, repeat all its flaws: they have no adequate theoretical
basis; they contain insufficient information about the manner of specifying the functions of the proper names; they are based on heterogeneous criteria for distinguishing the functions and the functions themselves are often called in ways inadequate to their meaning; they describe
both specific names and their general characteristics not only in literary
works but also in the non-literary world. It is also alarming that often
the only basis for the distinction of a function is the phonological form
of the name, while the position of a proper name in the literary text is
not determined by its linguistic form, but by the semantics of the literary
work to the realm of which the name was introduced. As I have tried to
show earlier, it is not the phonetic shape itself that is important, but the
object to which it refers in the literary work. The domination of linguistic methods, observed earlier during the analysis of popular classifications of proper names and giving valuable results in the area of linguistic
onomastics, brings about also heterogeneous descriptions of the functions of literary proper names, which are not very useful in an empirically adequate attempt at the description of their role in a literary text 21

(Cyzman 2009: 248-249).
Among the accusations formulated by Cyzman not only in the above quotation but also in other places of her book, one can spot remarks that concern
also her own work, for instance in the introduction, the scholar states that she
will analyse proper names “from the point of view of the ontological status of
the literary work, its way of functioning in the non-literary world” (Cyzman
2009: 10), but despite this she criticises every reference to the non-literary
world made by other literary onomasticians. Moreover, Cyzman criticises the
expressive function identified by Wilkoń saying that it concentrates on the
“psychology of the works of a given author” (Cyzman 2009: 227), and at the
same time she recognizes the need to include “the role that the author assigns

21

Translated from Polish by Anna Kierbedź.
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to proper names in the semantic and ideological plan of his work” (Cyzman
2009: 257) as one of the most significant points in her analysis 22.
Marzenna Cyzman’s findings can be therefore considered interesting for
two reasons: her work is the only one that discusses the issue of functions of
literary proper names from the perspective of the ontology of the literary work,
and the only one which contains such harsh and detailed criticism of all previous literary onomastic studies 23.
In her study, the scholar stresses the need to separate two lines of reflection over the issue of functions of nomina propria in a literary work: the general
– which concerns all proper names in all literary works; and specific – concerning the discussed issue in a particular work. She therefore gives two definitions of the function of proper names: the general one: the role “the proper
name plays in the whole of the literary work, but not as an isolated nominal
expression, but due to the fact that it constitutes an element of the bi-layer of
language” (Cyzman 2009: 272); the specific one: “the role that the author can
assign to the proper name because of the semantics and ideology of the text he
created” (Cyzman 2009: 272). Based on that, Cyzman identifies two functions
of proper names, which have to be served by them in every literary work: the
mimetic and ontological. The essence of the first consists in the fact that
“a proper name introduced into a literary text must have in it all characteristics
of a proper name that functions in the non-literary world, otherwise the literary work would be non-semantic and incomprehensible (Cyzman 2009: 257).
Then, the ontological function is served because “proper names are the basic
means of creating and differentiating the represented objects” (Cyzman 2009:
257).
The ontological function defined in such a way seems extremely similar
to the identifying-differential role. Whereas the mimetic function (especially
since it is one of Cyzman’s final conclusions) is incongruous with the scholar’s

Cyzman’s study is described by Graf as “a proposition too radically departing from the basic
subject of the analysis – the literary proper name” (2015a: 31) and summarised as “a reversal of
the direction of the analyses and the choice of the path from the denotation to the proper name
(an onomasiological analysis)” (2015a: 31). These remarks do not exhaust Graf’s criticism of
Cyzman’s work.
23
Cyzman criticises also the works of onomasticians who do not follow Wilkoń’s though.
22
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assumptions as she criticises the identifying-differential function identified by
Kosyl in the following way:
it does not refer to a specific function of proper names in a literary work
because understood in the way proposed by Kosyl it is served also by
proper names in the non-literary work. In the colloquial acts of speech,
nomina propria also distinguish entities from the extralinguistic reality
at the same time enabling the differentiation of one entity from another.
Meanwhile, the aim of the research on functions of literary proper
names should be the discovering of what the specific role served by nomina propria in the literary context is 24 (Cyzman 2009: 246).

Can one talk about discovering a function true only for the literary proper
names if this function consists in reflecting the features of all non-literary nomina propria?
What is more, Cyzman’s definition of the mimetic function can be recognized to be a paraphrase of the mimetic function identified by Kosyl with
the difference of being formulated from the perspective of the ontology of the
literary work. Thus, both functions of proper names in literature identified by
Cyzman are derivative with regard to Kosyl’s findings (which are incidentally
criticised in Cyzman’s book).
The absence of the definition of the term function of proper names in a literary work in Wilkoń’s book and works developing his typology, unspecified
methods of identifying particular functions and the plethora of identified roles
have caused the supposedly settled issue of functions of literary proper names
to become chaotic, incoherent and impossible to be applied 25. The above is
confirmed by studies whose authors are not certain which function is served
by the names they analyse and what is the scope of it as well as works where
functions identified earlier as separate are included as parts of other functions
etc. Let this situation be illustrated with a few works by leading Polish literary
onomasticians.
In her book, Domaciuk-Czarny summarises the expressive function stating that it “contains a particular attitude of the creator of the name towards
Such a statement appears in Cyzman’s work more than once.
As observed by Graf “the plethora of proposed functions led to the blurring of the boundaries
of individual functions” (2011: 67).

24
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the entity named” (2015: 136). Nevertheless, she then recognizes as the expressive function two different roles: (1) the conative, which is described by
her as the evoking of a reaction in the recipient (2015: 156) and (2) the poetic,
which is, according to the scholar, served by proper names which “graphically
acquire a certain distinctiveness through the use of unexpected letters in parts
of the words” (2015: 157) and by “whole groups of proper names that are
deliberately made strange, are often of foreign origin and attract the recipient’s
attention” (2015: 200). Then, in one of her articles, Domaciuk recognizes the
poetic function as one of the roles served by the examined nomina propria. The
scholar specifies how she understands this function by saying that it is served
by “proper names that attract the recipient’s attention with their form or content while at the same time they create a vision of the presented world” (Domaciuk 2005: 181). However, in the same work, she states also that “some
toponyms and choronyms amaze with their unusual sound, therefore their
function is then restricted to the expressive role” (Domaciuk 2005: 182) and
that “in novels, in which the onymic stratum uses foreign roots, the function
that can be most often recognized is the expressive one. These names are anthroponyms that attract the reader’s attention (…) they are deliberately deformed and made strange” (Domaciuk 2005: 187). As can be seen the poetic
function has been here mistakenly recognized as the expressive role. Moreover,
Domaciuk includes also the humorous function into the expressive role (Domaciuk 2005: 187). Exactly the same mistakes can be found in an article by
Siwiec (1993: 193). Moreover, the inclusion of the humorous function in the
scope of the expressive function appears also in a work by Kania (1993: 218).
The expressive function has also become the cause of error in Mrózek’s
article. In it, the scholar claims that proper names expressing the attitude of
the narrator towards the characters serve the descriptive function (Mrózek
1993: 185). Similarly, Kuffner-Obrzut includes the characterisation of fictional figures in the scope of the expressive function, which is, according to
the author, served by nomina propria used in similes (Kuffner-Obrzut 2003:
494).
Next, in a study by Raszewska-Klimas, one can find a terminological mistake as the characterising of fictional figures is called the informative function
(Raszewska-Klimas 2003: 470). Another terminological turmoil occurs in
Szargot’s work, as the scholar gives a new name to a function already possessing
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at least two. He calls the semantic/descriptive role the exposing function because the proper names that serves it “exposes the way of life, character or intentions of the fictional figure” (Szargot 1993: 132).
Finally, in Graf’s book, the didactic function served by first names and
surnames of writers and singers causes problems (proper names like for instance Gombrowicz, Gustaw Herling-Grudziński, Miłosz, Sapkowski and
Maciej Maleńczuk). The role is recognized by the scholar as the intertextual
(2015a: 177, 183, 207) or the allusive (2015a: 213) function.
The studies quoted above do not exhaust the list of works in which mistakes can be found. Nevertheless, it is unnecessary to multiply examples as the
ones summarised above contradict the statement that the issue of functions of
literary proper names has been settled. On the basis of the presented summary
of the state of research it can be concluded that the typology of functions of
nomina propria in literary works needs to be built on a clearly defined theoretical foundation. Furthermore, it also should be organized and these two aims
will be the main ones of this work.

4. Research on the functions of literary proper names published
in English
Onomastic research in English abounds in papers devoted to proper
names in literature. Unfortunately, few of the works concentrate on the functions of these nomina propria and even fewer contribute to the development of
the issue 26. Nevertheless, the summary of the state of research on the functions
of literary proper names would not be complete if the studies published in
English were disregarded. Therefore, in this section the most significant works
will be introduced and briefly discussed.

26
Other topics explored by literary onomasticians include, but are not limited to: techniques in
nominology (see Alvarez-Altman 1974, Black and Wilcox 2011, Compagnone and Danesi
2012), anonymical names, acronyms and anonyms (see Alvarez-Altman 1974, Nicolaisen
1986), the distinction between the categories of nomina propria and nomina appellativa (see
Pavel 1979, Nuessel 1992, Nicolaisen 2003, Hramova 2009), the differences between literary
proper names and usual proper names (see Pavel 1979, Smith 2016), translation of literary
proper names (see Diament 1996, Maylath 1996, Pablé 2002).
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The first “typological scheme of the functions of a name in literary work”
was presented by Rudnyckyj (1959: 378). It includes four functions:
1. relevance to the contents:
a) relevance to the quality of literary characters (meaningful
names 27);
b) relevance to the place of action (couleur locale);
c) relevance to the time of action (couleur historique).
2. relevance to the form. (Rudnyckyj 1959: 383) 28.
The first two of these functions are illustrated with some examples, and about
the remaining two the author writes: “While in historical novels, poems and
dramas the authors are bound to some extent on the names of historical characters (…) the secondary characters can have names according to the historical
probability” (Rudnyckyj 1959: 381) and: “the name can play a role in the form
of it [literary work – M.G.]” (Rudnyckyj 1959: 382) respectively.
Secondly, in her study, Gerus-Tarnawecky modifies “Rudnyckyj’s
scheme slightly and supplements it by elaborating some aspects of Part 2, that
is, of the part dealing with names relevant to the form of literary work” (GerusTarnawecky 1968: 313). The conclusion at which the scholar arrives is that
the second point of Rudnyckyj’s typology of functions – “relevance to the
form” (1959: 383) – should be modified and extended in the following manner:
1. relevance to rhyme:
a) alliteration, consonance and assonance;
b) rhyme patterns;
c) anaphora and refrain;
d) alliterative names and their combinations;
e) onomatopoeia and sound symbolism (auditory-verbal associations
and sound intensives);
f) paronomasia (a pun);

Over time, “meaningful names” received also a few other terms, for instance: figurative names,
significant names and “redende Namen” (Gerus-Tarnawecky 1968: 312).
28
A similarity to Wilkoń’s descriptive and localizing functions can be observed in this typology.
27
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2. relevance to rhythm:
a) shift of accent;
b) modification of name-forms (contraction, extension, etc.);
c) onomastic elliptization (Gerus-Tarnawecky 1968: 323).

The third and last work whose aim is to present and discuss the typology
of literary names is the article entitled “Sexual Nihilism Within the Typology
of Literary Onomastics” (1972) written by Grace Alvarez-Altman. Nevertheless, unlike the two previously summarised works, this one does not fulfil its
goal. After an incoherent analysis of one play (“The House of Bernarda Alba”)
the author concludes “Perhaps the typology of the function of literary names
can be aggrandized by incorporating a third step: relevance to onomastic ontology” (Alvarez-Altman 1972: 11). This sentence is the last in the paper and
the only one that could be seen as theoretical. Undoubtedly, it could serve as
the introduction to the typology which was supposed to be the aim of the
article. Nonetheless, no such typology follows.
Within the remaining papers pursuing the topic of the functions of literary proper names, there are no more (attempts at) typologies of these functions. There are however works whose authors, while discussing particular literary works or genres, multiply the number of functions identified. An article
by Ashley could be considered the epitome of such a situation, as the author
mentions thirteen functions, for instance:
names help create characters in a work of fiction and connect them with
the literary «strategy» (…), the readership and its experience, the «cultural context» and the rest of the real frame of reference (…) names reveal the success (or failure) of the writer in balancing freedom and control, responsibility and serendipity, propaganda and art, intent and effect, the desire to play (…) and commitment (1987: 11-12)

as well as “names (…) establish social class (…) allude to history or (…) to
earlier literature. (…) they create a tone of realism or fairy tale or the impressive
or the absurd. (…) names underline allegory (…) or universality (…) or nationality or relationship (…) or satire” (1987: 13-14). The majority of roles
are illustrated with examples, but none are defined or described in greater detail.
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Another article in which a great number of functions is listed (moreover,
some resemble those put forward by Ashley to a very high degree), is a work
by Windt. In it, she states that:
Personal names are tools that establish class distinctions and social positions, allude to history or other literary works, create an atmosphere of
realism, legend or fairy tales, emphasize allegories and relate to nationality or universality. The names chosen by an author can also indicate
the naming systems and onomasticon at the time when the action of the
novel takes place, and they can give information of rituals and superstition related to names and rituals of naming, of the traditions of naming
children after relatives or famous persons or other kinds of heroes 29 and
generally about attitudes to names in the environment where the scene
of the story is placed (2005: 43).

She adds also that:
An author has a unique position in the matter of naming his literary
characters. He has the possibility of planning the fate for each and every
one of them; he can decide the relations between them, the part he wants
them to play in the story and the thematic function he wants them to
fill. He can choose names accordingly that describe, symbolically suggest
or reinforce these narrative goals (2005:51).

Unlike Ashley, Windt does not include many examples that would illustrate
these functions. She does not define or describe them either.
In another article, Windt repeats some of the functions from the aforementioned paper, but also devotes attention to still other roles of literary
proper names, as she declares:
Personal names and place names are some of the most important tools
of the author in the creation of credible characters placed in a literary
universe that gives the impression of being authentic. The names in the
novel generally will convey important information on many different
aspects of the persons – family history, social setting, environment, selfimage, personal ambitions, social status, and relationships between the

29

Compare the commemorative function defined in section II.1.2.
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characters. T he li st i s more o r l e ss ne v e r-end in g [emphasis

added by M.G.] (2012: 278).
Furthermore, she introduces the psychological function stating that “names
and other terms of address often serve as a means of expressing feelings, and
they can run the whole gamut from love to hatred” 30 (2012: 278). Apart from
this last role, the scholar does not define any other mentioned by her.
Finally, a book by Lietz can also be said to contribute to the development
of the discussed topic. The author states that “literary texts, and hence also
literary names being elements constituting these texts, possess a communicative-aesthetic value, i.e. they evoke reactions and feelings with the source readership (known as the effect)” (as cited in Pablé 2002: 506).
A conclusion that can be drawn from the state of research presented in
this section is that the major problem within the discussed matter is the lack
of the theoretical basis, tools and methods of identifying and defining functions of literary proper names. This confirms the findings of the sections devoted to the Polish state of research.

5. Theoretical bases of identifying and defining the functions of proper
names in the literary works
In his book, Wilkoń decides to base his list and definitions of functions
of literary nomina propria on the properties of the proper names themselves
(1970: 82-83). Unfortunately, he does not explain in more detail the process
through which he arrived at the five secondary functions of literary nomina
propria he proposed. Wilkoń’s approach seems to be implicitly taken over by
all his followers (the findings of whom see section I.2). It is also explicitly taken
over and build upon by Sarnowska-Giefing, who states that such an approach
should be the obvious choice for a linguist examining proper names in literature (1984: 85). She divides her analysis of functions of literary nomina propria
into two parts: the examination of the narrative and of the dialogues. She explains that these two elements are both necessary to the genres studied by her
The term psychological might not be the most suitable for a function described in this way.
A more accurate one might have been the expressive.

30
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(novels and short stories) and at the same time independent of each other (Sarnowska-Giefing 1984: 85). Moreover, she proves that such an approach leads
to finding the differences between the sets of functions served by proper names
within the two elements (Sarnowska-Giefing 1984: 86).
The most significant deficiency is recognisable not only in the works of
Wilkoń and Sarnowska-Giefing but in nearly all works concerned with literary
onomastics. The fault is the lack of the definition of the term function of proper
names in a literary work and failure to provide the explanation of the method
the author of a given work decides to employ to distinguish particular functions of nomina propria. The sole scholar who explicitly defines the aforementioned term is Cyzman (for her two definitions see section I.3). Nevertheless,
the advantage is lost at the moment of its implementation as the functions the
scholar proposes are not only inconsistent with her postulates but also derivative with regard to some functions proposed by other academics whose research
Cyzman criticises in her work. However, in her castigation of Wilkoń’s list of
functions of literary nomina propria, she performs an analysis which could have
brought her to discovering the theoretical approach that would justify
Wilkoń’s proposition. Cyzman decides to investigate the way Wilkoń arrived
at the list of functions he proposed, and states that his basic premise must have
been that a function is a type of relation between two entities, especially between a proper name and an element of the fictional world. Cyzman deems
such an understanding of the term function of literary nomina propria consistent with the most popular definitions of the term function, which according
to her is supposed to be defined as a role a part plays in the working of the
whole (Cyzman 2009: 225). Nonetheless, she then proceeds to examining if
all functions described by Wilkoń entail a proper name serving a role to an
element of the fictional world and concludes no, as some are also served in
relation to the proper names in the non-literary world and to the author.
Therefore, Cyzman states that Wilkoń’s division is heterogeneous and juxtaposes different orders of existence and thus becomes invalid for the analysis of
literary works (Cyzman 2009: 226). What is important is the fact that Wilkoń
never postulated the fictional world of a literary work to be the “whole” in
relation to which the names as “parts” are supposed to serve a role. However,
the recognition that it is not only the fictional universe that provides the elements in relation to which literary nomina propria can serve roles is necessary
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to discovering the “true whole” of which the names are parts of and in relation
to whose elements they serve all their roles.
Apart from Cyzman, there have been two other scholars who explicitly
postulated that the fictional world of a literary work does not provide a sufficient basis for the study of functions of literary proper names. Firstly, Cieślikowa states that an onomastician should also be a reader and should examine
the functions of literary nomina propria, especially the expressive and conative
ones, from the position of the reader (Cieślikowa 1993: 35). Therefore, the
reader is claimed to be an element whose inclusion is necessary in every study
of functions of literary nomina propria. Secondly, a claim which could be regarded as a predecessor of the theory that will be proposed in this work, where
it not for the fact that it was contradicted a few sentences after it was introduced, was said by Rzetelska-Feleszko. In an article about the research perspectives of the literary onomastics, she says that the analysis of the proper names
in literary works aims at studying the processes which occur when the literary
work is being created, between the writer and the language, and when the literary work is being received, between the text of the work and the reader. She
then, however, states that the naming process does not belong to the research
field of literary onomastics (Rzetelska-Feleszko 1993: 25).
Moreover, the need to include the act of using the name in a literary work
might be spotted in an article by Kęsikowa. Analysing hydronyms in the works
of Juliusz Słowacki, the onomastician notices that the sociological function
(which was earlier understood to emerge when a character’s name revealed his
national, social or group affiliation) can occur when a variant of a proper name
is used (Kęsikowa 2003: 516). Thus, the sociological function could apply not
only to the denotation of a proper name but also its user.
Although these exceptions with regard to the approaches assumed to the
issue of functions of proper names in the literary work of art occurred, no study
(published in Polish or English) based on the act of naming in a literary work 31
31
Nonetheless, the term naming act has been mentioned by two Polish onomasticians. First, in
her article on proper names in diaries from the 19th and 20th centuries, Górny explicitly states
that the naming act is not a sufficient basis for studying the onymic stratum of diaries as well as
of any other type of discourse (2010: 479). Then, she quotes an excerpt from the analysed material to show one naming act that was specifically included in the work and states that the act
does not serve the dominant role in the majority of nomina propria used in diaries (2010: 484).
The scholar finally claims that “the motivation of proper names introduced into diaries from
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or the act of using the name in a literary work has been conducted. These two
acts will constitute the basis for identifying and defining the aforementioned
functions within the approach proposed in this work.

the non-literary world does not perform the most important role in the text stratum. Nevertheless, authors occasionally reveal the naming act of entities transferred from the reality to the
diaries to the reader” (2010: 488). Unfortunately, Górny does not explain her postulates or
support them with any evidence. The shape of this supposedly insufficient naming act is not
revealed as are the reasons for its insufficiency.
Then, a reference to the naming act much closer to the one proposed in this work is made by
Kosyl. Regrettably, the work in which it is discussed does not concern proper names in literary
works, but proper names of villas and guest houses. He states that it is the naming of a villa or
a guest house that serves two primary functions of these proper names, namely the identifying
and differentiating functions; and that the two functions are closely linked because they both
relate to the denoted entity (1983: 84). Then, the scholar proceeds to describe other functions
of the analysed names, and states that these roles depend on their focus on the addresser, addressee or the extralinguistic reality (Kosyl 1983: 84). Nevertheless, he does not connect these
elements with the naming act, nor does he provide the structure of the act he does mention. His
proposition has not been used by other onomasticians to conduct their research, maybe due to
the lack of explicit explanation on how to use it.
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II
THE FUNCTIONS
OF CHARACTERS’ PROPER
NAMES IN A NOVEL:
A THEORY

As indicated in the previous chapter, the new approach to the issue of the
functions of proper names in literary works will be based on two acts: the naming act in a literary work and the act of using a name in a literary work. First,
the analysis based on the naming act enables the identification of functions
served by a name from the very moment of its creation throughout the whole
story notwithstanding the individual uses of the name 1. This idea was inspired
by the method of identifying functions of microtoponyms used by Rutkowski,
who in turn used Jakobson’s communication act model and Lutterer’s name
act model (see Rutkowski 2001: 44).

A function served by a name from the moment of its creation may sometimes by served not
throughout the whole novel, but for a period of time (thus also in every use of the name during
this period) as the feature of the element of the naming act in relation to which the function is
served may change, for instance a characteristic of the denotation which makes the name serve
the semantic function may be altered or might cease to exist.

1
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No matter how detailed and elaborate examinations are possible on the
basis of the naming act, it does not allow exhaustive studies due to the nature
of the object of study. Literary onomastics differs from all other branches of
onomastics in the way that it studies finished entities, which will be read and
perceived until they become forgotten; nevertheless they are complete in themselves. Because of this, the researcher is presented with all utterances of names
in the world into which they were introduced. The names can be used in secondary discourse, either oral or written, for instance within the discussions of
readers or at fan fora, but the number of their appearances within the fictional
world for which the propria were intended will not increase. Consequently, it
is possible to analyse all acts of using names and thus all functions served by
these names only in the given situations in which they are used. The specification of what the theory is based on is necessary for the defining of the term
function of literary proper names. As this approach is based on the two aforementioned acts – of naming and of using a name – two definitions need to be
provided: one for the “permanent” functions identified on the basis of the
naming act, and another for the “momentary” functions identified on the basis
of the act of using a name.
Moreover, in this study not everything done so far in the field of the
functions of proper names in a literary work of art will be considered incorrect
or without merit to the field in question. Some of the propositions put forward
by Wilkoń and his followers will be taken over and used within the proposed
theoretical approach later in this chapter.
It should be noted, that this study is devoted to the functions of proper
names only in the novel and not in any other forms of literature, since the
structures of naming acts and acts of using a name are different for novels,
poems, and dramas 2. Consequently, the models of the aforementioned acts
prepared solely for the novel will be presented and explained.
In this work, the novel will be understood as defined by Abrams, who
writes:

This, however, does not mean that the approach in which the functions of proper names are
identified on the basis of the acts of naming and of using a name cannot be applied in the
analysis of poems or dramas. Such analyses would simply need to use models of the aforementioned acts prepared for the examined forms.
2
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[t]he term “novel” is now applied to a great variety of writings that have in
common only the attribute of being extended works of fiction written in
prose. As an extended narrative, the novel is distinguished from the short
story and from the work of middle length called the novelette; its magnitude
permits a greater variety of characters, greater complication of plot (or plots),
ampler development of milieu, and more sustained exploration of character
and motives than do the shorter, more concentrated modes (1999: 190).

In addition, only the characters’ proper names will be examined, the analysis will not include other types of onyms, such as toponyms or chrematonyms.
Nomina propria are words that “denote the individuals who are called by them;
but (…) do not indicate or imply attributes as belonging to those individuals”
(Pulgram 1954: 33). In literature, proper names can however be used in ways
in which they acquire such a feature, but it is not their primary role as a category of words. Finally, the naming act is understood to happen when a character is given a proper name and the act of using a proper name occurs when
a character utters (or thinks) a proper name to address or talk (think) about
a fictional figure.

1. The naming act in a novel and functions identified on its basis.
The permanent functions
The naming act occurs when the author (using a fictional figure in
a novel) gives a character a proper name. On the basis of this act, permanent
functions can be identified. These are those that the characters' proper names
serve from the moment of naming.

1.1. The naming act in a novel
The most basic model of the naming act was proposed by Lutterer and it
consists of three elements: “the name-giver”, “the name given” and “the object
named”. Lutterer defined “the name-giver” as the “initiator of the naming act
and author of its final produce”, “the name given” as the “result of the naming
process”, and “the object named” as “a distinct geographical entity” (Lutterer
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1982: 63-64). His focus was on geographical entities, but the model is specifically universal to serve as a starting point in any field of onomastics. It was
therefore used by the present author to build the model of the naming act in
a novel (see Diagram II.1.1) 3.

Diagram II.1.1.The model of the basic naming act in a novel.

As presented above the created model is considerably more developed
than the one proposed by Lutterer. It maintains the three elements of its predecessor, although with changed terms: “the name-giver” becomes THE
NAMER and “the name given” and “the object named” become THE NAME and
THE DENOTED CHARACTER respectively 4. However, only the definition of
THE NAME can be taken over after Lutterer without any changes. Here, THE
DENOTED CHARACTER is the fictional figure who receives THE NAME, and
THE NAMER is the fictional figure who names THE DENOTED CHARACTER.
Then, THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE NAMER refers to all physical and
social circumstances in the fictional world that surround the naming 5. These
The earlier versions of the final model have been already included in Gibka 2015, 2017a and
2019.
4
Due to a large number of words italicized in this work (proper names serving as examples and
foreign words), the terms of elements of all created acts will appear in small capitals in the main
text as well as in quotations of other works by the present author. However, in quotations of
papers by other scholars, these words will not be written in small capitals due to the fact that in
this dissertation they may refer to the elements of one of the acts, but they did not refer to such
elements in the works from which the quotations come.
5
The understanding of the term SITUATIONAL CONTEXT is based on Ducrot and Todorov’s
definition of speech situation: “The set of circumstances surrounding the occurrence of an act
of enunciation (…) By this we mean at once the physical and social setting in which the act
3
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four elements could constitute the model of the naming act as seen from the
perspective of the fictional world. Nevertheless, one more element from the
fictional universe is included: THE USER – it refers to all fictional characters,
despite the fact that the majority of them are not present at the moment of
naming and are therefore not direct recipients of THE NAME. Thus the line in
the diagram connecting THE NAME and THE USER is a broken one and THE
USER is outside the sphere of the SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF the naming act
and as an element of it can be considered only indirectly. However, due to the
nature of the studied entity, the model needs to include also some elements
from the non-literary world. First, THE AUTHOR refers to the writer of the
analysed work, his SITUATIONAL CONTEXT is understood as all circumstances
surrounding the process of creating characters, inventing or choosing names
for them, naming and of writing the novel in general. And finally, the term
READER refers to all people who will read the novel. Analogous to THE USER,
THE READER needs to be placed outside the naming act itself and cannot be
connected by a solid line, but on the other hand, he cannot be entirely omitted.
There are two general types of situations in which naming occurs. First,
a name can be given to a character who does not have one yet. Second, a character who has already been named may receive another name. A standard naming act of the first type occurs in the following way: (1) THE AUTHOR creates
a fictional figure, who due to his or her importance to the story and the social
needs of communication has to have a proper name; (2) THE AUTHOR recognizes some motivational features (which can come from the situational context, THE DENOTED CHARACTER or the proper name itself); (3) the identified
attributes become the incentive to name THE DENOTED CHARACTER – THE
AUTHOR names the fictional figure. After the character is named, other characters in the created universe use the proprium, and finally, when the novel is
published, THE READER meets the name. The second kind of naming involves
more activity on the part of THE NAMER, which, however, is not entirely absent within the first type, in which THE NAMER is usually not directly revealed,

takes place, the identity of the interlocutors, their image of the act of enunciation, their views
of each other (including the idea each has of what the other thinks of him), the events that have
preceded the act of enunciation (especially the previous relations between the interlocutors and
in particular the verbal exchange in the course of which the enunciative act in question takes
place)” (1979: 333).
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as the characters are rarely introduced into the story as newly born infants.
However, if a character receives a new name or a new variant of his name, THE
NAMER needs to be revealed (even if retrospectively) and the motivational features are often presented as distinguished by THE NAMER and connected with
him. The second type of the naming act differs from the first also in that no
new characters are identified and differentiated.

1.2. Functions identified on the basis of the naming act in a novel
In this work, the term function of a proper name is understood as the role
THE NAME serves in relation to a particular element of the naming act (Gibka
2015: 82). Thus, the function of a character’s proper name in a novel can be
defined as a role the character’s proper name performs in relation to a particular element of the naming act in a novel.
The examination of specific functions that are (or can be) performed by
THE NAME in relation to each element of the naming act resulted in a list presented in Table II.1.2. As the discussed act consists of eight elements, there are
eight relations in which THE NAME can serve functions, and unless a claim that
the act is incomplete would be made, the list of relations THE NAME can enter
is complete. On the other hand, the list of functions THE NAME can serve in
these relations might not be exhaustive. It was created by the author of this
work after the model of the naming act was completed and its elements as well
as the term the function of a character’s proper name in a novel were defined.
The creation of the list included two processes: going from general to specific
(answering the question of what functions a name could hypothetically serve
in the particular relation) and from material to function (examining characters’
proper names in novels read 6). However, there may be functions which exist
not yet included in the list, and, therefore, provided that they are identified
and defined as roles characters’ proper names serve in relation to the elements
of the naming act in a novel, they may be added to the list. One more restriction imposed on the list of functions in the table below as well as in all
other tables in this work is the exclusion of the primary function of proper

6

In novels read by the author of this book.
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names, i.e. the identifying-differential role, which occurs because the proprium
identifies a character and differentiates it from other characters, thus enabling
referring to and addressing him. Consequently, the lists of functions are restricted to the secondary roles.

The relation
1.
2.

NAME : DENOTED
CHARACTER
NAME : NAMER

The worlds
which the relation involves

The functions

fictional 1

semantic, sociological,
conative 7

fictional 1

expressive, desirous

fictional 1

allusive,
commemorative

fictional 1

poetic

NAME : SITUATIONAL

3.

CONTEXT OF THE
NAMER

4.

NAME : NAME

5.

NAME : USER

fictional 1

humorous, conative,
didactic-educative,
camouflaging

6.

NAME : AUTHOR

fictional 1
and real

expressive

fictional 1
and real

localizing, allusive,
commemorative

fictional 1
and real

humorous, conative,
didactic-educative,
camouflaging

NAME : SITUATIONAL

7.

CONTEXT OF THE
AUTHOR

8.

NAME : READER

Table II.1.2. The secondary functions of characters’ proper names in a novel
identified on the basis of the naming act 8.

The name for this function was taken over after Jakobson, who identified the conative function
as one of the functions of language, see for instance Furniss and Bath (1996).
8
Compare the previous version of this table in Gibka 2015: 85.
7
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As demonstrated in the table, some functions (for instance the expressive
or camouflaging) are served in more than one relation. Therefore, the defining
of functions could be more clearly presented if arranged by functions rather
than relations. However, the definition of the function of a character’s proper
name in a novel and the distinct division of the relations into involving one or
two worlds are the reasons for the following definitions of functions to be arranged according to the relations in which they are performed.
(1) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE DENOTED
CHARACTER

In relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER, THE NAME can serve three
secondary functions: the semantic, sociological and conative. The semantic
function is served by a character’s proper name when it “characterizes a fictional figure (…) according to the metaphoric or the literal meaning of the
name” (Wilkoń 1970: 83). In other words this function occurs when a proper
name describes a feature of the character it denotes. In literary onomastics,
names serving the semantic function are often called “meaningful” 9.
Next, the sociological function is performed by a character’s proper name
when it “indicates the character’s social, group or national affiliation” (Wilkoń
1970: 83) or when it “expresses (or suggests) the social inferiority or superiority
of the character” (Kuffner-Obrzut 2003: 493).
Finally, the definition of the conative function consists of two parts 10.
It appears when a character’s proper name provokes a reaction in THE DENOTED CHARACTER and when the proprium causes THE DENOTED CHARACTER to do something. The variety of induced reactions is utterly unlimited,
some possible reactions could be: liking, dislike, love, hatred, anger, pleasure;
the changing of NAME, taking offense at THE NAMER, forbidding the use of
THE NAME.

In the introduction to the chapter, this function was described as contradicting one of the
basic features of nomina propria as a category of words that do not characterise the entities to
which they refer.
10
This is true not only in relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER but also in all other relations
in which this role can be performed.
9
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(2) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE NAMER
In this relation a character’s proper name can serve the expressive and
desirous functions. The first is understood as “the use of a [character’s – M.G.]
proper name as a sign voicing certain emotions and emotional undertone”
(Wilkoń 1970: 105) of THE NAMER towards THE DENOTED CHARACTER or
THE NAME itself. The expressed emotions can be both positive (liking, love,
compassion) and negative (dislike, hatred, anger, disgust).
Then, the desirous function is served by a character’s proper name that
shows what attributes THE NAMER would like THE DENOTED CHARACTER to
possess. These attributes may be indicated by THE NAME’s etymology or the
features of the most famous person denoted by it, for instance Mary (the
mother of Christ) would in this context show that THE NAMER wants THE
DENOTED CHARACTER to be pure.
(3) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE NAMER

Here, characters’ proper names can serve the allusive and commemorative
functions. The first occurs when propria are used “as more or less ciphered
allusions” (Wilkoń 1970: 83) to other characters from the same fictional
world.
Then, the commemorative function emerges when a character’s proper
name memorialises an entity from THE NAMER’s world (for instance a person
or an event). This naturally shows the significance of the commemorated person to THE NAMER.
(4) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to themselves
In relation to itself a character’s proper name may serve the poetic function. It emerges when characters’ proper names “do not refer to other elements
of the naming act, but keep THE RECIPIENT’s attention on their structure”
(Rutkowski 2001: 100). Therefore, it is served by “names whose internal organisation is of an exceptional kind, which attracts attention to the name’s
linguistic form in the first instance” (Rutkowski 2001: 100-101).
(5) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE USER
In this relation, the discussed propria can serve four secondary functions:
the humorous, conative, didactic-educative and camouflaging. The humorous
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function is served by a character’s proper name which is created to amuse fictional figures 11. Then, the conative function is served by characters’ proper
names that induce feelings or emotions in THE USER or cause him to do something.
Next, the didactic-educative role is served by a character’s proper name
that “enriches or preserves the knowledge” (Kęsikowa 1988: 81) of THE USER
and appears when THE USER encounters names that denote historical figures
(historical for the fictional world or for the real world but presented as ones
for the fictional universe). Such NAMES are sometimes simply mentioned and
sometimes introduced with some information about the characters they denote
or used in metaphors revealing facts about the figures. Finally, the camouflaging function occurs when THE NAME conceals the identity of its denotation
from all or some fictional characters.
(6) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE AUTHOR
Analogous to the relation to THE NAMER, in this relation a character’s
proper name can perform the expressive function. This definition of the role
differs from the previous one in one aspect, it is THE AUTHOR’s emotions and
feelings towards the character that the proprium expresses.
(7) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR 12

Here, the discussed propria can serve three secondary functions: the localizing, allusive and commemorative. A character’s proper name serves the
localizing function when it sets “the plot in a specified time or place” (Wilkoń
1970: 83).
To read more about the humorous function of literary nomina propria see Gibka 2014, 2016a,
2018a and Gibka and Rutkowski 2015.
12
The earlier versions of the list of functions identified on the basis of the naming act and
discussed in the present author’s three articles (Gibka 2015, 2017a and 2019) included also the
intertextual function. It was identified in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR and was defined as served by a character’s name which “was taken over from another
literary work” (Gibka 2015: 87). However, the role was also recognized “not to be an end in
itself, but rather a means to achieve different purposes” (Gibka 2015: 87). Therefore, it was
excluded from the list of functions and is perceived differently. If THE AUTHOR gives names
taken from literary works to characters of his creation, a new group of characters’ proper names
within his novel is created. Nevertheless, these nomina propria can serve exactly the same functions as all non-intertextual names.
11
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Next, The allusive function is understood as “the use of names as more
or less ciphered allusions to real people” (Wilkoń 1970: 83), people who come
from THE AUTHOR’S SITUATIONAL CONTEXT.
Finally, analogous to the one performed to THE NAMER’S SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT, the commemorative function served in relation to THE AUTHOR’S
SITUATIONAL CONTEXT occurs when an entity is commemorated in a character’s proper name. However, the entity belongs not to the fictional but the real
world and is of great significance not to THE NAMER but to THE AUTHOR.
(8) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE READER
In this relation characters’ proper names serve four secondary functions:
the humorous, conative, didactic-educative and camouflaging. The humorous
function appears when THE READER laughs at a character’s name. Nevertheless, the implementation of this function is very difficult if not “impossible to
determine, as one cannot examine the reaction of every READER (…). The only
aspect of humour that can be decisively determined is the presence or absence
of the humorous element in the proper name (as an external quality of a text),
which could in turn prove the emergence of the humorous function in relation
to the implied reader” (Gibka 2015: 86).
Then, the conative function emerges when it is THE READER who reacts
to or does something because of a character’s proper name.
Next, the didactic-educative function can be defined like the one in relation to THE USER with two differences, proper names serving it refer to authentic figures from the non-literary world and it is THE READER whose
knowledge is preserved or enriched.
Finally, the camouflaging function which was initially defined as “assigned to names in literary works, behind which some authentic people, who
are known to the writer, are hidden” (Siwiec 1998: 150) is here understood
differently, as served by characters’ proper names that conceal the identities of
their denotations from THE READER.
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1.3. A naming act in a novel which includes two fictional worlds
However well the application of the presented theory will enable the examination of functions served by characters’ proper names in the majority of
novels, it is not sufficient for the analysis of every one of them. It may be insufficient for a novel which presents more than one fictional world or for one
within which other texts appear. This may happen when (1) a character in the
examined novel writes a literary work which is not only mentioned but also
presented either through direct excerpts or in paraphrases or summaries,
(2) the examined novel includes characters’ proper names from other literary
works.
The aim of this section is to present a tool that would enable the analysis
of the functions of characters’ proper names in a novel within whose fictional
world another fictional universe is created and presented (the part revealed has
to include some characters’ names, otherwise, no new onymic material is provided and the model of the naming act presented in section II.1.1 can be applied to the analysis). The approach introduced in this work, the definition of
the term function of a character’s proper name in a novel and the methods of
identifying particular functions are still valid for such a novel, but the model
of the naming act presented in section II.1.1 is not 13. Therefore, it needs to be
adjusted (expanded) to accommodate additional branches including the new
fictional world – see Diagram II.1.3.A.
Compared to the basic model of the naming act, this model may seem
a lot more complex. However, it is not, as simply a second fictional world is
introduced into the first one. Therefore, five elements from a fictional world
and two elements from outside it that are recognized in the basic naming act
need to be included once more (THE READER from the non-literary world remains the same). Thus, the model presented above consists of eight elements
taken over from the basic model of the naming act in a novel (diagram II.1.1),
and their definitions do not change (THE AUTHOR, THE SITUATIONAL
The model of the naming act shown in section II.1.1 would be sufficient for the analysis of
a novel within which another one is created if the proper names of characters from the inner
work did not serve any secondary functions, but that can be conclusively established only after
the examination which needs to be conducted on the basis of an act including two fictional
worlds.

13
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CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR, THE DENOTED CHARACTER, THE NAMER, THE
SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE NAMER, THE NAME, THE USER

and THE
READER). However, the remaining seven elements need to be defined. AUTHOR 2 is the character from the first fictional world who wrote the novel
within the novel and THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR 2 refers
to the circumstances in the first fictional world surrounding this process of
writing and of naming characters. Then, NAME 2, DENOTED CHARACTER 2,
NAMER 2, SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE NAMER 2 and USER 2 refer to entities/phenomena in the second fictional universe and this is the only thing
that distinguishes them and their definitions from their counterparts in the
first fictional universe. Finally, one element of the model of this naming act
taken over from the basic one needs to be redefined, as its role expands: within
the fictional world to which it belongs, THE USER retains its former definition,
but with regard to the second fictional universe THE USER becomes THE
READER – for greater clarity called THE READER 2.

Diagram II.1.3.A. The model of the naming act in a novel which includes
two fictional worlds.
In such a novel, there are four general types of naming acts. The first two
occur when it is a character from the first fictional world who is named and
the other two when the character belongs to the second fictional universe.
Within these two groups the first type of naming act is accomplished when
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a fictional figure with no name receives one, and the second when a character
is given another name. Both situations for the first fictional world were described in section II.1.1. The remaining two types of naming occur in the second fictional universe and are analogous to the ones from the first fictional
world. Naming a new character can be described thus: (1) THE AUTHOR 2
(being a tool of THE AUTHOR) creates a fictional figure, who due to its significance to the story needs to be identified; (2) THE AUTHOR 2 recognizes some
features – in THE DENOTED CHARACTER 2, in HIS OWN SITUATIONAL CONTEXT (the first fictional world) or in THE NAME 2 itself; (3) the recognized
features become the incentive to give the character a proper name – THE DENOTED CHARACTER 2 is named by the AUTHOR 2 14. Then, THE NAME 2 is
used by characters from the second fictional world (THE USER 2), read by characters from the world of the AUTHOR 2 (THE USER), who thus become THE
READER 2, and encountered by THE READER. Finally, exactly like in the first
fictional world, the second kind of naming in the second fictional universe
results in no new character being identified and differentiated, and is accomplished with a greater involvement of THE NAMER 2.

Diagram II.1.3.B. The model of the naming act in the second fictional world
in a novel which includes two fictional worlds.
The fact that characters in the second fictional world are named by THE AUTHOR 2, who does
not have access to the non-literary world suggests that all functions served by THE NAME 2 in
relations to the AUTHOR and HIS SITUATIONAL CONTEXT are (should be examined as) unintentional. This, in turn, enables THE AUTHOR to introduce some proper names and their functions
less directly, to distance him/herself from these acts and, to some extent, be less responsible for
them.
14
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For the analysis of the acts of naming in the second fictional world, a simplified model of the naming act can be created (see Diagram II.1.3.B). However, this model enables the examination of a part of the material only. Therefore, every study of functions of characters’ proper names in a novel should be
commenced with the creation of a model including all fictional worlds presented in the examined work, and simplified models which allow more explicit
analyses of parts of the set of proper names should be prepared later.

1.4. Functions identified on the basis of the naming act in a novel
which includes two fictional worlds
In novels including two fictional worlds there are two groups of names
that can serve onymic functions: names from the fictional universe of the frame
novel and names from the fictional world of the novel created within the frame
novel 15. Whereas the set of functions for the first part of the onymic material
remains as shown in Table II.1.2, a modified one is needed for the second
group of the examined nomina propria. Firstly, due to the fact that THE NAME
2 can enter in a greater number of relations, a list of these needs to be created.
As can be seen in Diagrams II.1.3.A and II.1.3.B, THE NAME 2 may enter in
relations with five elements of the second fictional world: THE DENOTED
CHARACTER 2, THE NAMER 2, THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE NAMER
2, THE NAME 2, and THE USER 2. In these relations THE NAME 2 can serve
exactly the same functions as THE NAME serves in relation to the equivalents
of the five elements in the first fictional world, thus the corresponding part of
Table II.1.2 can be taken over to Table II.1.4. Then, three elements from the
first fictional world are in the same relations to THE NAME 2 as the three elements from the non-literary world were in relation to THE NAME (THE USER
– THE READER, THE AUTHOR 2 – THE AUTHOR, THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR 2 – THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR).
Thus the sets of functions served by THE NAME in relations to the latter can
be taken over as served by THE NAME 2 in the counterpart relations. Despite
In this work, the frame novel will also be referred to as the first novel and the novel within
the novel as the second novel. The same rule applies to their fictional worlds.
15
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the fact that the functions do not change, the worlds they involve do (see Table
II.1.4). Therefore, what also changes is the possibility of the examination of
the emergence of functions in these three relations. It can be finished (the
whole of the fictional world 1 to which the scholar analysing the work is supposed to have access is available), but it cannot be complete (no unattainable
parts of the fictional universe in question can be reached). A similar situation
happens with the remaining three elements with which THE NAME 2 can enter
in relations 16. The functions served in relation to THE AUTHOR, THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR and THE READER can be taken over, but
in their case, the directness changes. They are much less direct as the second
novel has its AUTHOR, that author’s SITUATIONAL CONTEXT and its target
READER. The final list of relations THE NAME 2 can enter and functions it can
serve is presented in Table II.1.4. As in Table II.1.2, the list of relations enumerated here is complete and the one of functions may be complemented.

The relation
1.
2.

NAME 2 : DENOTED
CHARACTER 2
NAME 2 : NAMER 2

The worlds
which the relation involves

The functions

fictional 2

semantic, sociological,
conative

fictional 2

expressive, desirous

fictional 2

allusive,
commemorative

fictional 2

poetic

NAME 2 :

3.

SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT OF THE
NAMER 2

4.

NAME 2 : NAME 2

5.

NAME 2 : USER 2

fictional 2

humorous, conative,
didactic-educative,
camouflaging

6.

NAME 2 : AUTHOR 2

fictional 2
and fictional 1

expressive

No relations to the remaining elements of the fictional world 1 are recognized as in the act of
naming in the second fictional universe these elements become parts of THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR 2. Compare the description of the act in section II.1.3.
16
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NAME 2 :

7.

SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT OF THE

fictional 2
and fictional 1

localizing, allusive,
commemorative

fictional 2
and fictional 1

humorous, conative,
didactic-educative,
camouflaging

fictional 2
and real

expressive

fictional 2
and real

localizing, allusive,
commemorative

fictional 2
and real

humorous, conative,
didactic-educative,
camouflaging

AUTHOR 2

8.
9.

NAME 2 : READER 2

(USER)
NAME 2 : AUTHOR
NAME 2 :

10.

SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT OF THE
AUTHOR

11.

NAME 2 : READER

Table II.1.4. The secondary functions of proper names of characters from the second
fictional world in a novel which includes two fictional worlds; identified on the basis
of the naming act.

Analogous changes would occur if a character from the second fictional
world wrote a novel and it would be accessible to other fictional figures in his
world, to those in fictional world 1 and to THE READER. Naturally, this would
make the majority of relations even less direct, the impact of the onymic functions served would be weakened and also more distanced from THE AUTHOR.
As stated at the beginning of section II.1.3, the model of the basic naming
act in a novel is insufficient not only for the analysis of a work including two
fictional worlds, but also for the study of a work which includes characters’
proper names from other literary works published in the non-literary world
(introduced either in quotations, paraphrases or summaries). However, this
issue will not be addressed in this book, due to the fact that the worlds of the
cited works are not at the same level as the worlds of the novels created within
the analysed one. THE AUTHOR does not create the characters in the cited
works and does not name them, but merely uses their names. Therefore, there
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are no naming acts that should be examined 17. Moreover, the approach to
functions of literary nomina propria based on the naming act aims at identifying functions served from the moment of naming throughout the whole story
(or until the element in relation to which the role is served changes). Yet, when
a fragment of a fictional work is introduced into another one, there can be no
possibility of proving the emergence of “permanent” functions. There are,
however, acts of using a name introduced into the analysed novel, and these
can, and should be, examined – see sections II.2.5 and II.2.6.

2. The act of using a name in a novel and functions identified on its basis. The momentary functions
The act of using an onym occurs when a fictional figure utters (or thinks)
a proper name when he addresses or thinks about a character. On the basis of
this act, one can identify momentary functions of nomina propria, which are
performed by the names in individual uses.

2.1. The act of using a name in a novel
Unlike the naming act in a novel, the act of using a name in a novel that
is presented below is not based on any other naming act or act of using
a name 18.
THE AUTHOR, HIS SITUATIONAL CONTEXT and THE READER can be defined exactly as their counterparts in the model of the naming act. THE NAME
refers to the nomen proprium that is uttered in the act, THE SPEAKER is the
character who utters the name 19 and THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF USING
Their examination belongs to the analysis of the cited work itself.
The present author's idea to base the theory of functions of proper names in the novel not
only on the naming act, but also on the act of using a proper name in a novel dates back to June
2015. Since then, the earlier versions of the model of the act of using a name in a novel presented
in this chapter have been used to conduct analyses of the onymic material of some novels (see
Gibka 2016b and 2017b).
19
THE SPEAKER cannot be seen as identical to the sender – who appears in the majority of models
of communication. Here, THE SPEAKER is understood as the character who utters a message that
contains the analysed proper name.
17
18
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is understood as all physical and social circumstances surrounding
the act. These five elements (without THE READER) are necessary for the act to
occur in a novel and are therefore connected in the diagram by solid lines. The
line between THE NAME and THE READER is broken since THE READER is outside THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF USING THE NAME. The remaining broken lines are such, because they lead to elements which, despite the fact that
they often appear, are not necessary for the act to occur. THE DENOTED CHARACTER is the fictional figure whose name is used, THE RECIPIENT is the person
(people) to whom the act is directed, and THE AUDIENCE are all fictional characters who witness the act of using the name but are not its direct recipients.
It would be possible to include THE RECIPIENT in THE AUDIENCE, as the lists
of functions served in relations to both will be the same, but THE RECIPIENT
has a distinct position within the act of using a name, as it is to him that the
name is directed, and THE AUDIENCE simply witnesses the scene. Moreover,
when the function served in relation to both is be the same, it may at the same
time be of opposite values, for instance the conative function served by a name
in relation to THE RECIPIENT may be of negative nature and in relation to THE
AUDIENCE of a positive one. Therefore, the two categories were not combined.
THE NAME

Diagram II.2.1. The model of the basic act of using a name in a novel.
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A standard act of using a name in a novel occurs thus: (1) according to
THE AUTHOR’s will, a character wants to address another fictional figure or
refer to him; (2) with (dis)regard to the circumstances of the situation, the
character chooses the name he will use; (3) the character utters the chosen
NAME (thus becoming THE SPEAKER) – THE NAME is heard by the characters
present (THE RECIPIENT, THE AUDIENCE and THE DENOTED CHARACTER).
When reading the novel, THE READER witnesses the act.
Another type of using THE NAME occurs when a name is not actually
spoken but thought. Here, the five obligatory elements and THE READER appear as THE AUTHOR decides a character in a given set of circumstances to
think about another fictional figure with the use of a certain proper name,
which cannot be heard by other characters, but will be read by THE READER.
In such a case, THE SPEAKER could be more accurately described as the silent
speaker. The “silent” type of the act of using a name in a novel can appear also
next to all non-basic acts of using a name (presented in sections II.2.3 and
II.2.5), but will not be described alongside them.

2.2. Functions identified on the basis of the act of using a name
in a novel
Within the approach to the functions of literary nomina propria based on
the act of using a name, the term function of a character’s proper name in a novel
is understood as a role a character’s proper name serves in relation to an element of the act of using a name in a novel. The functions identified on the
basis of the act of using a name are presented in Table II.2.2. Analogous to the
list in Table II.1.2, unless an element is added to the model of the act of using
a name in a novel, the list of relations a proprium can enter is complete, whereas
the list of functions may not be. However, there are some restrictions imposed
on the created list of functions a character’s proper name can perform.
If a character’s proper name serves a function from the moment of naming
(a role identified on the basis of the naming act), this function will be served
by the proprium also in its every act of use. For example, the indication of
a character’s nationality (the sociological function THE NAME serves in relation
to THE DENOTED CHARACTER within the naming act) will appear also every
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time THE NAME is used. Therefore, identifying this function as one served by
THE NAME in relation to an element of the act of using a name in a novel is
redundant. Thus, functions listed in Table II.1.2 will not be unnecessarily repeated in Table II.2.2. The act of using a name has been included in the theoretical approach to the issue of functions of characters’ proper names in
a novel for the purpose of identifying functions that do not occur from the
moment of naming and do not accompany THE NAME in its every use, but
emerge in individual situations of using THE NAME. Nevertheless, analogous
to the list of functions performed in relation to the elements of the naming
act, new functions can be added to the list in Table II.2.2 provided that each
is identified and defined as a role a character’s proper name serves in relation
to an element of the act of using a name in a novel and is not served from the
moment of naming but in a particular use. For the purpose of greater clarity
in referring to the identified functions, those identified on the basis of the
naming act will be called “permanent” 20 and those identified on the basis of
the act of using a name “momentary”. This might also be helpful in defining
particular momentary functions, as the definitions of some are exactly like their
permanent counterparts with the exception of the act on the basis of which the
functions are identified and thus also the duration of these functions.
The relation
1.

2.

NAME :
SPEAKER

NAME : NAME

The world(s) which the
relation involves

The function(s)

fictional 1

sociological, expressive,
humorous, camouflaging,
revealing

fictional 1

poetic

The word “permanent” was chosen despite the fact that it may not always stay true for the
functions to which it refers, as the roles served from the moment of naming do not have to be
permanent, they may disappear once the cause of their emergence changes (for instance, if a
character’s name serves the semantic function by referring to one of the character’s physical
features, the function may become obsolete if the feature changes or is changed).

20
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NAME :
SITUATIONAL

3.

CONTEXT OF

fictional 1

conative

fictional 1

semantic, sociological,
humorous, conative,
camouflaging

fictional 1

humorous, conative,
camouflaging

fictional 1

humorous, conative,
camouflaging

fictional 1 and real

expressive

fictional 1 and real

-

fictional 1 and real

humorous, conative,
camouflaging

USING THE
NAME
NAME :

4.

DENOTED
CHARACTER

5.
6.
7.

NAME :
RECIPIENT
NAME :
AUDIENCE
NAME :
AUTHOR
NAME :
SITUATIONAL

8.

CONTEXT OF
THE
AUTHOR

9.

NAME :
READER

Table II.2.2. The secondary functions of characters’ proper names in a novel
identified on the basis of the basic act of using a name in a novel.
Once again the defining of functions is arranged by relations.
(1) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE SPEAKER
In this relation a character’s proper name can serve five momentary functions: the sociological, humorous, expressive, camouflaging and revealing. The
first is served when a character’s name indicates THE SPEAKER’s “social, group
or national affiliation” (Wilkoń 1970: 83) or social superiority or interiority
(presented from his own viewpoint).
Then, the humorous function is served by THE NAME when it causes THE
SPEAKER to laugh with the exception of names that serve the humorous
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function from the moment of their creation. Unlike the permanent equivalent
of this role, the emergence of the momentary humorous function can be decisively determined, and thus the examination of characters’ proper names
whose serving of the permanent humorous function is uncertain becomes possible. Therefore, the group of nomina propria that serve the momentary humorous function consists of characters’ proper names that are not humorous
from the moment of naming but acquire this quality in a particular situation
and those that amuse THE SPEAKER and do not serve the humorous function
permanently.
Next, the expressive function is served when a character’s proper name
that is not expressive from the moment of naming is used by THE SPEAKER to
express his feelings and emotions. The momentary camouflaging function is
served by a character’s proper name which does not conceal the identity of its
denotation from the moment of naming but hides it from THE SPEAKER in an
individual use of the proprium.
Finally, the revealing function is the reverse of the camouflaging role.
It occurs when a piece of information about THE SPEAKER is revealed by THE
NAME he uses (for instance his sobriety or intoxication, injury to the oral cavity, or mental disability) 21.
(2) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to themselves
The function served in this relation is the momentary poetic role, which
emerges when a character’s proper name which does not attract attention to
its structure from the moment of naming draws this attention at the moment
of one of its uses, usually because of the circumstances that emphasize a feature
of THE NAME’s internal organisation that has up till that point remained unnoticed.
(3) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF USING THE NAME

In this relation, the sole hitherto identified function is the conative one.
It emerges when a character’s proper name is used to create or reinforce
The revealing function cannot be equated with the semantic role. While the latter is served
by nomina propria that describe features of the characters they denote (their appearance, personality, occupation), the revealing function is served by proper names that reveal information
about the characters who use them.
21
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a certain atmosphere, even when it is happening without the intention of THE
SPEAKER.
(4) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER
In this relation, a character’s proper name can serve five momentary functions: the semantic, sociological, humorous, conative and camouflaging. The
first is served by characters’ proper names that do not refer to THE DENOTED
CHARACTER’s feature from the moment of naming, but do so only in a particular situation, usually due to the circumstances that change THE DENOTED
CHARACTER’s qualities. Then, the humorous and sociological functions are
understood like the ones in relation to THE SPEAKER, but it is THE DENOTED
CHARACTER who laughs, and THE DENOTED CHARACTER whose social position or nationality is indicated by THE NAME. Nevertheless, the position is
once again presented from THE SPEAKER’s perspective.
Next, the conative function occurs when a use of a character’s proper
name which does not serve this role permanently provokes a reaction in THE
DENOTED CHARACTER or persuades him to do something. Finally, the camouflaging function emerges when a character’s proper name THE SPEAKER uses
conceals THE SPEAKER’s identity or some facts about him from THE DENOTED
CHARACTER. This may for instance happen when the first name is used instead
of the surname or vice versa.
(5) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE RECIPIENT
Here, a character’s proper name can serve three momentary functions:
the humorous, conative and camouflaging. First, the humorous and conative
functions are understood to be as their counterparts in relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER except that it is THE RECIPIENT who laughs and who
reacts. Then, the camouflaging function can occur in two ways, a character’s
proper name may conceal from THE RECIPIENT (1) the identity of THE
SPEAKER or information about him or (2) the identity of THE NAME’s denotation.
(6) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE AUDIENCE
In this relation, a character’s proper name can serve exactly the same momentary functions as it does in relation to THE RECIPIENT. The difference is
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that it is THE AUDIENCE who laughs, reacts or from whom true information
is concealed.
(7) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE AUTHOR
The sole function identified in this relation is the expressive one. However, its occurrence may be even more difficult to prove than the emergence of
its permanent counterpart, as a character’s proper name serves this function
when it is used in a particular situation to express the feelings of THE AUTHOR.
(8) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR

No momentary functions have as yet been identified in this relation, as
the inclusion of the momentary versions of the permanent roles served in this
relation within the naming act would be – according to the restrictions imposed on the list – redundant due to the fact that the localizing, allusive and
commemorative functions if served by THE NAME from the moment of naming are served in every act of using the name as well.
(9) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE READER
Here, a character’s proper name can serve three momentary functions:
the humorous, conative, and camouflaging. The first occurs when a proprium
which does not amuse THE READER from the moment of naming amuses him
in a particular act of using the name. The second emerges when a character’s
proper name provokes a reaction in THE READER. Finally, the last appears
when THE NAME used conceals the identity of THE DENOTED CHARACTER
from THE READER.

2.3. Acts of using a name in a novel which includes two fictional
worlds
In a novel within which another one is written and presented (at least
partially), there are three types of acts of using a name. First of all, (1) a character from the fictional world 1 can use a name denoting a fictional figure from
the same world. (2) He can also use a name from the fictional world 2. Finally,
(3) a character from the fictional world 2 can use a name referring to someone
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in his world. Therefore, three models of acts of using a name need to be created
in order to determine the relations into which the name used can enter with
regard to each of these types of acts.

Diagram II.2.3.A. A model of the act of using a name in a novel: a character from
the fictional world 1 uses a name from the same world.

Diagram II.2.3.B. A model of the act of using a name in a novel: a character from
the fictional world 1 uses a name from the fictional world 2.
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(1) The diagram above is exactly the same as the basic model of the act of
using a name in a novel (for its description see section II.2.1). For this reason,
it will not be rediscussed here.
(2) Diagram II.2.3.B. illustrates the type of using a name in which THE
SPEAKER belongs to the first fictional world and uses a name denoting a character from the second one. Thus THE NAME is accompanied by the number
two and is enclosed in a rectangle labelled fictional world 2. The sides of the
rectangle are however not solid; this is to emphasize that THE NAME is taken
from the world for which it was created and used in the world of THE SPEAKER.
Therefore, THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF USING THE NAME is without
a number as it still refers to all physical and social circumstances surrounding
the act in the first fictional world. Similarly, the remaining five elements are
understood exactly as in the basic act of using a name (see section II.2.1).
This type of act of using a name occurs almost exactly like the basic act.
There is one difference, it is a character from the second fictional world whose
NAME is used by THE SPEAKER, who himself belongs to the first fictional universe.

Diagram II.2.3.C. A model of the act of using a name in a novel: a character from
the fictional world 2 uses a name from the same world.
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(3) This diagram demonstrates the act of using THE NAME 2 (a proprium
denoting a fictional figure in the fictional world 2) by THE SPEAKER 2 (a character also from the second fictional world) in THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF
USING THE NAME 2 (all physical and social circumstances in the second fictional universe that surround the act). The terms DENOTED CHARACTER 2,
AUDIENCE 2 and RECIPIENT 2 are analogous to their counterparts without
a number with the difference that the fictional figures to which the terms refer
belong to the second fictional world. Then, THE AUTHOR 2 and HIS SITUATIONAL CONTEXT refer to the character from the first fictional universe who
wrote the second novel and to the circumstances surrounding this writing respectively. THE READER 2 is understood as all characters from the world of
THE AUTHOR 2 who will read the second novel. The definitions of THE
READER, AUTHOR and SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR do not
change, but their relations to THE NAME 2 are less direct.
This last type of the act of using a name occurs in a similar way to the
basic one, yet it involves more elements. (1) THE AUTHOR, directing the AUTHOR 2, decides that a character from the second fictional world (THE
SPEAKER 2) wants to address or talk about another fictional figure from the
same world (THE DENOTED CHARACTER 2). (2) Surrounded by a set of physical and social circumstances (THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF USING THE
NAME 2), THE SPEAKER 2 chooses a name (THE NAME 2) to use. (3) THE
SPEAKER 2 uses THE NAME 2, which might be heard by THE RECIPIENT 2,
AUDIENCE 2 and DENOTED CHARACTER 2. When a character from the frame
novel or a person from the non-literary world reads the novel, he or she becomes THE READER 2 or THE READER respectively.
Not all of the models of the acts of using a name presented in this section
have to apply to the analysis of momentary functions in every novel with two
fictional worlds. If no excerpts from the second novel are quoted and none are
summarised by characters in the first fictional universe, the model of the act of
using THE NAME 2 by SPEAKER 2 (diagram II.2.3.C) will not be relevant to
the study. Then, if the second novel is introduced directly into the first one,
but the characters’ proper names from it are never used by anyone in the first
fictional world, no acts of the second type occur, thus the model presented in
Diagram II.2.3.B will not contribute to the examination.
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2.4. Functions identified on the basis of the acts of using a name
in a novel which includes two fictional worlds
In order to commence the analysis of momentary functions served by
characters’ proper names in a novel which includes two fictional worlds, the
definition of the term function of a character’s proper name in a novel and the
set of nomina propria in question need to be established. The aforementioned
definition remains unchanged (compare section II.2.2) and is still understood
as a role the proprium performs in relation to an element of the act of using
a name in a novel; however, not the basic act, but the three acts prepared for
this type of novel (diagrams II.2.3.A, II.2.3.B and II.2.3.C). As ensues from
the models of these acts, the set of characters’ proper names whose use needs
to be analysed includes the names of fictional figures from both the first and
the second fictional world (THE NAME and THE NAME 2). Since there are three
types of acts of using a name and therefore three sets of relations in which the
examined propria can enter, three separate tables should be prepared. However,
the first type of the act of using a name (diagram II.2.3.A) is identical to the
basic one (diagram II.2.1) and consequently no new table listing the functions
of THE NAME is needed, as its functions have already been presented in Table
II.2.2.
The second type of the act of using a name (diagram II.2.3.B) differs from
the first only in the fictional universe to which the proper name belongs. The
complete list of relations THE NAME 2 can enter when used by a SPEAKER from
the first fictional universe is presented in Table II.2.4.B together with the functions the proprium can serve in these relations. As THE NAME 2 is an analogous
counterpart of THE NAME, the functions served by the two categories in respective relations coincide. Therefore, the majority of roles do not need redefining, but it is important to note that the fictional worlds the relations involve
change. As a result, the camouflaging function loses also one of its dimensions
and in relation to some elements of the discussed act of using a name can be
understood as served by characters’ proper names which hide the identity of
the characters they denote from THE SPEAKER, THE RECIPIENT, THE AUDIENCE and THE READER respectively.
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The relation

The worlds
which the relation involves

The functions

1.

NAME 2 : SPEAKER

fictional 2
and fictional 1

sociological, expressive,
humorous, camouflaging,
revealing

2.

NAME 2 : NAME 2

fictional 2

poetic

fictional 2
and fictional 1

expressive

fictional 2
and fictional 1

humorous, conative,
camouflaging

fictional 2
and fictional 1

humorous, conative,
camouflaging

fictional 2
and real

expressive

fictional 2
and real

-

fictional 2
and real

humorous, conative,
camouflaging

NAME 2 :

3.

SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT OF
USING THE NAME

4.
5.
6.

NAME 2 :
RECIPIENT
NAME 2 :
AUDIENCE
NAME 2 : AUTHOR
NAME 2 :

7.

SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT
OF THE AUTHOR

8.

NAME 2 : READER

Table II.2.4.B. The secondary functions of characters’ proper names in a novel identified on the basis of the act of using a name in a novel which includes two fictional
worlds: a character from the fictional world 1 uses a name from the fictional world 2
(for the model of this type of act see Diagram II.2.3.B).

The third type of the act of using a name (see Diagram II.2.3.C) illustrates a situation where a character from the second fictional world uses a name
from the same universe. Thus, the proprium whose functions need to be established is THE NAME 2 and it can enter in relations with all twelve elements of
the act, which belong to three different worlds: the fictional 1, the fictional 2,
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and the non-literary one. The functions listed in these relations coincide with
those enumerated in the analogous relations between THE NAME and the elements of the basic act of using a name 22. However, the directness of the relations and therefore also of the functions changes. The relation between THE
NAME 2 and THE AUTHOR 2 is direct, but due to its emergence, the relation
between THE NAME 2 and THE AUTHOR is weakened and more distanced. The
same happens with THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR and a similar change occurs with THE READER, but in this case the alteration is less significant as THE READER 2 does not stand between THE NAME 2 and THE
READER. Another result of the changes in the set of worlds the relations involve, is a possibility of finished analyses of functions served by THE NAME 2
in relation to the second novel’s direct AUTHOR, HIS SITUATIONAL CONTEXT
and the work’s target READER (THE AUTHOR 2, THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT
OF THE AUTHOR 2, and THE READER 2). The reason for this is that the elements in question belong to the first fictional world, the whole of which is
accessible to the scholar studying the work. Finally, contrary to what happens
to the camouflaging function served by THE NAME 2 in relations to the elements of the second type of the act of using a name, here, the camouflaging
function in relations to THE RECIPIENT 2 and AUDIENCE 2 retains both of its
aspects and can be understood as the concealment of not only of the identity
of THE DENOTED CHARACTER 2, but also of the identity of THE SPEAKER 2
or of some information about him. And in relation to THE SPEAKER 2, THE
DENOTED CHARACTER 2, THE READER and THE READER 2, the camouflaging
role is understood like in the analogous relations within the basic act of using
a name.

The relation

1.
2.
22

NAME 2 : SPEAKER

2
NAME 2 : NAME 2

The worlds
which the relation involves

The functions

fictional 2

sociological, expressive,
humorous, camouflaging,
revealing

fictional 2

poetic

Therefore, their definitions are not repeated - see section II.2.2.
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NAME 2 :

3.

SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT OF

fictional 2

conative

fictional 2

semantic, sociological,
humorous, conative,
camouflaging

fictional 2

humorous, conative,
camouflaging

fictional 2

humorous, conative,
camouflaging

fictional 2
and fictional 1

expressive

fictional 2
and fictional 1

-

USING THE NAME 2
NAME 2 :

4.

DENOTED
CHARACTER 2

5.
6.
7.

NAME 2 :
RECIPIENT 2
NAME 2 :
AUDIENCE 2
NAME 2 :
AUTHOR 2
NAME 2 :

8.

SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT OF THE
AUTHOR 2

9.

NAME 2 : READER 2

fictional 2
and fictional 1

humorous, conative,
camouflaging

10.

NAME 2 : AUTHOR

fictional 2
and real

expressive

fictional 2
and real

-

fictional 2
and real

humorous, conative,
camouflaging

NAME 2 :

11.

SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT OF THE
AUTHOR

12.

NAME 2 : READER

Table II.2.4.C. The secondary functions of characters’ proper names in a novel identified on the basis of the act of using a name in a novel which includes two fictional
worlds: a character from the fictional world 2 uses a name from the same world
(compare Diagram II.2.3.C).

The above lists of relations are complete, and the lists of functions may
be complemented. However, analogous to the functions identified on the basis
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of the basic act of using a name, the tables above do not include permanent
functions which appear in every use of a proprium, and these functions must
not be added to the tables. In addition, at this stage of work, a certain rule
concerning the momentary camouflaging function can be observed. If it
emerges in a relation which involves one world, it preserves its both aspects,
and if it occurs in a relation which involves two worlds, one aspect (the concealment of THE DENOTED CHARACTER’s identity) is retained.

2.5. Acts of using a name in a novel which includes characters’
proper names from other literary works published
in the non-literary world
As mentioned in section II.1.3, the second type of novel for whose analysis the basic models of the naming act and act of using a name are insufficient
is a novel which includes characters’ proper names from literary works published in the non-literary world. The set of characters’ names in such a novel
includes two groups: nomina propria of characters from the fictional world of
the examined novel and proper names cited from other literary works. These
names can be used in three types of acts of using a name: (1) a character from
the fictional world uses a name from the same universe, (2) a character from
the fictional world uses a name cited from another work, and (3) THE AUTHOR
introduces into his novel a character’s proper name from another work leaving
it inaccessible to characters from the fictional world of his work.
The first type is exactly the same as the basic act of using a name presented
and described in section II.2.1, and functions of THE NAME identified on its
basis are listed and defined in section II.2.2. Therefore, this act will not be reexamined here.
The structure of the second type of the act of using a name (shown in
Diagram II.2.5.B) closely resembles that of the basic one, with two differences.
First, the name used (THE CITED NAME) does not belong to the fictional world
of the novel, but to the one of another literary work published in the nonliterary world. Second, there is no denoted character, as what is important is
the use of THE CITED NAME which, admittedly, may be introduced with a part
of the fictional world to which it belongs, therefore presenting also THE
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DENOTED CHARACTER, SPEAKER, AUDIENCE

and other elements of the cited
fictional universe. Nevertheless, the inclusion of any other elements from the
cited fictional world into the diagram is unnecessary and even contradictory
to the goal of this examination, which is the analysis of functions served by
characters’ proper names in a given novel, and not in literary works whose
fragments were included in the examined work. This will also be true for the
third type of the act of using a name. The definitions of all other elements of
the model presented below remain as presented in section II.2.1. Then, the
lines connecting THE CITED NAME with THE AUDIENCE and THE RECIPIENT
are not solid, as the two elements are not necessary for the act to occur. And
the line to THE READER is broken due to the fact that this element is outside
the act itself. Finally, the sides of the rectangle representing the cited fictional
world are not solid for two reasons, first, not all of the world is introduced into
the examined novel (although theoretically a situation of this type could occur)
and second, the cited world was created outside the analysed fictional world to
which it does not belong.

Diagram II.2.5.B. A model of the act of using a name in a novel: a character from
the fictional world of the analysed novel uses a name from another literary work.

A standard act of this type occurs thus: (1) according to the decision of
THE AUTHOR, a character from the fictional world of the analysed novel wants
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to use a name which belongs to another literary work, (2) (not) taking into
account the set of physical and social circumstances by which he is surrounded,
the character chooses the variant of the name he is going to use, (3) the character uses the name (THE CITED NAME) which is heard by all present and later
read by THE READER.
Finally, the third type of the act of using a name is shown in two Diagrams: II.2.5.C and II.2.5.D. The first of them cannot be used to conduct the
analysis, as it shows all the elements of the cited fictional world that can be
possibly quoted together with THE CITED NAME. However, this diagram was
included in this section to show the widest possible quotation. All elements
from the cited fictional world could be defined like their counterparts in the
basic act of using a name in a novel with the exception of the world to which
they belong. However, the examination of functions served by THE CITED
NAME in relation to the elements of the world the proprium comes from transgresses the scope of the analysis of the novel in question and belongs to the
study of functions performed by characters’ proper names in the cited work 23.
Therefore, a different model of this type of act is needed. It is presented in
Diagram II.2.5.D.
The model below is the simplest of all presented in this work. As explained earlier, other elements of the cited fictional world cannot be included
in the model, as their relations to THE CITED NAME belong to a different study.
The model does not include elements of the fictional world of the examined
novel because no part of this world has access to THE CITED NAME. All elements of the model below can be defined exactly as in the second type of act
discussed in this section. Finally, the cited fictional world is not represented
by a rectangle with solid sides for the same reasons as in Diagram II.2.5.B.

However, some literary onomasticians may claim that every piece of the fictional universe of
another literary work introduced into the analysed novel needs to be examined as well, as it
becomes a part of the analysed work. Such an approach may be said to have its benefits, but it
also has its risks. Without knowing the work from which a fragment is introduced, the scholar
has no possibility of knowing if the act of using a name is quoted/paraphrased/summarised in
the examined novel in its entirety. Therefore, his/her conclusions may be wrong. Moreover, the
analysis of relations of THE CITED NAME to the elements of the world to which it belongs would
most probably entail consulting the whole text of the cited work which means that this part of
analysis belongs to the study of the cited work itself.
23
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Diagram II.2.5.C. An overly expanded model of the act of using a name in
a novel: THE AUTHOR introduces into his novel a name from another literary
work published in the non-literary world leaving it inaccessible to characters
from the fictional world of his work.
An act of using a name of this type occurs in the following way: (1) THE
AUTHOR wants to introduce into his novel a name (usually in a quotation)
which belongs to another literary work published in the non-literary world,
(2) (not) taking into account HIS SITUATIONAL CONTEXT, THE AUTHOR
chooses the proprium that is going to be introduced, (3) THE AUTHOR introduces (uses) the proper name (THE CITED NAME) into the novel in a way which
makes the proprium inaccessible to the characters from the fictional world of
his work, (4) the onym is read by THE READER.
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Diagram II.2.5.D. A model of the act of using a name in a novel: THE AUTHOR introduces into his novel a name from another work published in the non-literary
world leaving it inaccessible to characters from the fictional world of his work.

2.6. Functions identified on the basis of the acts of using a name
in a novel which includes characters’ proper names from
other literary works published in the non-literary world
As stated in the previous section, in a novel which includes nomina propria from other literary works published in the non-literary world, the functions of two groups of characters’ proper names (THE NAME and THE CITED
NAME) need to be examined. However, the functions of THE NAME have been
discussed in subchapter II.2.2, so only functions served by THE CITED NAME
will be discussed here. Within the analysis of functions of THE CITED NAME,
the term function of a cited character’s proper name in a novel is understood as
a role the proprium serves in relation to an element of the act of using a cited
name in a novel. As there are two types of this act, two tables present the final
lists of relations THE CITED NAME can enter and functions it can serve. Analogous to the tables presented earlier in this work, the lists of relations shown
below are complete, and the lists of functions may not be. What changes is the
restrictions imposed on the identification of functions in sections II.2.2 and
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II.2.4, where no counterpart permanent function could be unnecessarily repeated. However, no permanent functions of CITED NAMES have been identified 24, as the analysed novel includes only acts of using these names and, therefore, all functions identified as served by the cited nomina propria are listed
below.
The first type of the act of using THE CITED NAME (see Diagram II.2.5.B)
occurs when a character from the fictional world of the examined novel uses
a proprium from another literary work published in the non-literary world.
Thus, the relations THE CITED NAME enters involve the cited fictional world,
the fictional world of the analysed novel and the non-literary one.

The relation
1.
2.

CITED NAME :
SPEAKER
CITED NAME :
CITED NAME

The worlds
which the relation involves

The functions

cited fictional
and fictional 1

sociological, expressive,
humorous, revealing

cited fictional

poetic

cited fictional
and fictional 1

conative

cited fictional
and fictional 1

humorous, conative,
didactic-educative

cited fictional
and fictional 1

humorous, conative,
didactic-educative

cited fictional
and real

revealing

cited fictional
and real

localizing, allusive?

CITED NAME :

3.

SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT OF USING
THE NAME

4.
5.
6.

CITED NAME :
RECIPIENT
CITED NAME :
AUDIENCE
CITED NAME :
AUTHOR
CITED NAME :

7.

SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT OF THE
AUTHOR

24

The naming acts of THE CITED NAME are discussed in section II.1.4.
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8.

CITED NAME :
READER

cited fictional
and real

humorous, conative,
didactic-educative

Table II.2.6.B. The secondary functions of THE CITED NAME in a novel identified on
the basis of the act of using a name illustrating a situation where a character from the
fictional world of the analysed novel uses a name from another literary work published in the non-literary world (see Diagram II.2.5.B).

(1) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE SPEAKER
In this relation THE CITED NAME can serve four roles: the sociological,
expressive, humorous and revealing. The first occurs when THE CITED NAME
indicates the “social, group or national affiliation” (Wilkoń 1970: 83) of THE
SPEAKER. Then, the expressive function emerges when the proprium expresses
the feelings or emotions of THE SPEAKER towards the denotation of the name
used, for instance when THE SPEAKER uses a diminutive. Next, the humorous
role appears when THE SPEAKER laughs at THE CITED NAME he uses. Finally,
the revealing function occurs in exactly the same way as in the basic act of
using a name in the novel (see section II.2.2) and the difference consists in the
kind of information revealed (here, it can, for instance, be THE SPEAKER’s education or literary interests).
(2) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to themselves
Here, the function that can be performed is the poetic one, and it is served
by CITED NAMES which “keep the recipient attention on their structure”
(Rutkowski 2001: 100).
(3) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT OF USING THE NAME

The function that can be served in this relation is the conative role. It
appears when THE CITED NAME contributes to the creation or reinforcement
of a certain atmosphere. This could be done, for example, by using official
names in a formal situation.
(4) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE RECIPIENT
In this relation, THE CITED NAME can serve the humorous, conative and
didactic-educative functions. The first occurs when THE CITED NAME amuses
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THE RECIPIENT,

the second when he reacts to or performs an action because
of the proprium and the last when THE CITED NAME “enriches or preserves the
[recipient’s – M.G.] knowledge” (Kęsikowa 1988: 81).

(5) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE AUDIENCE
Here, THE CITED NAME may perform exactly the same functions as in
relation to THE RECIPIENT and the definitions of these roles differ merely in
one aspect. It is THE AUDIENCE who is amused, who reacts or whose
knowledge is preserved or enriched.
(6) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE AUTHOR
In this relation, an onym can perform the revealing function. It is served
by names that disclose information about THE AUTHOR.
(7) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR

In this relation, THE CITED NAME can serve the localizing and allusive
functions. The first emerges when the proper names place the plot of the analysed novel after the date of publication of the work the onyms come from.
Then, the allusive function is served by THE CITED NAME that alludes to a person from THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR.
(8) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE READER
Analogous to the relations to THE RECIPIENT and to THE AUDIENCE,
functions that can be served here are the humorous, conative and didacticeducative. The definitions of these functions remain as in relation to THE RECIPIENT except that the element to which they are performed is not THE RECIPIENT but THE READER.
The last type of the act of using a cited nomen proprium (see Diagram
II.2.5.D) arises when THE AUTHOR includes in his novel a proprium from another literary work published in the non-literary world in a way which makes
THE CITED NAME inaccessible to characters from the fictional world of his
novel. Therefore, no relation THE CITED NAME can enter involves the fictional
world of the examined novel. The worlds involved are the cited and the real
ones.
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The relation
1.
2.

CITED NAME :
CITED NAME
CITED NAME :
AUTHOR

The worlds which
the relation involves

The functions

cited fictional

poetic

cited fictional and
real

revealing

cited fictional and
real

allusive

cited fictional and
real

humorous, conative,
didactic-educative

CITED NAME :

3.

SITUATIONAL
CONTEXT OF THE
AUTHOR

4.

CITED NAME :
READER

Table II.2.6.D. The secondary functions of THE CITED NAME in a novel identified
on the basis of the act of using a name illustrating a situation where THE AUTHOR introduces into his novel a name from another work published in the non-literary
world leaving the onym inaccessible to characters from the fictional world of his
work (see Diagram II.2.5.D).

The functions listed above do not need redefining because their definitions are exactly as these of the respective functions listed in Table II.2.6.B.
The difference between the two is the type of act of using THE CITED NAME
on the basis of which they are identified.
When based on the acts of naming and of using a name in a novel, the
analysis of functions of characters’ proper names reveals that there are two major groups of these functions: “permanent” and “momentary”, which are
served from the moment of naming and in individual uses of the names respectively. The most basic models of the aforementioned acts include elements
from the fictional universe of the novel and from the non-literary world. However, these models are sometimes insufficient for the analysis as a novel may
contain more fictional worlds: either created within its frame one or “borrowed” from other literary works published in the non-literary world. Consequently, an onomastician should start the examination of functions of characters’ proper names from creating models of the acts of naming and of using
a name in the novel chosen for analysis. This enables the scholar to see all
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relations the proper name can enter and the worlds these relations involve,
which in turn allows him to see the directness of the relations and the degree
to which the names can be analysed. The study of functions that emerge in
relations involving only fictional worlds can be finished, although it cannot be
complete, and the study of roles that occur in relations involving also the real
world not only cannot be finished, but is also more difficult to conduct.
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III
THE ANALYSES
OF CHARACTERS’ PROPER
NAMES IN THREE CHOSEN
NOVELS: AN APPLICATION
OF THE PROPOSED
THEORY

The main aim of this chapter is the application of the new theoretical
approach to the issue of the functions of literary proper names. The three novels chosen for the analysis are: Waterland by Graham Swift, The Amazing Maurice and his Educated Rodents by Terry Pratchett and The Silkworm by Robert
Galbraith. The choice of works is not random; all of them have different structures of the fictional world(s) they present. Waterland is an example of a novel
with one fictional world; The Amazing Maurice and his Educated Rodents presents two fictional worlds: the first (frame) and another created within it; and
The Silkworm exemplifies a novel that not only includes a fictional world
within a fictional world, but also contains characters’ proper names from other
literary works that function in the non-literary world. Thus, the complete theory will be applied in the analyses in this chapter.
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Each subsection of every analysis must start with the choice (or creation)
of the appropriate model of the naming act or of the act of using a name. Then,
the list of functions that can be performed by the characters’ proper names in
a novel of such structure could be presented. However, these lists are presented
in the previous chapter, so they will not appear in the following analyses and
only the functions that the examined names perform will be discussed here.
Like the theory in the previous chapter, the results of the analysis of the selected novels are arranged by relations.

1. The analysis of functions served by characters’ proper names
in Waterland by Graham Swift
Graham Colin Swift, born in 1949 in London and educated at Dulwich
College, London, Queens’ College, Cambridge, and later the University of
York, is a British writer and the author of nine novels as well as some short
stories, for some of which he received a number of awards, including “the biannual Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize for SHUTTLECOCK (1981); the
Guardian Fiction Prize for WATERLAND (1983); and in 1996, the Booker
Prize for Fiction for LAST ORDERS” 1. Two of his novels (Waterland and Last
Orders) have been made into films.
Waterland, translated into more than ten languages including Polish,
German and Swedish, is a post-war British novel written in the form of a history lesson “spanning some 240 years in the lives of its haunted narrator and
his ancestors”. “Set in eastern England’s low-lying fens region (…), the novel
(…) frequently moves back and forth in time” 2 which might emphasize one of
the ideas the narrator, a middle-aged history teacher, tries his students to believe, namely that history goes in circles. The issues depicted and analyzed in

1
Cited from http://www.unitedagents.co.uk/graham-swift#books; 16.07.2016. Apart from this
website, the information about Graham Swift comes from http://www.goodreads.com/
author/show/3449.Graham_Swift; 16.07.2016
2
The two quotations come from http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/148639.Waterland;
16.07.2016 and from http://www.encyclopedia.com/article-1G2-3421100023/waterland.
html; 16.07.2016 respectively.
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this novel (sometimes referred to as controversial or provocative 3) include suicide, murder, incest, madness, teenagers’ sexual curiosity, abortion and kidnapping 4.

1.1. Permanent functions
The Picador edition of Waterland published in 1984 by Pan Books features 148 named characters 5. All these nomina propria identify fictional figures
and differentiate them from other similar entities (people, animals – depending on the identified entity), thus the names serve their primary function, i.e.
the identifying-differential role. However, since served by all proper names,
the identifying-differential function will not be a subject of study in this work.
Apart from their primary role, some nomina propria in Waterland serve other,
secondary functions, some of which are permanent and some momentary. This
section will demonstrate an analysis of the first.
As there is one fictional world created in Waterland, only one needs to be
included in the model of the naming act in the novel. Thus, the model of the
naming act in Waterland (see Diagram III.1.1) is exactly the same as the model
of the basic naming act in a novel (compare Diagram II.1.1). Moreover, all its
elements could be defined exactly like their counterparts in the basic model
with one difference – they do not refer to entities and phenomena that are
hypothetical, but specific, concerning Waterland.

See for instance http://www.encyclopedia.com/article-1G2-3421100023/waterland.html;
16.07.2016, or https://breakingthewordblog.wordpress.com/2015/09/26/graham-swifts-waterland-a-translucent-flow-of-history-that-adopts-a-striking-intimacy; 16.07.2016.
4
The information about the novel Waterland, comes from the biographical note about the author included at the beginning of the book in question (Swift 1984), a website devoted to literature: http://www.victorianweb.org/neovictorian/gswift/gsworks2.html; 16.07.2016, as well as
the websites enumerated in the previous three footnotes.
5
All statistical data presented in the analyses of the three chosen novels comes from databases
of characters’ proper names created by the author of this book.
3
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Diagram III.1.1. The model of the naming act in Waterland.

(A) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE DENOTED
CHARACTER

In this relation, characters’ proper names in Waterland serve two secondary functions: the semantic and sociological 6. There are five nomina propria
that serve the first role: Dick (Dick Crick), Santa Claus (Lewis Scott), Mr History Teacher (Tom Crick), Price and Ernest Atkinson. The meaningfulness of
the first name can be illustrated with two excerpts:
For Dick 7 has joined us. He has come down from the top of the bank.
And not only Dick but, attached to him, concealed, if scarcely contained
by his straining swimming-trunks, a tubular swelling of massive and assertive proportions (Swift 1984: 161)

and
‘Is it Dick’s?’
‘It couldn’t have been Dick’s.’
‘How do you know?’
‘Because –’ she looks at the ground, ‘– because it was too big.’

All functions in all relations are defined in chapter II, therefore, unless something needs to be
modified or added, no definitions of functions will be provided in the analyses.
7
All characters’ proper names that serve the discussed functions are italicized in both the main
text and the quotations.
6
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‘Too big?’
‘Too big.’
‘To go in?’
‘Yes.’ (Swift 1984: 49-50)

Then, Lewis Scott is called Santa Claus by Tom who points out that he is full
of “gift-wrapped promises” (Swift 1984: 21) and Tom Crick is called Mr History Teacher simply because of his occupation. Finally, the name Price serves
the semantic function because the boy who bears it is one of two reasons why
Tom Crick was fired, and Ernest Atkinson had “an inclination (true to his
name) to take the world in earnest” (Swift 1984: 138).
The sociological function is served by four characters’ proper names in
Waterland: Cornelius Vermuyden 8; Julius Münter; Szymon Syrski and His Lordship, Francis, Earl of Bedford. The first three nomina propria indicate the nationality of THE DENOTED CHARACTERS. Vermuyden is a Dutch surname as
the prefix ver- is the contraction of van der, and van is a preposition which
means “of/from” and is used in patronymics as well as toponymic names (Lawson 2016: 173). Münter is a German surname derived from Middle High German munter and Syrski like a great number of Polish surnames includes the
suffix -ski (Lawson 2016: 184). The last proper name that serves this function
– His Lordship, Francis, Earl of Bedford – does not indicate THE DENOTED
CHARACTER’s nationality but his social position.
(B) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE NAMER
In this relation characters’ proper names in Waterland serve two secondary functions. Firstly, the expressive role is served by one nomen proprium.
Lewis Scott talks about his daughter using a pet form of Catherine: Cathy
(Hanks & Hodges 1996: 57), thus revealing his positive feelings towards his
child.
Secondly, the names Richard (Crick) and Mary (Metcalf) serve the desirous function by showing their fathers’ wishes. Since before his son was born,
Ernest Atkinson “began to speak of this child as the Saviour of the World”
(Swift 1984: 197). The name Richard originates in “the German words ric

If it is only an element of the name that serves a function and not the whole of it, the part that
performs the role is italicized.

8
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(‘power’) and hard (‘strong’) and thus (…) [means – M.G.] ‘powerful ruler’”
(Pickering 1999: 297) 9. The boy however is “born a freak, a potato-head”
(Swift 1984: 27). Then, Harold Metcalf
was not only a farmer with ambitious notions but also a Roman Catholic. That is to say, he had married a Catholic wife, a fact which might
have had no effect on the dour disposition of Harold Metcalf, were it
not that Mrs Metcalf had died, in the second year of their marriage, and
in remaining faithful to her memory (…) he conferred the articles of her
faith on his daughter. Thus “Mary” became this daughter’s inevitable
name, and thus Harold Metcalf would have turned her, if he only could,
into a little madonna (Swift 1984: 39).

Nevertheless, Mary becomes pregnant in her teenage years (being unmarried)
and aborts her child. Therefore, she does not resemble Mary, the mother of
Jesus.
(C) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE NAMER

In this relation, the commemorative function is served. In the universe
presented in the book, there seems to be no tradition of naming children after
their parents. The only two exceptions are Arthur George Atkinson and Richard
Crick. Arthurreceived his middle name and Richard his first name after their
fathers.
(D) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE USER
In relation to THE USER, characters’ proper names in Waterland serve the
didactic-educative and conative functions. The first is served by eighty nomina
propria, twenty of which denote characters historical for the fictional universe.
These proper names (Thomas Atkinson, Saint Gunnhilda, Josiah Atkinson,
George Jarvis, William Atkinson, John Jarvis, Sarah Atkinson, Matthew Turnbull, George Atkinson, Catherine Anne Goodchild, Dora Atkinson, Arthur Atkinson, Maud Briggs, Ernest Atkinson, Rachel Williams, Alfred Atkinson, Eliza Harriet Bell, Louisa Atkinson, John Sikes and John Badcock) appear in the text with
Moreover, the name bears a resemblance to the Old English word “ríca”, which means a powerful person, ruler (the definition comes from: http://bosworth.ff.cuni.cz/025769; 11.08.2016).
9
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some information about their denoted characters. The remaining sixty onyms
refer to historical people from the non-literary world. The majority of these
appellations (Hereward, King Charles, Cornelius Vermuyden, His Lordship,
Francis, Earl of Bedford, Smeaton, Telford, Rennie, Rousseau, Marie Antoinette,
Canute, Napoleon Bonaparte, Lady Hamilton, Byron, Victoria, Tennyson, Louis
XVI, Henry VIII, Charles II, General Wolfe, Cook, Nelson, Robespierre, Marat,
Caesar, Danton, Sun King, Charles Kingsley, Heraclitus of Ephesus, Anne Boleyn,
Marx, Balfour, Loubet, Lloyd George, King Edward, George V, Elgar, Marshal
Pétain, Hitler, Goering, Aristotle, Pliny, St Dunstan, Linnaeus, Francesco Redi of
Pisa, Carlo Mondini, Spallanzani, Szymon Syrski, Julius Münter, Johannes
Schmidt, Alexander, Charlemagne, Mussolini, Carlyle, Herod, Brothers Grimm,
Churchill and Gandhi) are presented in the novel with at least small pieces of
information about people they denote.On the other hand, two of the analysed
nomina propria (Charles the First 10 and Diderot) are introduced into the story
without any information about their denotations, and one name (Martin
Rathke) is accompanied by a piece of incorrect information and another piece
which could not be confirmed. Therefore, the last name could be argued to
serve the didactic-educative function only on its own, or not at all, since the
information included does not enrich or preserve THE USER’s knowledge.
Then, the conative function is served by one first name – Richard (Dick
Crick) – as the name induces feelings of disbelief and maybe even anger in one
of the characters who use the name – Tom Crick (Dick’s brother) – who
thinks: “Now whatever possessed his unthinking parents to call him Richard?”
(Swift 1984: 209). Tom reacts, and quite violently, to his brother’s name.
(E) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR

The function performed in this relation, the localizing role, is served
by nomina propria in the analysed novel in two ways. First, there is a surname
which appears not only in its modern form, but also in an older, archaic one.
Borne by two brothers, James and Samuel Cricke, the surname is an 18th century form of the one borne by the narrator, Tom Crick. Second, thirty-three
Nevertheless, Charles the First is mentioned in a few other places in the novel as King Charles
and, as mentioned earlier in the paragraph, this version of his name appears with some information about the man.

10
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other characters’ proper names localize the plot in a particular time as they
denote authentic people, well-known in that period (cf. Kosyl 1992: 62). The
set of these names includes: Hereward, King Charles, Charles the First, Rousseau,
Marie Antoinette, Canute, Napoleon Bonaparte, Louis XVI, Cook, Robespierre,
Marat, Sun King, Heraclitus of Ephesus, Balfour, Loubet, George V, Marshal Pétain, Hitler, Goering, Aristotle, Pliny, Linnaeus, Francesco Redi of Pisa, Spallanzani, Martin Rathke, Szymon Syrski, Johannes Schmidt, Alexander, Charlemagne, Mussolini, Churchill, Gandhi and Victoria. Contrary to the didacticeducative function, the localizing role is not served by all proper names denoting authentic people, but only those well-known and presented in a novel in
a way that localizes the plot in a specified time. For instance, the names Henry
VIII and Anne Boleyn serve the didactic-educative function, but they are not
listed above (even though they refer to famous historical figures), as they are
introduced into the text without the localizing role: “They settle in Greenwich,
in a suburb of London noted for its historical features: a Royal Observatory;
a park where Henry VIII once wooed and hunted…” (Swift 1984: 107) and
“Glimmering lights on the Thames. Here, in this former royal hunting park
where Henry VIII, they say, wooed Anne Boleyn…” (Swift 1984: 128). The
only piece of information about the time the plot takes place revealed by these
nomina propria is that it is after the deaths of the people the names denote, but
that however cannot be perceived as a specified time.
(F) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE READER
In relation to THE READER, characters’ proper names in Waterland serve
the didactic-educative and humorous functions. The first is performed by the
names of authentic people from the non-literary world. These onyms enrich
or preserve also THE USER’s knowledge and are already discussed in this subchapter. Next, the occurrence of the humorous function in this relation cannot
be established as it is impossible to examine the reactions of all READERS. A solution to this problem that has been proposed 11 is to analyse nomina propria as
text and consider humour an attribute of it. Thus, five groups of humorous
literary proper names have been identified: names with the meaningless-meaningful incongruity (nomina propria that sound identically to appellatives),

11

See Gibka 2014, Gibka & Rutkowski 2015, Gibka 2016a, and Rutkowski 2016.
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names with the meaningless-meaningful incongruity + a “catalyst” (Lew 2000:
131) (names appearing in contexts that reinforce the probability of their humorous reception), names with the neutral-not neutral incongruity (nomina
propria that can be classified as colloquial, vulgar or that belong to certain semantic fields such as sexuality, physiology or scatology), names that depreciate
the characters they denote, and “(mis)matched” anthroponymic clusters
(Gibka & Rutkowski 2015: 186-187).
The studied material offers a number of characters’ proper names that
sound identical to common nouns and thus belong to the first category: Price,
Stanley Booth, Ada Berry, Bill Clay, Martha Clay, Walter Dangerfield, Mrs
Finch, Mr Bailey, Sarah Turnbull, Matthew Turnbull, Catherine Anne Goodchild, Eliza Harriet Bell, and James Bell. These onyms are unlikely to amuse
THE READER. Nevertheless, there are also two nomina propria whose incongruity exceeds the basic, meaningless-meaningful type. These are: Dick Crick
and John Badcock; they belong to the third category as their incongruity is of
the neutral-not neutral kind. The words ‘dick’ and ‘cock’ are colloquial terms
for the penis. Therefore, the analysed names are derived from words related to
sexuality and physiology and can be recognized as vulgar.

1.2. Momentary functions
As stated in the previous section, apart from permanent functions, characters’ proper names in Waterland serve also momentary roles. Analogous to
the model of the naming act, the model of the act of using proper names of
characters that belong to the fictional world created in Waterland (see Diagram
III.1.2) needs to include one fictional world. It is therefore almost identical to
the model of the basic act of using a name in a novel (compare Diagram II.2.1).
The difference is that it contains a specific fictional world.
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Diagram III.1.2. The model of the act of using character’s names
in Waterland.
(A) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE SPEAKER
In this relation the examined nomina propria serve two functions: the expressive and humorous. In Waterland, there are two characters’ proper names
that express THE SPEAKER’s feelings in individual situations, these are: Cricky
and Tom Crick. The first is used by Tom Crick and by his students. While
Tom uses the name to show anger and irritation (Swift 1984: 4-5), his pupils
say it to express liking (Swift 1984: 6) and, in another situation, disdain (Swift
1984: 122). Then, the name Tom Crick used by Mary Metcalf, his girlfriend
who never calls him that, expresses her surprise and anger (Swift 1984: 252).
Finally, the humorous function is served by one character’s proper name Dick
Crick repeated every day by Dick’s classmates “like some name in a nursery
rhyme” (Swift 1984: 209).
(B) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to themselves
In the analysed material, there are two nomina propria that serve the poetic function in relation to themselves. These are Freddie (Freddie Parr) and
Will (William Atkinson). Each of them draws attention to its structure in one
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use: “‘Freddie Parr,’ Dick said. ‘Freddie Parr-Parr.’(...)‘F-Freddie Parr. Dead.
D-dead Freddie. Deddie Freddie.’” (Swift 1984: 23), and:
William Atkinson rode away, well pleased, from further consultations
with the brewers (...) For William owed his success not merely to the
prescience of his father, or his own acumen, but to infectious good cheer.
It was that magical liquor, cupped in their hands, winking and beaming
even as they spoke, which prevailed, as much as Will’s wily brain. (Swift

1984: 56).
The similarity of the name Freddie to the word “deddie” is unexpected and
inappropriate because Frederick has just been murdered. On the other hand,
Will and “wily” are deliberately well matched.
(C) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF USING THE NAME

In this relation, three characters’ proper names serve the conative function
by contributing to the creation or reinforcement of a certain atmosphere. Frederick Parr is not called Freddie, but Frederick, just once in the entire novel and
it is during the inquest into his death (Swift 1984: 95). Mr Lewis Scott is referred to in this way only in a newspaper article which follows the incident in
which the wife of the history teacher (a teacher working in Scott’s school) stole
a baby. And finally, Tom’s old friend Lewis, who never calls Tom other than
by his first name, refers to him as Mr Crick while announcing Tom’s leaving
at a school assembly.
(D) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER

Some characters’ proper names in Waterland serve the semantic and conative functions. In one of the situations Paddy (Tom’s dog) is presented, he is
padding behind his owner (Swift 1984: 108). After he loses elections, Ernest
Atkinson is referred to as “a political Cassandra” (Swift 1984: 147) because
similar to the character from Greek mythology, he is a prophet whom no one
believes. Then, Tom Crick calls himself Herod when he tries to take from his
wife a baby she stole (Swift 1984: 231), and Hansel when he and Mary are in
a house of a woman commonly suspected of being a witch and Tom thinks
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that the witch poisoned Mary (Swift 1984: 264). Finally, Henry Crick is referred to as “an impromptu Noah” (Swift 1984: 294) because during a flood
he spends a night and a day on the roof of his cottage which is in danger of
being swept away by the water.
The conative function is served by the name Martha when said by Tom
Crick. It causes Martha Clay to reproach the boy: “‘We haven’t got anything,’
I say. ‘To give. But we could get you something – anything. Please. Please,
Martha.’ ‘“Plee-eese, Martha, Plee-eese.” Mrs Clay to you, bor. Where’s yer
manners? Mrs Clay’” (Swift 1984: 262). Martha, who has never been bothered
by the use of her first name before, scolds Tom.
(E) Functions served by characters’ proper names in relation to THE AUDIENCE

The humorous function in this relation is served by one proper name:
Dick Crick. The onym amuses not only the children who utter the name, but
also those who listen (Swift 1984: 209).
The analyses conducted in sections III.1.1 and III.1.2 show that characters’ proper names in Waterland serve nine permanent and seven momentary
functions. Therefore, the analysis limited to one of these types of functions
would render the study incomplete. Moreover, some of the roles are not served
both permanently and momentarily; thus, the sociological, commemorative,
didactic-educative, localizing and poetic functions would be excluded from the
study completely.
The quantitative comparison of the functions identified in the analysis
shows that permanent functions are represented more frequently. Furthermore, individual functions are represented by a very different number of
names. Some functions appear once, other have numerous representations.
What is more, while some characters’ proper names do not serve any secondary
functions, some perform more than one role. These are not, however, defects
of the work or negligence or incompetence of THE AUTHOR. Characters’
proper names in a novel do not have to (and sometimes they even should not)
serve all secondary functions. Onyms and their roles should be a coherent part
of the book. It is therefore not surprising that in Waterland, a history lesson in
which the teacher provides students with information on the region they live
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in and on topics of global importance, it is the didactic-educative and localizing functions that are performed by the largest number of characters’ names.

2. The analysis of functions served by characters’ proper names
in The Amazing Maurice and his Educated Rodents by Terry Pratchett
Sir Terence David John “Terry” Pratchett, the author of The Amazing
Maurice and his Educated Rodents, was born in 1948 in Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire, and died in 2015 in Wiltshire. Not having finished his A Level
courses, Pratchett left school and started to work as a journalist in a local newspaper The Bucks Free Press. In 1971, he published his first novel The Carpet
People. He continued to write and publish and in 1987 “the income from his
books made a day job ridiculous” (Pratchett & Briggs 2012: 325), so he quit
and dedicated himself to writing. For his works, Pratchett received numerous
literary awards, including the British Book Awards’ ‘Fantasy and Science Fiction Author of the Year’ for 1994, the British Science Fiction Award, and the
Locus Award for the Best Young Adult Novel of 2003. What is more, he “was
knighted by the Queen for services to literature” 12 and awarded ten honorary
doctorates.
The Amazing Maurice and his Educated Rodents is the 28th book in the
Discworld series and the first written for young-adults. It concentrates upon
the adventures of a magically changed cat named Maurice and his friends, similarly changed rats and a stupid-looking kid. The novel addresses the topics of
magic, fairy-tales, money and happiness as well as identity and friendship. For
this work Pratchett won the Carnegie Medal and despite “the many other
awards, honorary degrees and knighthood that followed, he always said that
this was the award he was most proud of” 13.

Quoted from http://www.terrypratchettbooks.com/sir-terry/; 17.07.2016. Apart from this
website, the information about Pratchett and the novel chosen for the analysis comes from
Pratchett and Briggs 2012 and the website: http://www.lspace.org/about-terry/biography.html;
17.07.2016.
13
From http://www.terrypratchettbooks.com/sir-terry/; 17.07.2016.
12
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2.1. Permanent functions
The Doubleday edition of The Amazing Maurice and his Educated Rodents
published in 2001 features sixty-four named characters. The study focuses on
the secondary functions of onyms denoting these fictional figures. This subchapter is devoted to permanent functions.
In the world of the examined novel, other literary works are created, and
their content is partially presented. Thus, the model of the naming act in the
novel includes also the inner fictional worlds.

Diagram III.2.1. The model of the naming act in The Amazing Maurice
and his Educated Rodents (compare Diagram II.1.3.A) 14.

Two groups of proper names were analysed: those from the frame fictional world and those from the inner one.

This model will not be described here again, for its explanation see section II.1.3 and for the
lists of functions identified on its basis see Tables II.1.2 and II.1.4.
14
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2.1.1. Frame fictional world
(A) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER
In this relation, the examined nomina propria serve two roles: the semantic and sociological. Firstly, there are eleven meaningful characters’ proper
names: the Amazing Maurice, Rat-catcher 1, Rat-catcher 2, Eviscera Grim, Agoniza Grim, Malicia Grim, the Bone Rat, the Grim Squeaker, Mr Death, Mr
Schlummer and SPIDER. Maurice is indeed amazing, as the narrator comments: “They said he was amazing. The Amazing Maurice, they said. He’d
never meant to be amazing. It had just happened” (Pratchett 2001: 17). Then,
the names of Rat-catcher 1 and Rat-catcher 2 reflect their profession. Next,
Eviscera Grim, Agoniza Grim and Malicia Grim all have first names that reveal
their personality traits. Eviscera and agoniza mean “she eviscerates” and “she
dies an agonizing death” 15 in Spanish, and the women “wrote … real fairytales. Ones with lots of blood and bones and bats and rats in” (Pratchett 2001:
77). Then, malicia is the Spanish word for malice and Malicia “had never been
very interested in other people’s feelings, since she’d always considered that her
own were a lot more interesting” (Pratchett 2001: 150); moreover, Keith says
to her: “‘Malicia, you are not a nice person.’” (Pratchett 2001: 181). Finally,
the remaining five appellations describe their denotations literally. The Bone
Rat and the Grim Squeaker are the names of The Death of Rats who is a skeleton of a rat, comes to separate rats’ souls from their bodies when they die, and
the only word he says is “SQUEAK”. Mr Death or more commonly simply
Death is an anthropomorphic personification who appears when a person dies
to enable the dead person’s soul to move on. Mr Schlummer is one of the Bad
Blintz’s councillors, “who was 95 and had been peacefully asleep all morning”
(Pratchett 2001: 258-259), and the German word schlummer means slumber 16.
SPIDER is a powerful rat king created by a rat-catcher who tied the tails of
eight rats together; thus it looks like a spider.

The definitions of words eviscera, agoniza and malicia were taken from: https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/eviscera; 26.07.2016, https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/agoniza; 26.07.2016 and
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/malicia; 26.07.2016 respectively.
16
This definition was quoted from: https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Schlummer; 26.07.2016.
15
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The names Rat-catcher 1 and Rat-catcher 2 serve the sociological function.
They point to the denoted characters’ profession, which ensures a high social
status in the city where they work.
(B) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE NAMER
The world presented in the examined novel would not exist without the
educated rodents – rats who became intelligent after eating “food off Unseen
University’s rubbish dump” (Pratchett and Briggs 2012: 75). Furthermore, the
rats gained self-awareness and they named themselves, thus becoming their
own NAMERS. The manner in which the rodents chose their names is described
in the novel twice: “[they – M.G.] called themselves names like Dangerous
Beans, which is the kind of name you give yourself if you learn to read before
you understand what all the words actually mean, and read the notices and the
labels off the old rusty cans and give yourself names you like the sound of”
(Pratchett 2001: 24); “They just learned words off old food tins and signs and
things! They didn’t know what the words meant, they just chose them because
they liked the sounds!” (Pratchett 2001: 149). The onyms of the rats express
their (THE NAMERS’) feelings towards the appellations. Thus, the voicing of
the feelings of THE NAMER towards THE NAME (and not THE DENOTED
CHARACTER) is recognized as a new aspect of the expressive function. In the
examined novel there are twenty-two such nomina propria: Additives, Bestbefore, Big Savings, Bitesize, Dangerous Beans, Darktan, Delicious, Donut Enter,
Farmhouse, Feedsfour, Finest, Fresh, Hamnpork, Inbrine, Kidney, Nourishing,
Peaches, Sardines, Sellby, Specialoffer, Tomato and Toxie 17.
(C) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE USER
The names Eviscera Grim and Agoniza Grim preserve or enrich THE
USER’S knowledge, thus serving the didactic-educative function. The women
are introduced as “very famous story-tellers” (Pratchett 2001: 148). Their surname is very similar to that of the Grimm brothers, famous writers, authors of
Grimms’ Fairy Tales.

As observed by Mariusz Rutkowski, these names could also be said to serve the poetic function
because the words that were chosen by the rats attracted their attention (or more specifically the
sound stratum of those words). This matter certainly deserves a more detailed examination,
which however will not be included in this work.

17
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(D) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE AUTHOR
In the analysed novel, there are two characters’ proper names that serve
the expressive function in relation to THE AUTHOR. These are Rat-catcher 1
and Rat-catcher 2. The onyms were created from the denoted characters’ occupation, and it is the number that is the only element that distinguishes the
appellations. What is more, after these first names are disclosed, the narrator
still calls the men Rat-catcher 1 and Rat-catcher 2. This is an expression of THE
AUTHOR’s disrespect for these fictional figures. It is not typical not to use the
names of the characters once they have been revealed.
(E) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR

The sole role performed in this relation is the allusive function, and it is
served by three appellations: Malicia Grim, Eviscera Grim and Agoniza Grim.
These women’s surname refers to the one of the Grimm Brothers. In addition,
the characters are also fairy-tale writers.
(F) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE READER
In the analysed work, there are thirty-one characters’ proper names each
of which has a humorous element as one of their external attributes. These
nomina propria include the names of all rats and of eight people. In the surnames of six fictional figures (Sergeant Doppelpunkt, Corporal Knopf, Mr Vogel, Mrs Vogel, Hauptmann and Mr Schlummer) the meaningless-meaningful
incongruity occurs. This is because these onyms are identical to some German
appellatives (colon, button, bird, captain and slumber respectively 18). In the
remaining two anthroponyms: Johnny No Hands and Mrs Shover, the meaningful-meaningless incongruity is accompanied by a catalyst. Johnny No Hands
is a human being, so he should have hands, and Mrs Shover is the owner of
a restaurant and her surname may suggest the way she serves food.
Then, in all names of rats, the meaningless-meaningful incongruity arises.
The reason for this is the fact that the rodents chose their names from words
they read off food tins, notices and signs (appellatives only). In a few of these
nomina propria, the humorous element is restricted to this basic kind of incongruity. These are: Big Savings, Darktan, Farmhouse, Inbrine, Specialoffer and
18

The translations were taken from: http://de.pons.com/; 27.07.2016.
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Toxie. However, the majority of the rats’ proper names belong to the group of
nomina propria with the meaningless-meaningful incongruity accompanied by
a catalyst. There are five types of catalysts among those names. First, there is
one proper name juxtaposed with a purely linguistic catalyst: “And no-one
liked looking at what was in the trap. ‘Poor old Fresh,’ said a rat. ‘He was
a good rat’” (Pratchett 2001: 88). In the quoted fragment two antonyms appear in the immediate vicinity. Second, the proper names of some rats are unambiguously connected with food (Additives, Bestbefore, Donut Enter, Kidney,
Peaches, Sardines, Sellby, Hamnpork and Tomato) and here, it is their species
that serves as the catalyst, because rats generally try to avoid being eaten by
other animals, and here they call themselves food 19. Then, one of the rats’
names – Bitesize – not only refers to eating but also to the size of the rat and
the fact that it could be eaten in just one bite. Next, some of the examined
nomina propria not only refer to food, but also sound as advertisements saying
“Eat me!”. These are: Delicious, Feedsfour, Finest, Fresh and Nourishing. Finally,
one name – Dangerous Beans – is not only connected with food, but also depreciates the denotation as it can be interpreted as a description of the unpleasant effect of beans on the digestive system of the person who eats them. Accordingly, the onym belongs to the second as well as the fourth category of
humorous literary proper names.

2.1.2. Fictional worlds created within the frame novel
In the examined novel, one can distinguish other fictional worlds, and
with them new proper names (THE NAME 2). In order to make the analysis
clearer, a simplified model of the naming act in the worlds created within the
frame one is presented below (compare Diagram II.1.3.B).
Although these are names of characters from three works created within
the novel, there is no need to create more complex models of the naming act,
as all of them would look exactly as the model above with the number 2
changed into 3 and 4 respectively. However, it is necessary to remember that
with the change of the fictional world, all elements change respectively, thus
Moreover, after Hamnpork’s death, the rats consider eating him, but think: “Somehow, the
idea of eating Hamnpork didn’t feel right” (Pratchett 2001: 190).
19
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for example THE NAME 4 must be examined in relation to THE DENOTED
CHARACTER 4, and not 2 or 3.
(A) Functions served by THE NAME 2 in relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER 2
There is one NAME 2 which describes the appearance of THE DENOTED
CHARACTER 2, thus serving the semantic role. Ratty Rupert is a rat and looks
like one 20.

Diagram III.2.1.2. The simplified model of the naming act in the worlds created
within the frame one in The Amazing Maurice and his Educated Rodents 21.

(B) Functions served by THE NAME 2 in relation to itself
In this relation, the poetic function emerges. It is performed by two nomina propria: Ratty Rupert and Doris the Duck. These names attract attention to
their structure due to alliteration, a stylistic literary device, employed in their
creation.

Compare the third meaning of the word ratty in Wehmeier ed. 2005: 1252.
Analogous to Diagram III.2.1.A, the description of this model as well as the defining of its
elements would be redundant. The same can be said about all models in section III.2.2. Therefore, each model is accompanied by a reference to the section in which one can find the model’s
description, the definitions of its elements and a list of functions identified on its basis. For all
of these elements concerning Diagram III.2.1.2 see sections II.1.3 and II.1.4.

20
21
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(C) Functions served by THE NAME 4 in relation to THE READER
In this relation, the name Dick Livingstone serves the humorous function.
As this first name refers to the semantic field of human body and sexuality, the
name can be classified into the category of nomina propria with the neutralnot neutral type of incongruity. An incongruity of this kind occurs when the
connotations of the common noun from which the proper name is derived can
be perceived as embarrassing, offensive or colloquial.

2.2. Momentary functions
In this part of the study, the momentary functions of the examined onyms
will be discussed. First, the roles of THE NAME (nomina propria denoting characters in the frame fictional world) will be analysed. Since these appellations
can be used only by other characters from the same world, the model of the
act of their use (Diagram III.2.2.1) is identical to that in Diagram II.2.3.A 22.

2.2.1. Frame fictional world
(A) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE SPEAKER
In this relation, one onym serves the expressive function. Maurice utters
the name Mr Death instead of Death (Pratchett 2001: 220). This conveys the
cat’s fear and respect for Death, whom nobody else addresses as ‘Mr’. Next,
the name Dangerous Beans performs the humorous role as it amuses Malicia,
who says: “It sounds as if he makes you—“ (Pratchett 2001: 150). One can
guess that, before she was interrupted, the girl wanted to mention the intestinal
gases.
(B) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to itself
The poetic function is served momentarily by one character’s proper
name: Keith. Keith is first introduced into the story as stupid-looking kid and is
referred to in this way (also with the definite article the) until his name is
Similarly, all the elements of Diagram III.2.2.1 and functions identified on its basis are identical to the elements of Diagram II.2.3.A and functions defined in section II.2.2.

22
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revealed and sometimes even after that. In one situation, the onym appears in
the phrase “the stupid-looking Keith” (Pratchett 2001: 73) and the attention
is drawn to the similarity (especially phonetic) between the lexemes Keith and
kid.

Diagram III.2.2.1. A model of the act of using a name in The Amazing Maurice and his Educated Rodents: a character from the frame fictional world uses
a name from the same world.

(C) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER
In relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER, the semantic and conative
functions appear. The first is served by the Amazing Maurice and Mr Assistant
Rat-catcher. When Maurice dies and meets Death, he offers to give not one
but two of his remaining lives in exchange for a life of a rat which died with
him. This causes the following response:
THAT IS VERY UN-CAT-LIKE OF YOU, MAURICE. I’M AMAZED.

‘I'm pretty shocked too, sir. I just hope no-one finds out, sir.’
Death lowered Maurice to the floor, next to his body.
YOU LEAVE ME LITTLE CHOICE. THE SUM IS CORRECT, EVEN THOUGH
IT IS AMAZING. WE CAME FOR TWO, AND TWO WE WILL TAKE …
THE BALANCE IS PRESERVED

(Pratchett 2001: 221-222).
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Therefore, the Amazing Maurice is not only said to be amazing, but really
amazes someone. Next, one of the rat-catcher is in a certain situation called
Mr Assistant Rat-catcher. When he and the other rat-catcher are caught and
poisoned, in order to receive the antidote, the man presents himself not as
a rat-catcher fully responsible for his acts, but merely as a tool used by the other
rat-catcher (Pratchett 2001: 171-177). This behaviour is reflected in the name.
Then, the conative function is served by the name Hamnpork in the following
act of use:
Cages. Panic. The white rat. Hamnpork. That was his own name. Odd.
Never used to have names. Just used to smell other rats. Darkness. Darkness inside, behind the eyes. That bit was Hamnpork. Everything outside
was everything else.
Hamnpork. Me. Leader. (Pratchett 2001: 155)

as it is perceived by THE DENOTED CHARACTER as odd. The onym should be
neutral and should not cause any reaction in the denoted character, but in this
instance this is not the case.
(D) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE RECIPIENT
In this relation, the conative role is served by the name Sardines which
confuses Malicia:
‘It was Sardines,’ said Keith.
‘No, it was definitely a rat,’ said Malicia. ‘Sardines hardly ever invade
a kitchen. I expect you’re thinking about the plague of lobsters over
in—’ ‘He just called himself Sardines because he saw the name on a rusty
old tin and thought it sounded stylish’ (Pratchett 2001: 71).

The girl interprets the onym as a common noun and thinks that Keith claims
that the kitchen was invaded by sardines. She corrects the boy saying it was
definitely a rat. Malicia does not understand that Keith is talking about a rodent called Sardines.
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2.2.2. Fictional worlds created within the frame novel
Among the set of proper names which denote characters in fictional
worlds created within the frame one, there are eight which are used by other
characters, and therefore may serve some secondary functions. These onyms
are: Mr Bunnsy, Farmer Fred, Ratty Rupert, Ratty Rupert the Rat, Old Man Donkey, Doris the Duck, Puss in Boots and Dick Livingstone. All of them are used by
some characters from the frame fictional world, therefore their acts of use could
be illustrated by the following model:

Diagram III.2.2.2.A. A model of the act of using a name in The Amazing Maurice
and his Educated Rodents: a character from the frame fictional world uses a name
from the fictional world created within it (compare Diagram II.2.3.B) 23.

Moreover, one of these appellations (Ratty Rupert) is also used by a character from his own world. Consequently, a suitable model of act of using
a name has to be included in the analysis as well (see Diagram III.2.2.2.B).
For the description of this model, the definitions of its elements and a table listing functions
identified on its basis see sections II.2.3 and II.2.4.
23
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Diagram III.2.2.2.B. A model of the act of using a name in The Amazing Maurice
and his Educated Rodents: a character from the fictional world 2 uses a name from the
same world (Compare Diagram II.2.3.C).

Nevertheless, the examination of the eight nomina propria showed that
they do not serve any momentary functions. This means that none of their
uses adds to the functions of the onymic stratum of the novel.
As shown above, the study of characters’ proper names in The Amazing
Maurice and his Educated Rodents consists of the analyses of onyms denoting
characters in the frame fictional world as well as in the fictional universes created in the frame one. Therefore, five models of the naming acts and acts of
using a name had to be included in the examination. Nevertheless, only one
group of the analysed proper names (those which denote characters in the
frame fictional world) serves both the permanent and momentary functions.
The other group performs only permanent roles. This, however, could not
have been established before preparing the models and conducting the studies,
because if these onyms served some momentary functions, their discovery
would not be possible without the models.
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Then, a quantitative comparison of the functions served by THE NAME
and THE NAME 2, 3 and 4, shows that the first serve seven permanent and six
momentary roles, and the latter perform three permanent functions. Nevertheless, these three roles are enough to render the study incomplete if it was
restricted to the examination of THE NAME. Until now, the research has not
focused on the structure of fictional worlds in the studied works. Therefore, if
proper names from inner fictional worlds were analysed, they would be examined together with onyms from frame fictional worlds. If these sets of names
perform different functions, it would be impossible to avoid mistakes in the
analysis. What is more, one of the functions performed by THE NAME 2 is not
performed by THE NAME. Thus, the permanent poetic function would be
completely excluded from the analysis if the names from inner fictional worlds
were not examined, or misinterpreted if all onyms were studied together.
Furthermore, more functions are served permanently and more characters’ proper names serve the permanent functions. Moreover, the numbers of
nomina propria that perform particular functions differ greatly. Whereas some
functions (for example, the momentary conative function of THE NAME in
relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER and the momentary expressive and
humorous functions of THE NAME in relation to THE SPEAKER) are served by
one character’s proper name each, other roles are performed by multiple onyms
(for instance, the permanent expressive function of THE NAME in relation to
THE NAMER and the permanent humorous function of THE NAME in relation
to THE READER). Furthermore, there are also functions which do not appear
at all.
Such functionality of the onymic stratum is a feature of the analysed
novel. This quality seems to be a coherent part of the story to which it belongs,
because the work is intended for young readers, and the main characters are
rats, a cat and a boy. It does not seem strange that it is the rats’ proper names
that perform the widest range of functions.
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3. The analysis of functions served by characters’ proper names in
The Silkworm by Robert Galbraith
Robert Galbraith is the pseudonym of Joanne Kathleen Rowling, the author of the Harry Potter series, translated into “47 different languages, from
Albanian to Zulu” (Fraser 2002: v). Rowling was born in 1965 in Bristol and
studied French at the University of Exeter. She had varied jobs in London,
then moved to Portugal, where she taught English, finally to move back to the
United Kingdom to Edinburgh. Despite the fact that it took Rowling a year
to find a publisher for her first book, it quickly became a bestseller. Rowling
has published eleven novels and received numerous awards, among which The
Smarties Gold Award, the Whitbread Children’s Book of the Year Award, The
Prix Sorcière, and the Scottish Arts Council Children’s Book Award can be
enumerated (Fraser 2002: viii) 24.
The Silkworm is the second book in the series about a detective named
Cormoran Strike and his assistant Robin Ellacott, who aspires to become a private investigator. This time Strike is trying to find a missing writer, Owen
Quine, who proves to have been murdered. The alleged motive for the murder
is Quine’s last novel “featuring poisonous pen-portraits of almost everyone he
knows” 25. Thus, The Silkworm presents a novel within a novel and discusses
the issues of writing, literary circles, self-publishing as well as sexual identity,
mental impairment, infidelity and, within the inner novel, torture, cannibalism, necrophilia, sadomasochism, and rape. The book was shortlisted for The
National Book Awards in the category of Crime & Thriller of the Year for
2014 26.

Apart from Fraser 2002, the biographical information about Rowling comes from her official
website: http://www.jkrowling.com/en_GB; 17.07.2016 and http://www.biographyonline.net/
writers/j_k_rowling.html; 17.07.2016.
25
Quoted from Galbraith’s official website: http://robert-galbraith.com/books/the-silkworm/;
17.07.2016.
26
From http://www.nationalbookawards.co.uk/award/crime-thriller-of-the-year/; 17.07.2016.
24
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3.1. Permanent functions
The Sphere edition of The Silkworm published in 2015 features one hundred eighty-four named characters. Analogous to the other studies, only the
secondary functions of characters’ proper names in the book by Robert Galbraith will be examined.
Apart from its frame fictional world, The Silkworm includes a great number of other fictional universes. Two books entitled Bombyx Mori are very important for the plot. There appear also many other works, because the story of
the analysed novel revolves around literary London. One of the books entitled
Bombyx Mori (which in Latin means silkworm) is considered by fictional figures of the frame fictional world to be the cause of its author Owen Quine’s
murder. The characters in Bombyx Mori are based on people in the frame fictional world, and the names in this inner novel are perceived as offensive because they refer to sexuality and are vulgar. Therefore, they could become an
incentive to commit the crime. However, it transpires that it was not Quine
who wrote the book and chose the offensive onyms. Nevertheless, Owen’s
novel is also called Bombyx Mori but it does not contain insulting names or
descriptions. Consequently, it is vital to include the fictional worlds of these
two entirely different works in the naming act in the novel and in the analysis
of characters’ proper names in The Silkworm. As mentioned earlier, other
books are also published in the frame fictional world of the examined novel.
Therefore, they should be incorporated in the models of acts of naming and
of using names as well as in the diagram of the structure of fictional worlds in
The Silkworm. Their omission would be tantamount to the elimination of
a part of the onymic material from the study.
Apart from that, works of fiction created outside The Silkworm are also
partially introduced into the novel. Firstly, they are sometimes quoted by characters in the frame world of the book. However, the majority of quotations
from such works are inaccessible to the characters. Every chapter begins with
such a citation. Ultimately, The Silkworm contains fifty excerpts from literary
works published in the non-literary world that are accessible only to THE
READER. As shown in the second chapter, nomina propria from such works can
serve solely momentary functions. Nevertheless, in order to demonstrate the
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complete structure of fictional universes in The Silkworm, fictional worlds of
these works are also included in Diagram III.3.1.A.
In the middle of the diagram, there are the basic elements of the frame
fictional world (THE DENOTED CHARACTER, NAMER, SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE NAMER, NAME and USER). Below, there is the fictional world of
the offensive Bombyx Mori (fictional world 2) with all its analogous elements.
Then, the fictional world of the non-offensive Bombyx Mori (fictional world
3) is at the bottom, and the highest rectangle within the frame fictional world
(fictional world n) represents every other literary work created within (and at
least partially presented) the frame fictional universe of The Silkworm 27. Finally, since the worlds of the quoted works published in non-literary reality
were not created within the analysed novel, they are represented by a rectangle
at the very top of the diagram (the cited fictional world), which is outside the
frame fictional world.
The model of the complete structure of fictional universes in The Silkworm cannot be used to conduct the analysis of the permanent functions
served by characters’ proper names in the novel because this examination must
be based on the model of the naming act. It is, however, necessary to learn the
structure of all fictional worlds within the frame fictional universe in order to
be able to create the model of the naming act for the analysed work. From
Diagram III.3.1.A, it can be concluded that naming in The Silkworm occurs
in four fictional universes: the frame fictional world, fictional world of the offensive Bombyx Mori (2), fictional world of the non-offensive Bombyx Mori (3)
and fictional world n; therefore, these are the worlds that need to be included
in the model of the naming act in the discussed novel (see Diagram III.3.1.B).
Analogous to the acts of naming in the previously discussed literary
works, the elements of this model do not need to be redefined because their
definitions are analogous to the ones of the elements of the most basic naming
act (see section II.1.1). They differ in one aspect. The elements of the act do

Contrary to the worlds of Bombyx Mori, this fictional universe did not receive a number but
a letter. This is because this world represents more than one fictional universe created within
the frame world of The Silkworm. The inclusion of all of them in the model would be graphically
impossible and in this way the letter can be substituted with a number for every subsequent
world created in the frame novel.
27
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Diagram III.3.1.A. A model of the complete structure of fictional universes
in The Silkworm.
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Diagram III.3.1.B. The most expanded model of the naming act in The Silkworm.
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not refer to hypothetical entities and phenomena (as in chapter two of this
work), but to specific ones, presented in the examined novel.
The most expanded model of the naming act in The Silkworm is necessary
to determine which groups of characters’ proper names can serve secondary
permanent functions. These are: THE NAME, THE NAME 2, THE NAME 3 and
THE NAME N. The role of this most expanded model seems to end at this point.
Using it to conduct these four analyses would make the examinations obscure
rather than explicit and coherent. Hence, simplified models of the naming acts
will be created for each of these studies.

3.1.1. Frame fictional world

Diagram III.3.1.1. A model of the naming act in the frame fictional world
of The Silkworm (compare Diagram II.1.1).

(A) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER
In this relation, some of the characters’ proper names in the frame fictional world of The Silkworm serve the semantic, sociological and conative
functions. In the analysed material, there are eleven meaningful names. Among
them, there are four proper names (Famous Person, Wild Child, Milady Berserko
and Paunchy) that characterise the figures they denote in the most literal way.
The first onym denotes Cormoran Strike and is used after the man becomes
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the subject of newspapers’ articles. The appellations Wild Child and Milady
Berserko describe the behaviour of Charlotte Campbell, Strike’s ex-fiancée, and
Paunchy is a working name Strike gives to the lover of a woman he was asked
to follow. Then, Diddy also characterises Strike literally. However, it does not
originate in an English lexeme but in “didicoy, the Cornish word for gypsy”
(Galbraith 2015: 424). Next, there are four nomina propria that describe their
denoted characters metaphorically. The name Cormoran is the name of a Cornish giant and Strike is usually “the tallest man in the room” (Galbraith 2015:
543). Then, at one point Strike’s assistant calls herself Watson, which accurately describes her job and relation with Cormoran (who in this case would
be Sherlock). Moreover, after being arrested for the murder of her husband,
Leonora is called Rose West by journalists and despite the fact that she did not
kill her spouse the name is still descriptive because Leonora’s appearance is
very similar to that of Rose. Another name, Puck, is given to Fisher by Strike
in their first conversation: “When he laughed, he was transformed into a bespectacled Puck: merriment laced with slyness.” (Galbraith 2015: 40). Finally,
the last two meaningful nomina propria – Mr Poop and Edna-Next-Door – are
entirely metonymic. The first denotes a cat which belonged to the Quines and
the latter refers to Quines’ neighbour (whose surname is never revealed).
Then, the sociological function is served by thirteen characters’ proper
names in the frame fictional world of The Silkworm. Four of them indicate the
nationality of the people they denote. Nenita Ramos and Manny Ramos have
a Spanish surname 28; moreover, the woman’s first name is identical to the
Spanish common word nenita meaning “sistergirl, homegirl, girlfriend,
honey” 29. The surname Fabiański reveals the Polish nationality of the footballer, because it contains the suffix -ski, typical for Polish surnames (Lawson
2016: 184). With its suffix, the name Dostoevsky indicates that the writer was
Russian. The remaining nine “sociological” proper names indicate the social
position or importance of the characters they denote. Due to the titles incorporated in them, the names of Sir Joshua Reynolds, Sir Marmaduke Wyvill, the
Hon. Jago Ross, Prince William, Lord Parker and the Honourable Nina Lascelles
signal the social status of their bearers. On the other hand, the remaining

28
29

Compare https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Ramos; 13.08.2016.
The definition comes from https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/nenita; 15.08.2016.
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appellations: Cameron Strick, Cameron and Mr Strick, indicate a lack of social
significance or basic significance characterizing interpersonal interactions.
They are all mistakenly given to Cormoran Strike by nearly everybody outside
the detective’s circle of friends and family. This changes each time Strike’s
work is discussed in the media, just to return to the “social insignificance” after
a brief period of time.
Finally, proper names “Lightning” Strike, Mystic Bob, Bob and Cormy serve
the conative function in relation to one denoted character, Cormoran Strike.
Because a part of his leg has been amputated, the detective thinks that he could
not be called by the first of the onyms. Mystic Bob and Bob are the disliked
nicknames Strike receives from Richard Anstis, the man whose life the detective saved. Lastly, Cormy is how Richard’s wife calls Strike, and this appellation
Cormoran dislikes even more. The conative function occurs because each of
these names triggers a reaction in Strike.
(B) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE NAMER
In this relation, the expressive role occurs. First, some names voicing positive emotions are the diminutives borne by children of Leonora and Owen
Quine (Orlando – Dodo) and Jerry Waldegrave (Joanna – Jo and JoJo). Other
names are created by the friends of THE DENOTED CHARACTERS. Corm, Oggy
and Stick (referring to Cormoran) are formed by Ilsa Herbert, Nick and Lucy
respectively. They contain positive feelings towards the detective. Pippa
Midgley calls Kathryn Kent Kath, and Kathryn addresses Pippa Pip. The last
name is created by one of the fictional figures for herself. Phillip Midgley, who
does not identify with his gender, adopts a new name, Pippa, to express his
(her) true self.
Names expressing negative emotions are the following: Famous Person,
Mr Butch and Milady Berserko. The first two voice Nina Lascelles’ anger and
Pippa Midgley’s anger and fear of Strike. The last one reflects the anger and
contempt of Dave Polworth (a friend of Cormoran’s) for Charlotte Campbell
(a former fiancée of the detective).
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(C) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE NAMER

A few onyms memorialise entities from the world of THE NAMER, thus
serving the commemorative function. The name Cormoran refers to a Cornish
giant that lived in St. Michael’s Mount. This giant appears in the studied work
as one of the protagonists in a book about English folklore. The onym Orlando
comes from a novel by Virginia Woolf, which is quoted in The Silkworm. Finally, in the name of Timothy Cormoran Anstis, Cormoran Strike, who saved
the life of the boy’s father, is commemorated.
(D) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE USER
In THE NAME-THE USER relation, a part of the examined material serves
the humorous, conative, didactic-educative and camouflaging function. One
onym, Dorcus Pengelly, performs the humorous role as it amuses every character who meets it, for instance Cormoran Strike, Elizabeth Tassel (Galbraith
2015: 283) and Nina Lascelles (Galbraith 2015: 367). The first name Dorcus
is archaic and the surname Pengelly sounds silly, even ridiculous.
The names Cormoran Strike, Venetia and Dorcus Pengelly cause someone’s
reaction. The name of the detective is recognized as strange (Galbraith 2015:
12) and confused by most people (Galbraith 2015: 20) 30. Venetia, Robin Ellacott’s middle name, arouses Strike’s interest (Galbraith 2015: 89) and Dorcus
Pengelly sticks in the detective’s mind (Galbraith 2015: 367). It follows that
each of these names serves the conative function.
The most numerous group of nomina propria preserves or enriches THE
USER’s knowledge, hence the didactic-educative function emerges. Eleven
onyms: Michiko Kakutani, Nabokov, Mr Graham Greene, Kenneth Halliwell,
Emma Watson, Rihanna, Dostoevsky, Sir Marmaduke Wyvill, David Bowie,
Apollo and Rose West are introduced to the plot without any information about
the characters they denote. This lack of data makes these appellations more
likely to preserve the knowledge of USERS who are already familiar with the
names’ bearers rather than to expand the knowledge of those who are not. The

This might be perceived as even more unusual when one considers the fact that THE NAME is
authentic. J.K. Rowling commented on THE NAME: “The character’s surname [Strike – M.G.]
came from a real (but deceased) man mentioned in a slim book about Cornwall.” http://robertgalbraith.com/about/; 06.06.2015.
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first group of THE USERS might recognize the onyms and remember what they
know about THE DENOTED CHARACTERS. This will not happen with THE
USERS to whom the proper names are unfamiliar.
Among the remaining thirty-five proper names one can find the following
nomina propria: Ovid, Damien Hirst, Jonathan Franzen, Joshua Ferris, Iris Murdoch, Alfred Wallis, James Ellroy, Virginia Woolf, Leonardo da Vinci, Sir Joshua
Reynolds, Cliff Richard, Duke Ellington, Robert Plant, John Lennon, Fabiański,
Plato, Jeff Young, Dickens, Johnson, Yeats, Hitler, Lady Ottoline Morrell, Kenneth
Clarke, Sylvia Plath, Prince William, Kate Middleton, Pippa Middleton, Tom
Jones, Dorcus Pengelly [a historical romance writer], Harvey Bird [a literary
critic], Tula Clermont [1960s It Girl], Anthony Campbell [an academic and
broadcaster], Rick [a rhythm guitarist], Jonny Rokeby [“famous seventies singer
Jonny Rokeby of The Deadbeats” 31] and Duncan Gilfedder [a celebrity photographer]. The last seven of these onyms identify people authentic only in the
world of the novel. THE USER learns something new about each of the characters denoted by the aforementioned names, or remembers something that he
already knew.
Finally, the camouflaging function is served by one nomen proprium or,
more precisely, one initial. During his investigation of Owen Quine’s murder,
Cormoran Strike finds a postcard of the Mendip Hills sent to the victim. However, it is merely signed V, thus it does not help the detective. To the very end
of the novel, Cormoran fails to discover the identity of V.
(E) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE READER
In this relation, some nomina propria serve the humorous function. Since
they are created from common nouns, in names Strike, Crowdy, Longman,
North, Chard, Tassel and Fisher, the meaningless-meaningful, incongruity occurs. Then, the first names Dorcus (Pengelly) and Beau belong to the category
of onyms with the meaningless-meaningful incongruity and a “catalyst” that
releases the joke. Dorcus means “an antelope or gazelle” 32 and is the Latin
equivalent of the English word Dorcas (and is pronounced the same). Its catalyst is based on the fact that the name belongs to a woman who “writes
Quoted from http://robert-galbraith.com/ten-things-you-should-know-about-strike/; 15.08.
2016.
32
The quotation comes from https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/dorcas; 15.08.2016.
31
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pornography dressed up as historical romance” (Galbraith 2015: 283). The
catalyst of the name Beau is different. While beau means “a woman’s male
lover” (Wehmeier ed. 2005: 121), the character it denotes is a dog that belongs
to an embittered spinster. Finally, when Lord Parker is named Lord Porker, the
name acquires an incongruity that depreciates THE DENOTED CHARACTER,
because the man is compared to a pig.
The didactic-educative function in relation to THE READER is served by
fewer proper names than in relation to THE USER. Apart from the seven nomina propria that appear at the end of the list of onyms performing the discussed
role in relation to THE USER, all other characters’ proper names enrich or preserve the knowledge of both THE USER and THE READER. Nevertheless, there
is one proper name which serves the didactic-educative function solely in relation to THE READER. Puck is a character in Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s
Dream and his name is used by Strike to describe Fisher. However, the appellation is thought and not said aloud by the detective, therefore THE USER does
not have access to it.
Finally, the camouflaging function is performed by the initial V. Like the
detective and his assistant, THE READER does not know who V is. Thus, the
onym hides the identity of its DENOTED CHARACTER.

3.1.2. Fictional worlds created within the frame novel
The study of functions of characters’ proper names denoting figures in
fictional worlds created within the frame novel will be divided into three parts.
The first analysis will be devoted to nomina propria in the offensive Bombyx
Mori, the second to names in the non-offensive Bombyx Mori and the third to
onyms in all other inner works. Each of these examinations needs to be performed on the basis of a model of the naming act prepared specially for it. The
model of this act in the offensive Bombyx Mori is shown in Diagram
III.3.1.2.A.
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Diagram III.3.1.2.A. A model of the naming act in the fictional world of the offensive Bombyx Mori published in the frame fictional world of The Silkworm
(compare Diagram II.1.3.B).

(A) Functions served by THE NAME 2 in relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER 2
In THE NAME 2-THE DENOTED CHARACTER 2 relation, the semantic
function emerges. The names Phallus Impudicus, Succuba, the Tick, Vainglorious, Harpy and Epicoene describe the appearance or behaviour of their bearers.
Phallus Impudicus can be translated into English as Impudent Cock; it is also
“‘(…) the proper name for a toadstool called stinkhorn. Apparently they smell
vile and … well,’ she giggled some more, ‘they look like rotting knobs’” (Galbraith 2015: 110). In Bombyx Mori “Phallus’s erect penis appeared to be rotting” (Galbraith 2015: 179). Then, succuba means “a female demon or fiend” 33
and Succuba is “a woman described succinctly as a ‘well-worn whore’, who
captured and tied him [Bombyx – M.G.] up and succeeded in raping him”
(Galbraith 2015: 132). The Tick “had an unpleasant habit of suckling from
Bombyx while he slept. He started to become thin and weak” (Galbraith 2015:
132). There appears a resemblance between the character named Tick and the
arachnid who feeds on the blood of humans and animals. Next, Vainglorious
behaves exactly as described in the definition of the appellative from which the
33

From https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/succuba; 06.08.2016.
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name is created. Lastly, Epicoene (epicoene: “of indeterminate sex, whether
asexual, hermaphrodite, androgynous, or intersex” 34) denotes a hermaphrodite, and Harpy is the name of
a woman with long red hair and a demonic expression, who was taking
a handful of dead rats home for supper. When she learned Bombyx’s
identity Harpy invited him to her house, which turned out to be a cave
littered with animal skulls (…) Then, like the Tick, Harpy attempted to
breast-feed from Bombyx, but in spite of being tied up he managed to
beat her off. While his nipples leaked a dazzling supernatural light,
Harpy wept and revealed her own breasts, from which leaked something
dark brown and glutinous (Galbraith 2015: 178).

This onym describes the character who bears it in a literal way.

(B) Functions served by THE NAME 2 in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF Owen Quine (Elizabeth Tassel)
Every character’s proper name in the offensive Bombyx Mori serves the
allusive function in this relation. The onyms allude to the following people:
Bombyx – Owen Quine, Succuba – Leonora Quine, Harpy – Kathryn Kent,
Epicoene – Pippa Midgley, the Tick – Elizabeth Tassel, the Cutter – Jerry Waldegrave, Phallus Impudicus – Daniel Chard, Vainglorious – Michael Fancourt
and Effigy – Ellie (Fancourt’s wife). These allusions are recognised by THE
USER on the basis of the features shared by figures denoted by THE NAME 2
and characters alluded to by these nomina propria.
(C) Functions served by THE NAME 2 in relation to THE USER (THE READER 2)
In relation to its target READER, the name Phallus Impudicus serves the
humorous function. It amuses a number of fictional characters in the frame
fictional world, for instance Cormoran Strike, Robin Ellacott and Nina Lascelles. The onym not only refers to the semantic fields of physiology and sexuality, but also depreciates its denoted character by referring to some negative
traits (lat. phallus – ‘penis’, impudicus – ‘shameless’, ‘insolent’, ‘unclean’).

34

Quoted from https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/epicoene; 06.08.2016.
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Nomina propria that evoke reactions in characters from the frame fictional
world perform the conative function. The onym Phallus Impudicus outrages
Daniel Chard who, because of this appellation, forbids reading Bombyx Mori
and hires lawyers to sue its author. Then, the name Succuba makes Strike abhor
the person he considers to be THE AUTHOR of the onym: “Strike thought of
Succuba, the “well-worn whore,” and found himself despising Owen Quine”
(Galbraith 2015: 201).
(D) Functions served by THE NAME 2 in relation to THE READER
As all characters’ proper names in the offensive Bombyx Mori are appellatives undergone the process of onymisation, they serve the humorous function
in relation to THE READER. In each of these nomina propria, the meaninglessmeaningful incongruity arises. Some of these onyms have also other types of
incongruities. Phallus Impudicus and Epicoene belong to the category of proper
names with the neutral-not neutral incongruity, because they refer to sexuality
and anatomy. Then, Succuba, the Tick, Vainglorious and Harpy depreciate their
denotated characters because they are derived from words with negative connotations.
The characters’ proper names in the non-offensive Bombyx Mori (analysed on the basis of the naming act shown in Diagram III.3.1.2.B) do not
serve any secondary functions. However, because of the unique significance
and consequences of a novel thought to have been written by a character in
the frame fictional world, their mere existence allows for a completely new
function to appear. This is because these nomina propria prove the existence of
another, completely different novel. It is because of these onyms that the detective discovers that the motive for Quine’s murder could not have been that
he insulted many people in his book, as it was not him who wrote the work.
The very existence of these appellations shows that the murdered writer was
wrongly attributed the authorship of the offensive Bombyx Mori:
‘He [Owen Quine – M.G.] left behind a scribbled note with what looks
like a bunch of possible character names on it. One of those names appears on a used typewriter cassette that came out of his study before the
police sealed it off, but it’s nowhere in the finished manuscript.’
‘So he changed his mind,’ said Fancourt irritably.
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‘It’s an everyday name, not symbolic or archetypal like the names in the
finished manuscript,’ said Strike.
His eyes becoming accustomed to the darkness, Strike saw a look of faint
curiosity on Fancourt’s heavy-featured face (Galbraith 2015: 551).

As noted by Cormoran, the names Sam Breville, Eddie Boyne, Edward
Baskinville and Stephen Brook are not symbolic or archetypal. They could not
be more different from nomina propria like Phallus Impudicus, Succuba, Vainglorious or Epicoene. That is sufficient for the detective to find the right path
that leads him to Owen Quine’s murderer.

Diagram III.3.1.2.B. A model of the naming act in the fictional world of the nonoffensive Bombyx Mori published in the frame fictional world of The Silkworm
(compare Diagram II.1.3.B).
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In the frame fictional world of The Silkworm, apart from two novels entitled Bombyx Mori, many other works are created. However, characters’
proper names from only some of the writings (Folk Tales of the British Isles, The
Balzac Brothers, Melina’s Sacrifice, Kyla the Kangaroo Who Loved to Bounce and
Hobart’s Sin) are presented. To analyse these nomina propria, the model of the
naming act shown in Diagram III.3.1.2.C. was used. It transpired that only
the onyms from The Balzac Brothers serve some secondary functions.

Diagram III.3.1.2.C. A model of the naming act in the fictional world n published
in the frame fictional world of The Silkworm (compare Diagram II.1.3.B).

(A) Functions served by THE NAME N in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE AUTHOR N (Owen Quine)
Varicocele, Vas and Balzac – characters’ proper names in The Balzac Brothers – serve the allusive function. These onyms point to some attributes of Michael Fancourt, Owen Quine and Joseph North, people to whom they allude.
These men are old friends, writers. Varicocele is “a painful enlargement of
a vein in the testicle, sometimes leading to infertility” (Galbraith 2015: 501)
and it is a health problem Fancourt had. Vas is “the duct that carries sperm
from balls to penis – the healthy, potent, creative force” (Galbraith 2015: 500501), so the name Vas alludes to Quine because the man wanted to be a great
writer and lover.
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3.2. Momentary functions
Unlike the naming act, the most extensive act of using a name in The
Silkworm cannot be created. However, it is possible to determine the list of
groups of characters’ proper names that can perform momentary functions on
the basis of the model showing the complete structure of fictional worlds of
the examined work (see Diagram III.3.1.A). All nomina propria that appear in
the novel had to be used at least once, otherwise they would not be present in
the work. Therefore, momentary functions can be served by THE NAME, THE
NAME 2, THE NAME 3, THE NAME N and THE CITED NAME.
3.2.1. Frame fictional world
(A) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE SPEAKER
In relation to THE SPEAKER, some of the examined nomina propria serve
the expressive, sociological and revealing functions.
Proper names that are not expressive from the moment of naming but are
used by THE SPEAKER to voice his emotions serve the expressive function. Two
of them, Quine and Liz Tassel 35, become expressive due to the manner in
which they are uttered:
‘I’m phoning, Shan,’ Fisher said, as the door clicked shut, ‘to see if
you’ve got Owen Quine staying. He hasn’t turned up there, has he?’
‘Quine?’
Even reduced to a distant and tinny monosyllable, Shannon’s dislike
echoed scornfully around the book-lined room (Galbraith 2015: 41)

and “‘I know that Liz Tassel,’ Kathryn spoke the name as though it were a medical complaint” (Galbraith 2015: 525). Other onyms appear in a different kind
of situation. Characters who usually call their interlocutors by their first names
or nicknames, use their surnames instead. The reason for each of these changes
is anger. Strike calls William Mr Baker when the man behaves imperiously
(Galbraith 2015: 14-15). The detective addresses Leonora as Mrs Quine when,

35

Unlike other examples, these two nomina propria are italicized also in the novel.
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Diagram III.3.2.1. A model of the act of using a name in a novel: a character from
the frame fictional world uses a name from the same world
(compare Diagram II.2.3.A 36).

after being asked to find Leonora’s husband, he discovers that the woman concealed the fact of possessing a second house (Galbraith 2015: 149-150). Lastly,
Richard Anstis calls the man who saved his life Strike instead of Bob when
Cormoran goes back to the crime scene despite being asked to stay away from
the investigation (Galbraith 2015: 265).
The onym Gilsomething serves the sociological function. When Cormoran Strike needs to enter a private club, he remembers the name of a person
whose guest he is supposed to be. Yet, the moment he is inside and talks to his
brother he calls that person Gilsomething (instead of Gilfedder) (Galbraith
2015: 545). This shows that the host is of little significance to the detective.
Strike owes Gilfedder a lot and does not even remember the man’s name.

For the description of the model and the list of functions identified on its basis see section
II.2.1.
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Finally, the onyms Cormoran, Cameron, Dannulchar and Plato serve the
revealing function. The first, used by Robin while on a work assignment, reveals her true relationship with her boss. The assistant forgets to use Cormoran’s surname, thus showing she has a friendly relationship with the man (Galbraith 2015: 521). Jerry Waldegrave addresses Cormoran as Cameron. This
mistake indicates Jerry's partial hearing loss and state of intoxication (Galbraith 2015: 119). Next, Dannulchar is a name used by Orlando Quine when
she tries to say the name of Daniel Chard (the employer of the girl’s father).
The reason for this change is Orlando’s disability. Lastly, the onym Plato is
used by Strike to answer Robin’s question: “didn’t someone once say the unexamined life isn’t worth living?” (Galbraith 2015: 88). This response reveals
a part of the detective’s knowledge (which frequently surprises people who
judge him by his appearance).
(B) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT OF USING THE NAME

One character’s proper name contributes to the creation of a certain atmosphere, therefore it serves the conative function. When Robin Ellacott tries
to convince Kathryn Kent that she is in danger, the assistant tries to maintain
a formal character of the conversation. To this end, Robin modifies her usual
way of talking about her boss. She uses his surname Strike instead of his first
name (Galbraith 2015: 521).
(C) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTER
In THE NAME-THE DENOTED CHARACTER relation, the onym Mr Butch
performs the semantic function. Pippa Midgley uses the appellation to refer to
Cormoran Strike. This name describes the manner in which the detective behaved while interrogating the girl.
Then, certain names evoke reactions in THE DENOTED CHARACTERS,
thus realizing the conative function.
When Cormoran Strike addresses Kathryn Kent as Mrs Kent, she corrects
him and tells him to call her Ms Kent. On the other hand, when the detective
addresses Leonora Quine as Mrs Quine, the woman says: “Call me Leonora”
(Galbraith 2015: 47). Then, Cormoran sometimes reacts to what he is called
as well. As a lot of people mistake his name, Strike occassionally answers to
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different names that are not really his: “‘Oh yes – you’re Mr Strick?’ ‘That’s
me,’ said Strike.” (Galbraith 2015: 489), and “‘Cameron, was it?’ asked Waldegrave, cupping a hand around his ear. ‘Close enough,’ said Strike.” (Galbraith 2015: 119). However, the detective does also react differently: “‘I’m
Christian Fisher. Cameron, isn’t it?’ ‘Cormoran,’ Strike corrected him automatically” (Galbraith 2015: 39). The last person to react to her (middle) name
is Robin Ellacott: “‘Six thirty. Right. I’ll be there … Venetia.’ She did a doubletake. ‘How did you know—?’” (Galbraith 2015: 89). Strike surprises his assistant when he uses her middle name.
(D) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE RECIPIENT
One name, Cormoran, amuses its RECIPIENT, Orlando, so it performs the
humorous function. It is not entirely clear why this happens. It may be due to
the detective’s unusual name and perhaps also to the girl’s mental disability.
There are also proper names that cause reactions in THE RECIPIENTS, thus
serving the conative function. When Cormoran introduces himself to Christian
Fisher, the man automatically replies: “Cormoran – Cornish giant” (Galbraith
2015: 39). Fisher shares with Strike his first association with the detective’s
name. Then, to the surname Strike, THE RECIPIENT reacts three times. The
onym makes an old piece of information about its DENOTED CHARACTER to
come to Christian Fisher’s mind:
He handed Fisher a card. Fisher frowned at it as he moved around his
desk to show Strike out.
‘Cormoran Strike … Strike … I know that name, don’t I …?’
The penny dropped. Fisher was suddenly reanimated, as though his batteries had been changed.
‘Bloody hell, you’re the Lula Landry guy!’
Strike knew that he could have sat back down, ordered a latte and enjoyed Fisher’s undivided attention for another hour or so (Galbraith

2015: 45).
Moreover, the appellation makes Ralph, Elizabeth Tassel’s young assistant,
fearful and excited. Finally, when juxtaposed with the word lightning, the surname makes Robin think of a new nickname for her boss:
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‘Doesn’t anyone ever call you that, among all your many nicknames?’
she wondered as they walked back through to the hall.
‘Call me what?’
‘“Lightning” Strike?’
‘Is that likely?’ he asked, indicating his leg (Galbraith 2015: 576).

Next, the first name Robin, makes THE RECIPIENT share her association of the
onym with a bird:
‘I’m Robin,’ said Robin, smiling at her.
‘Like a bird,’ said Orlando at once. ‘Dodo’s a bird.’
‘It’s what her mum and dad called her,’ explained Edna.
‘We’re both birds,’ said Robin (Galbraith 2015: 482).

Lastly, suspecting that it might be received negatively by Al, his half-brother,
Strike does not refer to his father by the man’s surname when he meets his
sibling. However, at one point the detective uses the onym and after Al’s reaction he makes sure not to repeat it:
‘Rokeby knows Fancourt?’ asked Strike, forgetting his resolution.
‘Yeah,’ said Al, with a slight frown; then: ‘Let’s face it, Dad knows everyone.’
(…)
‘When did Fancourt recommend Roper Chard to – when did he recommend Chard?’ asked Strike (Galbraith 2015: 458).

(E) Functions served by THE NAME in relation to THE AUDIENCE
One proper name performs the humorous function in this relation.
Chum, the nickname Strike uses while talking with Dave Polworth, his oldest
friend, amuses the detective’s assistant, Robin Ellacott, who hears the conversation.
‘You’re a mate, Chum,’ said Strike.
When he had hung up, he saw Robin’s grin.
‘What’s funny?’
‘“Chum,”’ she said. It sounded so public school, so unlike Strike.
‘It’s not what you think,’ said Strike (Galbraith 2015: 513).
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3.2.2. Fictional worlds created within the frame novel
Proper names denoting figures in the fictional worlds created within the
frame novel are used solely by characters in the frame world. Therefore, the
model of the act of using a name demonstrating the use of THE NAME 2 by
THE SPEAKER 2 was not included in the analysis. Some names from the offensive Bombyx Mori serve momentary functions (the relevant model of the act of
using a name is presented below).
(A) Functions served by THE NAME 2 in relation to THE SPEAKER
One onym serves the humorous function in this relation. Strike laughs
when he says the English variant of the name Phallus Impudicus – Impudent
Cock (Galbraith 2015: 109). The reason for this amusement is once again the
reference of the appellation to the semantic field of human sexuality.
(B) Functions served by THE NAME 2 in relation to THE RECIPIENT
THE NAME 2-THE RECIPIENT relation adds two functions to the study.
The name Phallus Impudicus and its English translation Impudent Cock serve
the humorous function. They entertain Robin Ellacott (Galbraith 2015: 304)
and Nina Lascelles (Galbraith 2015: 109) respectively.
Then, the name Phallus Impudicus performs also the conative function.
When he hears this onym, Strike chokes and thinks that other characters in
Bombyx Mori will also be called Phallus (Galbraith 2015: 109-110).

3.2.3. Literary works published in the non-literary world
THE CITED NAME can be accessible or inaccessible to characters in the
frame fictional world of the novel. First, the functions of those uttered by the
fictional figures will be examined. The model of the act of using these names
is shown in Diagram III.3.2.3.A.
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Diagram III.3.2.2. A model of the act of using a name in The Silkworm: a character
from the frame fictional world uses a name from the fictional world of the offensive
Bombyx Mori (compare Diagram II.2.3.B).

(A) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE SPEAKER
In relation to THE SPEAKER, the onyms Ben Jonson and Catullus serve the
revealing function, because they show Fancourt’s and Strike’s literary
knowledge. The famous writer quotes Jonson: “‘I am a poor gentleman, a soldier; one that, in the better state of my fortunes, scorned so mean a refuge’”
(Galbraith 2015: 506) and the detective cites Catullus:
“sicine subrepsti mi, atque intestina pururens
ei misero eripuisti omnia nostra bona?
Eripuisti, eheu, nostrae crudele uenenum
Uitae, eheu nostrae pestis amicitiae” (Galbraith 2015: 506).

(B) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE RECIPIENT
In this relation, the conative and didactic-educative functions emerge.
The name Macheath attracts Strike’s attention and prompts him to ask Robin
to find the title and the author of the literary work from which the onym
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comes. The detective reacts to the appellation, so the conative function appears.

Diagram III.3.2.3.A. A model of the act of using a name in The Silkworm: a character from the frame fictional world of The Silkworm uses a name denoting a fictional
figure from a literary work published in the non-literary world
(compare Diagram II.2.5.B).

Then, Macheath denotes a character in an opera by John Gay. Catullus,
Ben Jonson and Webster are writers. These names preserve the knowledge of
THE RECIPIENT who is already familiar with them and enrich the knowledge
of THE RECIPIENT who does not know them. Therefore, the didactic-educative
function emerges.
(C) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE AUDIENCE
The didactic-educative role in this relation is served by the names Macheath and Webster. They are the sole nomina propria that are used in front of
an AUDIENCE, hence also the only ones to broaden the knowledge of the people who hear them.
(D) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE READER
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The onyms Macheath, John Gay, Catullus, Ben Jonson and Webster serve
the didactic-educative function in this relation. Analogous to THE RECIPIENT,
THE READER’s knowledge is either enriched or preserved by them.
Proper names inaccessible to fictional characters can be found in quotations that precede every chapter. These onyms were analysed because they are
part of the novel and its onymic stratum 37. Moreover, they are available to THE
READER, who has been included in the structures of acts on which the proposed theoretical approach is based. Consequently, the analysis of The Silkworm would be incomplete without specifying the functions of these nomina
propria.
The names of the authors whose works have been cited were also analysed, as they accompany the quotations (they are accessible to THE READER).
Moreover, the form of presentation of these onyms (quotation, author’s name,
title of the work) can be seen as an abbreviated form of the sentence ‘Author
X wrote the work entitled Y’. The model of the act of using a name used for
the examination in this section is shown in diagram III.3.2.3.B .

Diagram III.3.2.3.B. A model of the act of using a name in The Silkworm:
introduces into The Silkworm a character’s proper name from another
work published in the non-literary world, leaving it inaccessible to characters from
the fictional universe of his novel (compare Diagram II.2.5.D).

THE AUTHOR

37

What is more, each quotation is connected to the content of the chapter that follows.
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(A) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE AUTHOR
Names denoting the authors of works from which excerpts are quoted
perform the revealing function. The onyms Thomas Dekker, Francis Beaumont,
Philip Massinger, William Congreve, John Webster, Ben Jonson, John Lyly,
Thomas Middleton, John Fletcher, Thomas Kyd, George Chapman, Robert
Greene, William Shakespeare and Christopher Marlowe reveal a part of Robert
Galbraith’s literary knowledge and show whose works he considered worth
including in his work. Especially since The Silkworm consists of fifty chapters;
therefore a small percentage of literary works from the non-literary world could
be incorporated into the structure of the analysed novel in such a way.
(B) Functions served by THE CITED NAME in relation to THE READER
In this relation, the didactic-educative role emerges. It is served by all
characters’ proper names that appear in the quotations, i.e. Mr Tattle, Master
Petulant, VERDONE, CLEREMONT, Mr Scandal, Pluto, MATHEO, GIULIANO, Leander, CYNTHIA and ENDYMION 38. These nomina propria inform
THE READER or remind him about the onyms of some of the fictional figures
in the quoted works. Furthermore, the didactic-educative function is also performed by the names of almost all authors of the writings cited in the examined
novel. THE READER learns or is reminded that Thomas Dekker, Francis Beaumont, William Congreve, John Webster, Ben Jonson, John Lyly, Thomas Middleton, John Fletcher, Thomas Kyd, George Chapman, Robert Greene, William
Shakespeare and Christopher Marlowe are (were) writers. Moreover, he reads
the titles and fragments of some of their works. On the other hand, Philip
Massinger, the name of one author, does not serve the didactic-educative function in the same way as the aforementioned nomina propria. The man is presented as the author of The Little French Lawyer and his authorship of this
work is disputable. Nevertheless, Philip Massinger was a writer, so this piece of
information about him is true and thus this name also serves (to some extent)
the discussed role.
The analysis of the functions of characters’ proper names in The Silkworm
included a few groups of nomina propria. Omitting any of these groups in the
study would have rendered it incomplete. The set of onyms from the non-

38

The graphic form of the names is exactly the same as in the analysed novel.
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offensive Bombyx Mori does not perform any functions apart from the primary
one, but it is perhaps these names that have the greatest influence on the development of the plot. Unexpectedly, it is the identifying-differential function
of these onyms, their very existence, the fact that they identify certain characters and differentiate them from other fictional figures, that proves the existence of two books under the same title. This reveals that Owen Quine is not
the author of the controversial novel and that his wife, Leonora, did not kill
him because of the content of the work.
The Silkworm is a crime novel, and the secondary function of the characters’ proper names which dominates in it, is the didactic-educative role, performed by 76 onyms. This is perhaps due to the fact that detective Strike is
incredibly observant, has a good memory and his task is to collect information.
However, it would be interesting to investigate whether the didactic-educative
function dominates also in other works which belong to this genre. It seems
that if the data gathered by the investigator and his thoughts are available to
the reader, the didactic-educative function should predominate over others.
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“Literary onomastics is a relatively young academic field. It has been recognized as a separate branch of study only in the third volume of Bibliografia
onomastyki polskiej [Bibliography of Polish Onomastics – M.G.] (including
works for years 1971-1980)” (Raszewska-Klimas 2002: 7). Moreover, as observed by Windt: research within literary onomastics “is limited by an obvious
deficit of theory and method” (2005: 58), since “there are yet no fully developed theories for this particular subject [literary onomastics – M.G.]” (2005:
45). Despite this deficit, literary onomastics has attracted the attention of
a number of scholars. They have analysed: (a) proper names in a literary genre
(Burelbach 1987, Litt 1988, Sarnowska-Giefing 2003); (b) proper names in
one literary work (Dębicka 1975, Francis 1989, McAdams 2012); (c) proper
names in the works of one author (Breza 1976, Dacewicz 1992, Bubak 1993);
(d) different proper names of one character (Nelson 2015); (e) one particular
literary proper name (Górski 1959, Jakus-Borkowa 1997, Adams 2011);
(f) one function of literary proper names (Nadurska 1973, Struebig 1989,
Głowacki 1995); (g) comparative studies of onomastics in works of more than
one author (Rajec 1989, Szelewski 2000, Szelewski 2003); (h) naming in literature (Ekstrom 1985, Finke 1987, Francis 1988); (i) translating proper
names in literature (Tichoniuk 1984, Faulstich 1993, Cieślikowa 1996);
(j) name-play in literature (Allen 1983, Burelbach 1985, Litt 1989); (k) biblical proper names (Maher 1974, Shawcross 1975, Długosz- Kurczabowa
1989/1990); or (l) titles of literary works (Wallis 1974, Stoff 1975, Piechota
1992).
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This work is devoted to functions of characters’ proper names in novels.
Its main aim is to present a fully developed theory for this issue, thus also for
literary onomastics. The chapters of this book are devoted to: (1) delineating
the state of research on the addressed matter and highlighting its main shortcoming – the lack of a theoretical basis; (2) introducing a new theoretical approach to the issue; and (3) conducting three separate studies to show the application of the proposed method.
Previous studies cannot be used for further literary onomastic research
because they do not have a clearly defined theoretical basis, which also means
that many of these works present functions that are understandable solely to
their authors and used only by them. This in turn leads to increasing chaos in
the state of research, because there is no correlation between new and earlier
studies. What is more, further functions are identified, but they do not have
a common denominator that would ensure terminological stability in the
works of individual researchers.
The theory proposed in this book aims to change the chaotic direction of
the development of the issue of the functions of proper names in literature.
Basic terms have been defined and methods of identifying individual functions
have been explained. One of the advantages of the presented solution is that it
does not impose a fixed set of functions to which onomasticians have to adapt
their analyses. On the contrary, researchers can isolate new functions. An integral part of the presented method is a common denominator for onymic
functions, which ensures that the further development of the examined issue
does not become chaotic. No new functions identified in a manner inconsistent with the one proposed in this work can be accepted.
The examination of three novels led to the identification of the desirous
and revealing functions 1. A new variant of the expressive function performed
by the characters’ proper names in relation to THE NAMER was also identified.
The further development of the list of functions will certainly be interesting 2.
1
The comparison here is between the lists of functions presented in this book and in an article
(Gibka 2015) devoted to the earlier version of this approach, one that did not recognize the
momentary functions yet. Apart from adding new function, one role – the intertextual – was
removed from the list, as it has been recognized to be a characteristic of proper names rather
than their role.
2
Prior to the publication of this book, several studies based on the proposed theory were conducted. In these examinations, further roles were discovered: the momentary conative function
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It may be that the most fruitful in this respect will be the analyses of works
which belong to literary genres that have not yet been studied on the basis of
the new theoretical approach.
Literary onomastician always analyses a fixed set of proper names 3. What
is more, the number of uses of the onyms is specified and all these uses are
presented. As observed by Okopień-Sławińska: “The complete information
about the internal processes of acts of communication is included in the text
of the literary work. The degree to which interlocutors share the communication code is defined and the effects of their communication are revealed”
(1967: 124). This in turn enables the analysis of “the lives of proper names”
in a literary work as not only functions served by them from the moment of
naming (constantly), but also in individual uses can be analysed. Clearly, such
an analysis is impossible in neither toponymy nor other non-literary branches
of onomastics. However, it could also be pointed out that onyms from literary
works are used outside them, for instance in ordinary conversations or at fan
fora or conventions. Nevertheless, those uses transgress the analysed work, are
outside it and therefore need to be analysed separately. Similar observations
led to a development of a new topic of study, namely literary proper names in
secondary discourse. Very few papers devoted to the subject have been published. An article by Kuznecova (2014) can be considered prototypical.
What is more, the studies of The Amazing Maurice and his Educated Rodents and The Silkworm revealed how differentiating between the groups of
characters’ proper names that can serve onymic functions (thus also the relations they can enter) influences the possibility of the analysis of some functions
in relation to THE AUTHOR, HIS SITUATIONAL CONTEXT and THE READER.
Since these elements belong to the real world, they cannot be examined solely
on the basis of the text of the work. Nevertheless, when a novel is written
within the frame fictional world of the analysed book, its AUTHOR, HIS SITUATIONAL CONTEXT and its target READER belong to the frame fictional

in relation to THE SPEAKER (Gibka 2018b), the permanent localizing function in relation to THE
the momentary revealing function in relation to THE RECIPIENT and to
THE AUTHOR (Gibka 2018c).
3
Admittedly, if a work belongs to a series, new names can appear in subsequent volumes. Nonetheless, these nomina propria do not belong to the analysis of the chosen work, but to the examinations of the subsequent volumes or the whole series.

DENOTED CHARACTER,
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universe; hence it is possible to decisively determine the emergence of all functions served in relation to them.
The presentation of the proposed theory and conducted research was organized by relations, not functions. Nevertheless, as the results of the analyses
show, other methods of organisation may also be beneficial. For instance,
if a function is served in more than one relation, especially by a large number
of onyms, it could be beneficial to arrange the results by functions. On the
other hand, if the results are dominated by functions served by one proper
name or proper names of one character, it might be preferable to organize the
conclusions around that name or character.
Another method of presenting the results is to arrange them in groups of
nomina propria, i.e. to present together all functions (both permanent and momentary) served by these names. Adjusting the presentation of the results to
their content could increase the transparency of the analyses presented in the
last chapter. The first layout could be chosen because of the number of proper
names that serve the didactic-educative function in relation to THE USER and
to THE READER (Waterland and The Silkworm). The second would be beneficial in presenting the analysis of The Silkworm, because a large part of the identified functions is performed by the names of one character – Cormoran Strike.
Finally, the results of the study of functions of characters’ onyms in The Amazing Maurice and his Educated Rodents could be organised around the names of
intelligent rats because these names fulfil the most roles.
The proposed theory allows for the analysis of the entire onomasticon of
a given novel, the works of a given author, works co-creating literary trends, as
well as works and their translations 4. In the last chapter, the functions of characters’ proper names in individual novels are examined, so the multiple use of
the presented method will make it possible to complete all the above tasks.
The proposed theory may be used to fill gaps in literary onomastic research.
The first study, which was supposed to fill one of such gaps, focused on four
momentary functions of characters’ onyms in Harry Potter and its Polish translation 5. At the present stage of the development of the theory, only novels can
be analysed. The use of the proposed tools to study poetry or drama requires
These tasks have been recognized as urgent by, for instance, Sarnowska-Giefing (2003: 37)
and Głowacki (1999: 12-13).
5
See Gibka 2016b.
4
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the preparation of models of naming acts and acts of using proper names for
these forms.
Finally, it remains to determine the functions of nomina propria that appeared in the quotation at the beginning of the book. If these functions were
to be determined on the basis of the cited excerpt, they would be limited to
the permanent humorous and either permanent or momentary camouflaging
functions served in relation to THE READER. The first would occur because all
these names (Moony, Wormtail, Padfoot and Prongs) can be mistakenly interpreted as common nouns, and the second because THE READER does not know
who these characters are. Nevertheless, the quoted novel presents more information about the characters these proper names denote. A complete analysis
of characters’ proper names in Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban shows
that all four onyms serve the permanent humorous function in relation to THE
READER and that they belong to the category of nomina propria with the neutral-not neutral type of incongruity. Moreover, they serve the momentary camouflaging function in relation to THE SPEAKER, RECIPIENT, AUDIENCE and
READER (to each element in a different number of acts of use). Furthermore,
the name Wormtail serves also the permanent expressive function in relation
to THE NAMER. Finally, the names Moony, Padfoot and Prongs serve the permanent semantic role in relation to THE DENOTED CHARACTERS, as well as
the momentary humorous function in relation to THE SPEAKER and THE AUDIENCE 6. Undoubtedly, the literary onomastic works presented in the first
chapter would not allow for a correct and complete analysis of functions served
by these four appellations. First of all, too many roles are served for the examination not to become chaotic, with the identified functions overlapping one
another. Moreover, it might be assumed that the momentary functions would
not be recognized at all or that they would be recognized incorrectly. Finally,
the camouflaging role would be either omitted or mistaken, since none of the
previous studies defined it in the form presented in this book.

For more detailed analyses of functions served by these four as well as other characters’ proper
names in the Harry Potter series see Gibka 2014, Gibka 2016a and Gibka 2016c.
6
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Index
of characters’
proper names

This index encompasses characters’ proper names from the analysed novels. The onyms are arranged alphabetically with the abbreviation of the source
given in the parentheses. Each entry ends with the page numbers of this study
on which the appellation appears. All occurrences of characters’ proper names
are included in the index. Even if the onym does not appear as the one serving
a particular function, it may be the one to whose denoted character the role is
performed. It might also be involved in the emergence of the function in another way. Furthermore, the inclusion of all occurrences of the examined nomina propria in the index makes it possible to answer questions about functions
potentially considered to be performed by particular names.
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“Lightning” Strike (Si), 121, 134
A
Additives (Ma), 104, 106
Al (Si), 134
Alexander (Wa), 95, 96
Amazing Maurice, the (Ma), 103,
109, 110
Anstis, Richard (Si), 121, 131
Apollo (Si), 121
Aristotle (Wa), 95, 96
Arthur [Atkinson] (Wa), 94
Atkinson, Alfred (Wa), 94
Atkinson, Arthur (Wa), 94
Atkinson, Arthur George (Wa), 94
Atkinson, Dora (Wa), 94
Atkinson, Ernest (Wa), 92, 93, 94, 99
Atkinson, George (Wa), 94
Atkinson, Josiah (Wa), 94
Atkinson, Louisa (Wa), 94
Atkinson, Sarah (Wa), 94
Atkinson, Thomas (Wa), 94
Atkinson, William (Wa), 94, 98
B
Badcock, John (Wa), 94, 97
Bailey, Mr (Wa), 97
Baker, Mr (Si), 130
Balfour (Wa), 95, 96
Balzac (Si), 129
Baskinville, Edward (Si), 128
Beau (Si), 123, 124
Beaumont, Francis (Si), 139
Bell, Eliza Harriet (Wa), 94, 97
Bell, James (Wa), 97
Berry, Ada (Wa), 97
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Bestbefore (Ma), 106
Big Savings (Ma), 104, 105
Bird, Harvey (Si), 123
Bitesize (Ma), 104, 106
Bob (Si), 121, 131
Boleyn, Anne (Wa), 95, 96,
Bombyx (Si), 125, 126,
Bonaparte, Napoleon (Wa), 95, 96
Bone Rat, the (Ma), 103,
Booth, Stanley (Wa), 97
Bowie, David (Si), 122
Boyne, Eddie (Si), 128
Breville, Sam (Si), 128
Briggs, Maud (Wa), 94
Brook, Stephen (Si), 128
Bunnsy, Mr (Ma), 111
Byron (Wa), 95
C
Caesar (Wa), 95
Cameron (Si), 132, 133
Campbell, Anthony (Si), 123
Campbell, Charlotte (Si), 120, 121
Canute (Wa), 95, 96
Carlyle (Wa), 95
Cassandra (Wa), 99
Cathy (Wa), 93
Catullus (Si), 136, 137
Chapman, George (Si), 139
Chard (Si), 123
Chard, Daniel (Si), 126, 127, 132
Charlemagne (Wa), 95
Charles II (Wa), 95
Charles the First (Wa), 95, 96
Chum (Si), 134
Churchill (Wa), 95, 96
Clarke, Kenneth (Si), 123
Clay, Bill (Wa), 97
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Clay, Martha (Wa), 97, 100
Clay, Mrs (Wa), 100
CLEREMONT (Si), 139
Clermont, Tula (Si), 123
Congreve, William (Si), 139
Cook (Wa), 95, 96
Corm (Si), 121
Cormoran (Si), 114, 119, 120, 121,
122, 123, 126, 128, 131, 132, 133,
144,
Cormy (Si), 121
Crick, Dick (Wa), 92, 95, 97, 98, 100
Crick, Henry (Wa), 100
Crick, Mr (Wa), 99
Crick, Richard (Wa), 93, 94
Crick, Tom (Wa), 92, 93, 95, 98, 99,
100
Cricke, James (Wa), 95
Cricke, Samuel (Wa), 95
Cricky (Wa), 98
Crowdy (Si), 123
Cutter, the (Si), 126
CYNTHIA (Si), 139
D
da Vinci, Leonardo, 123
Dangerfield, Walter (Wa), 97
Dangerous Beans (Ma), 104, 106,
108,
Dannulchar (Si), 132
Danton (Wa), 95
Darktan (Ma), 104, 105
Death (Ma), 103, 108, 109
Death, Mr (Ma), 103, 108
Dekker, Thomas (Si), 139
Delicious (Ma), 104, 106
Dick [Crick] (Wa), 92
Dickens (Si), 123

Diddy (Si), 120
Diderot (Wa), 95
Dodo (Si), 121, 134
Donut Enter (Ma), 104, 106
Doppelpunkt, Sergeant (Ma), 105
Dorcus (Si), 122, 123
Doris the Duck (Ma), 107, 111
Dostoevsky (Si), 120, 122
Dunstan, St (Wa), 95
E
Edna (Si), 134
Edna-Next-Door (Si), 120
Effigy (Si), 126
Elgar (Wa), 95
Ellacott, Robin (Si), 114, 126, 132,
133, 134, 135
Ellie (Si), 126
Ellington, Duke (Si), 123
Ellroy, James (Si), 123
ENDYMION (Si), 139
Epicoene (Si), 125, 126, 127, 128
F
Fabiański (Si), 120, 123
Famous Person (Si), 119, 121
Fancourt (Si), 127, 128, 129, 134,
136,
Fancourt, Michael (Si), 126, 129
Farmer Fred (Ma), 111
Farmhouse (Ma), 104, 105
Feedsfour (Ma), 104, 106
Ferris, Joshua (Si), 123
Finch, Mrs (Wa), 97
Finest (Ma), 104, 106
Fisher (Si), 120, 123, 124, 130, 133,
Fisher, Christian (Si), 133
Fletcher, John (Si), 139
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Francesco Redi of Pisa (Wa), 95, 96
Franzen, Jonathan (Si), 123
Freddie (Wa), 98, 99
Fresh (Ma), 104, 106
G
Gandhi (Wa), 95, 96
George V (Wa), 95, 96
Gilfedder (Si), 131
Gilfedder, Duncan (Si), 123
Gilsomething (Si), 131
GIULIANO (Si), 139
Goering (Wa), 95, 96
Goodchild, Catherine Anne (Wa), 94
Greene, Graham, Mr (Si), 122
Greene, Robert (Si), 139
Grim Squeaker, the (Ma), 103
Grim, Agoniza (Ma), 103, 104, 105
Grim, Eviscera (Ma), 103, 104, 105
Grim, Malicia (Ma), 103, 105
Grimm Brothers (Ma), 95, 104, 105
Gunnhilda, Saint (Wa), 94
H
Halliwell, Kenneth (Si), 122
Hamilton, Lady (Wa), 95
Hamnpork (Ma), 104, 106, 110
Hansel (Wa), 99, 100
Harpy (Si), 125, 126, 127
Hauptmann (Ma), 105
Henry VIII (Wa), 95, 96
Heraclitus of Ephesus (Wa), 95, 96
Herbert, Ilsa (Si), 121
Hereward (Wa), 95, 96
Herod (Wa), 95, 99
Hirst, Damien (Si), 123
His Lordship, Francis, Earl of Bedford
(Wa), 93, 95
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Hitler (Si), 123
Hitler (Wa), 95, 96
I
Impudent Cock (Si), 123, 135
Impudicus, Phallus (Si), 125, 126,
127, 128, 135
Inbrine (Ma), 104, 105
J
Jarvis, George (Wa), 94
Jarvis, John (Wa), 94
John Gay (Si), 137, 138
Johnny No Hands (Ma), 105
Johnson (Si), 123
Jones, Tom (Si), 123
Jonson, Ben (Si), 136, 137, 138, 139
K
Kakutani, Michiko (Si), 122
Kath (Si), 121
Kathryn (Si), 130
Keith (Ma), 103, 108, 109, 110
Kent, Kathryn (Si), 126, 132
Kent, Mrs (Si), 132
Kent, Ms (Si), 132
Kidney (Ma), 104, 106
King Charles (Wa), 95, 96
King Edward (Wa), 95
Kingsley, Charles (Wa), 95
Knopf, Corporal (Ma), 105
Kyd, Thomas (Si), 139
L
Lascelles, Nina (Si), 121, 122, 126,
135
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Lascelles, Nina, the Honourable (Si),
120
Leander (Si), 139
Lennon, John (Si), 123
Leonora (Si), 120, 121, 126, 130, 140
Lewis (Wa), 99
Lewis Scott, Mr (Wa), 92, 93, 99
Linnaeus (Wa), 95, 96
Livingstone, Dick (Ma), 108, 111
Lloyd, George (Wa), 95
Longman (Si), 123
Lord Porker (Si), 124
Loubet (Wa), 95, 96,
Louis XVI (Wa), 95, 96
Lucy (Si), 121
Lyly, John (Si), 139
M
Macheath (Si), 136, 137, 138
Malicia (Ma), 103, 105, 108, 110
Marat (Wa), 95, 96
Marie Antoinette (Wa), 95, 96
Marlowe, Christopher (Si), 139
Martha [Clay] (Wa), 97, 100
Marx (Wa), 95
Mary [Metcalf] (Wa), 93, 94, 98, 99,
100
Massinger, Philip (Si), 139,
MATHEO (Si), 139
Maurice (Ma), 101, 103, 108
MAURICE (Ma), 109
Metcalf, Harold (Wa), 94
Metcalf, Mary (Wa), 98
Metcalf, Mrs (Wa), 94
Middleton, Kate (Si), 123
Middleton, Pippa (Si), 123
Middleton, Thomas (Si), 123
Midgley, Pippa (Si), 121, 126, 132

Milady Berserko (Si), 119, 120, 121
Mondini, Carlo (Wa), 95
Morrell, Lady Ottoline (Si), 123
Mr Assistant Rat-catcher (Ma), 109,
110
Mr Butch (Si), 121, 132
Mr History Teacher (Wa), 92, 93
Münter (Wa), 93
Münter, Julius (Wa), 93, 95
Murdoch, Iris (Si), 123
Mussolini (Wa), 95, 96
Mystic Bob (Si), 121
N
Nabokov (Si), 122
Nelson (Wa), 95
Nick (Si), 121
Noah (Wa), 100
North (Si), 123
North, Joseph (Si), 129
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Zusammenfassung

Das Thema dieser Arbeit ist die Frage nach der Funktion der Charakternamen im Roman. Anhand von polnisch und englischsprachigen Publikationen wird der Forschungsstand zur Frage der Funktion des Eigennamens in literarischen Werken dargestellt. Die wichtigsten Forschungsströmungen zu
diesem Thema werden ebenfalls genannt. Es wurde bewiesen, dass die Frage
nach der Funktion der Eigennamen in der Literatur nicht gelöst, und die bisherigen Analysen chaotisch sind, weil es keine theoretischen Grundlagen für
die Identifizierung und das Definieren bestimmter Funktionen gibt. Daher
wurde eine neue theoretische Herangehensweise an das Problem vorgeschlagen. Sie basiert auf zwei Akten: dem Nominierungsakt und der Benutzung des
Namens. Auf der Grundlage der Modelle dieser Akte wurden die Definitionen
der Eigennamensfunktionen in Romanen und in literarischen Werken sowie die
Definitionen der spezifizierten Funktionen formuliert. Die neue theoretische
Herangehensweise wird durch die Analyse von drei Romanen veranschaulicht:
Waterland von Graham Swift, Maurice, der Kater von Terry Pratchett und Der
Seidenspinner von Robert Galbraith. Eine solche Auswahl von Werken ermöglichte es, die Anwendung verschiedener Theorieebenen zu veranschaulichen,
da sich die untersuchten Werke in der Anzahl der Schauplätze unterscheiden.
Darüber hinaus repräsentieren die ausgewählten Romane verschiedene literarische Genres und zeigen damit die Anwendbarkeit der vorgeschlagenen Methode auf das Studium von Romanen als Form und nicht nur eines ihrer Genres. Als Ergebnis füllt die Theorie, die in dem Buch vorgeschlagen wird, eine
Lücke in der Forschung zur Funktion der Eigennamen in Romanen. Die
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Theorie ermöglicht es auch, die vor ihrer Entstehung differenzierten Funktionen zu ordnen, neue Funktionen zu unterscheiden und systematisierte, zusammenhängende Analysen einzelner Romane durchzuführen.
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Резюме

Темой данной работы является вопрос о функции имен персонажей романа. На основании польских и англоязычных публикаций
представлено состояние исследований по вопросу о функции онимов
в литературных произведениях. Указаны основные направления исследований по обсуждаемой теме и доказано, что вопрос о функции
собственных названий в литературе не решен, а предыдущие анализы
носят хаотичный характер вследствие отсутствия теоретических
основ для выявления и определения индивидуальных функций.
Поэтому был предложен новый теоретический подход к этой проблеме. В его основе лежат два акта: номинативный акт и акт употребления
названия. На основе моделей этих актов представлены дефинции
терминов функции собственного имени в литературном произведении
и в романе, а также дефиниции указанных функций. Новый теоретический подход иллюстрируется анализом трех романов: "Земля воды"
Грэма Свифта, "Изумительный Морис и его ученые грызуны" Терри
Пратчета и "Шелкопряд" Роберта Гэлбрейта. Такая подборка работ
позволила проиллюстрировать применение различных уровней
теории, поскольку рассматриваемые работы различаются по количеству изображенных миров. Кроме того, избранные романы представляют различные литературные жанры, демонстрируя тем самым
применимость предложенного метода к изучению романов как формы, а не лишь как одного из их жанров. В результате предложенная
в статье теория заполняет пробел в исследованиях вопроса о функции
собственных названий романов, позволяет упорядочить функции,
выделенные до ее создания, выделить новые функции и проводить
систематизированные, компактные анализы отдельных романов.
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